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Disclaimer
THIS REPORT VERSION IS A DRAFTONLY ANDHAS NOT BEEN FORMALLY CHECKED.
IT IS PRIMARILY INTENDED AS A COMPREHENSIVE RECORD OF THE TEST CAM-
PAIGN AND ANALYSIS PROCESS. PUBLICATIONS WHICH RELATE TO THIS WORK
WILL BE SUBJECTED TO ADDITIONAL RIGOUR ANDWHERE INCONSISTENCIES EX-
IST BETWEEN THIS DOCUMENT AND RELATED PUBLICATIONS, THESE PUBLICA-
TIONS SHOULD BE ASSUMED TO SUPERSEDE ANY OF THE CONTENTS CONTAINED
HEREIN.
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1. Summary
1.1. Summary - The Short Version
This document details the commissioning of a 10.524 kg lightweight piston for X2. The lightweight
piston was required in order to develop a tuned free-piston driver for the tunnel for use with
scramjet flow conditions. Previous testing of such conditions, which require shock-processing of
dense air test gas, found that the duration of high pressure driver pressure gas was insufficient to
drive the shock the entire length of the tunnel without it significantly attenuating due to a strong
u+ a characteristic reflecting from the piston head and eventually interfering with downstream
flow processes.
Driver configurations were developed using an incremental approach. Initially, feasible driver
configurations were calculated using an analytical model coded in MATLAB, and based on
Hornung’s piston equations of motion [1]. Driver configurations were then fine tuned using the
1D Lagrangian code L1d2 [2]. Loss factors in L1d2 were fine tuned based on blanked-off driver
tests (i.e. using a non-rupturing diaphragm). An iterative approach was adopted until good
correlation was obtained between blanked-off experiments and L1d2, whereupon full experiments
were performed using rupturing diaphragms.
The new driver conditions were found to work without causing damage to the facility, and also
were shown to avoid the shock attenuation (which had been a problem with the previous 35 kg
free-piston driver configuration). Three new driver configurations were developed based on 1.2,
2.0, and 2.5 mm thick cold-rolled steel primary diaphragms. The final configurations are detailed
in Section 12.16 on page 146. The 2.0 mm thick diaphragm driver condition (LWP-2.5mm-Rev-0)
was found to be the best compromise between performance and clean operation.
Finally, some analysis of the test flow was performed. Initially, there were serious concerns
about unsteadiness in the test flow. However, further analysis indicated that there appeared to
be reasonable test flow occurring approximately during the predicted test time, and that the
test time was simply very short (theoretically only 63µs). The short test time was a result of
the very short shock tube, which was used simply to avoid rearrangement of the facility (the
focus of this experimental campaign was the free-piston driver). Therefore, the quality of test
flow was not determined conclusively, and more detailed flow condition analysis, as well as more
detailed flow condition experimental testing, will be required. However, this campaign still
yielded useful information regarding the test flow, particularly in regards to what factors require
greatest attention in the next phase of the investigation.
1.2. Summary - The Long Version
This document contains a fairly lengthy description of the process used to develop new tuned
driver conditions for X2 using a lightweight piston. It is not to the finished standard of a typical
formal report, and any important findings and results will be published afterwards in more
concise and carefully drafted documents. Instead, this document aims to capture and organise
the large amount of information associated with the development effort for this work. There
is insufficient time available to refine the contents to a high standard, therefore this report is
necessarily unfinished in places. This summary attempts to outline the key results of the report,
including some numerical content. It is therefore a little larger and more detailed than a normal
summary, but should prove useful given the bulk of the overall document.
Per Section 2 on page 17, a lightweight piston was designed for X2 in order to permit ‘tuned’
operation of the free piston driver, whereby piston speed is maintained at sufficiently high speed
during and after diaphragm rupture, that driver pressure remains high for a significantly longer
duration compared to a comparatively slow piston. A tuned driver is considered necessary to
achieve high pressure scramjet flow conditions in X2. Scramjet flow conditions involve relatively
slow shocks through the test gas, prior to expansion through the acceleration tube. In order to
push these slow shocks the entire length of the shock tube at full speed, the free piston driver is
required to maintain high pressure for a longer duration than that required for the high speed
flow conditions for which X2 has typically been used (for example, planetary entry between 6
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and 8 km/s). Previous attempts at such scramjet flow conditions with the existing 35 kg piston
driver did not achieve expected results, with the shock speed slowing significantly as it traversed
the tunnel. This attenuation was determined to be primarily a result of insufficient duration of
high pressure driver gas, thus indicating the need for a tuned driver condition.
For a tuned driver condition the piston is required to be lightweight for two reasons; firstly,
so that it can be accelerated to very high speed without requiring a prohibitively high reservoir
gas pressure to push it; and secondly, so that it can also be stopped in the very short distance
available towards the end of the piston stroke. A soft landing condition, based on work by Itoh
[3], was targeted for the new driver. This proposes developing a driver condition whereby, after
diaphragm rupture, there is a moment when piston speed and acceleration are simultaneously
zero before the piston hits the end of the tunnel. If practical, a buffer is sized so that it extends
out to this ‘inflection point’, thus catching the piston before it begins to accelerate forward
again. The two targets for the current free-piston driver design were therefore high piston speed
at rupture, and soft landing afterwards.
Per Section 6 on page 28, an analytical model of the X2 driver with the new lightweight piston
was developed and validated against the L1d2 numerical flow solver. The analytical model was
used to calculate soft landing driver conditions for various combinations of diaphragm rupture
pressure, allowable driver pressure variation ranges after rupture, and driver gas Helium/Argon
composition. Note: these analytical calculations were performed prior to completion of piston
manufacture, therefore the assumed weight was that predicted from CAD geometry (10.68 kg)
as opposed to the final measured weight (10.524 kg).
Seven potentially useful driver conditions were identified from the 45 analytical driver condi-
tions considered. These driver conditions were then re-analysed using a more representative 1D
L1d2 model, which accounts for area changes through the reservoir and driver, real gas effects,
some heat loss and viscous effects, and detailed longitudinal wave interaction [2]. The L1d2model
was used to fine-tune the driver configuration since it provided a more representative model of
tunnel behaviour. However, the general solution was first identified using the simpler analytical
model since this has a much faster run time, with results that are simpler and quicker to process
and interpret. The fine tuned L1d2 driver configuration results are presented in Table 17 on
page 36 and repeated in Table 1. See Section 7 on page 30 for full details.
Note: at this stage, the L1d2 model was based on the existing 35 kg piston model used
previously by the research group. Only the piston mass and length were updated; other model
parameters remained unchanged. Critical tunable loss factors in the model had been previously
selected for the relatively slow 35 kg piston, operated with relatively low reservoir pressures.
The suitability of these loss factors for the faster lightweight piston, operated at much higher
reservoir pressures, had not been determined at this point. Additionally, the L1d2 model used
the assumed piston mass of 10.68 kg (estimated from CAD geometry) as opposed to the final
measured mass of 10.524 kg.
Case pr pres,0 pD,0 He Ar pD,0,He pD,0,Ar xr ur Lm λ pmax pmax/pr ar Tr
[−] [MPa] [MPa] [kPa] [%] [%] [kPa] [kPa] [m] [m/s] [mm] [-] [MPa] [-] [m/s] [K]
1 15.5 1.06 18.7 0 100 0.0 18.7 4.577 82 123 53.2 17.7 1.14 1,172 3,960
9 35.6 1.77 20.6 0 100 0.0 20.6 4.606 101 94 81.6 35.6 1.10 1,360 5,334
13 15.5 3.12 93.2 80 20 74.6 18.6 4.422 126 278 18.7 15.5. 1.00 1,599 2,064
17 27.9 4.73 89.9 80 20 71.9 18.0 4.504 143 196 28.5 29.2 1.05 1,838 2,729
21 35.6 4.69 84.5 80 20 67.6 16.9 4.519 140 181 31.5 35.6 1.00 1,875 2,839
29 27.9 6.05 147.2 90 10 132.5 14.7 4.432 146 268 19.4 27.9 1.00 1,963 2,114
33 35.6 7.25 117.0 90 10 105.3 11.7 4.520 147 180 31.6 41.4 1.16 2,279 2,847
Table 1: L1d2 tuned driver results - Iteration 1 - rupturing diaphragms.
Figure 17 on page 45 presents the perfect gas calculated shock speeds for each of the driver
cases, and is repeated in Figure 1 on the next page. Referring to Figure 1, all tubes downstream
of the compression tube have identical fill conditions based on the original Mach 13 condition
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developed for the original X2 Helium driver with 15.5 MPa diaphragm rupture pressure (see
Table 19 on page 38 for fill condition details). The theoretical shock speeds (based on analytical
shock calculations) are compared to actual predicted responses from L1d2.
It can be seen in Figure 1 that most of the driver conditions do not achieve the original target
shock speeds. In order to achieve target flow conditions in the test section, pressures would need
to be scaled down accordingly, with the result being that final total pressures will be reduced.
However, per Figure 1, it can be seen that shock speeds do not significantly attenuate for these
new driver conditions, indicating that the desired property of increased driver gas supply time has
been nominally achieved. Further, the highest performing Cases - 17, 21, 29, and 33 - approach
target shock speeds (Case 33 exceeds target shock speeds).
Note: Considering the results shown in Figure 1, due to an unresolved bug in the L1d2 code,
simulations assuming equilibrium gas properties failed once the shock had reached the tertiary
diaphragm, probably due to an error in the gas model. The simulations were repeated with
a perfect gas model of air (as opposed to the equilibrium gas air model) and they successfully
completed (although this wasn’t always found to avoid the bug). A comparison of results in
Section 7.7.3 on page 37 indicated that results were not significantly different between the two
gas models.
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Figure 1: L1d2 shock speed predictions for perfect gas air.
Considering the L1d2 model used to calculate driver conditions shown in Table 1, in order to
simulate the effect of complex flow paths, such as flow through the reservoir launcher, or flow
through the primary diaphragm, L1d2 uses loss regions. The loss regions apply a loss factor over
a finite length of the tube where an area contraction etc. is present. Representative loss factors
can only be determined from experimental data, therefore development of loss factors must occur
in conjunction with experimental testing. There is no guarantee that a loss region will model
a disturbed flow region with useful accuracy; however, anecdotal experience indicates that the
modelling tool is quite effective once tuned for a given test condition. Since the initial L1d2model
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used was based on a comparatively low reservoir pressure (1.1 MPa), and a heavier piston (35 kg),
it was possible that the loss factors were inappropriate. Given the potential facility damage that
could occur by miscalculating driver fill conditions, an experimental method of tuning/validating
these loss factors was required prior to conducting a full shot. This was achieved by conducting
blanked-off driver experiments.
The blanked-off driver tests involve operating the free-piston driver at the target condition,
but instead of having a rupturing diaphragm, a thick steel plate is instead used to ‘blank off’
the compression tube. The piston dynamics for the blanked-off test up until the point where the
diaphragm would ordinarily rupture is theoretically identical to the rupturing case. Of course,
after the rupture pressure is reached, the piston instead continues to increase the driver pressure,
before rebounding backwards. By locating a pressure transducer in the thick steel blank-off plate,
the driver pressure at the diaphragm location can be measured during the piston compression
and subsequent rebound. As long as the driver pressure does not exceed the facility pressure
limit, and the piston can survive the pressure loads, then the piston will simply bounce back and
forth until it comes to rest, and no damage will be done.
The driver pressure trace from the blanked-off tests may then be compared to L1d2. L1d2
models can be run with non-rupturing diaphragms, thus providing a correlation basis for the
full piston rebound behaviour. Up until the normal diaphragm rupture pressure is reached,
the blank-off test provides a direct basis to validate the L1d2 against the experiment. Further,
by experimentally measuring the piston position at the point of peak displacement during its
stroke (using deformable rods located inside the driver tube, attached to the extreme end), the
geometric compression ratio of the driver gas can be determined experimentally. This can be
compared to predictions by L1d2 to give an indication of heat loss in the driver (heat loss is
not captured well by L1d2 since it uses pipe flow solutions which are not representative for the
relatively slow moving, large diameter piston; if heat loss is significant, then for a given pressure
the driver gas volume will be less, which can have serious implications if L1d2 is used to size
buffers etc; for example, see Section 12.10.3).
If the L1d2model can be tuned so that the blanked-off experimental pressure-time traces match
sufficiently well, and if driver heat loss does not appear to be significant, then the only significant
remaining uncertainty is the post-rupture behaviour. However, if piston position and driver gas
pressure have been predicted with sufficient accuracy up until this point, then it is reasonable
to believe that no hugely unexpected behaviours will occur after diaphragm rupture with the
reservoir response. Although there is still uncertainty prior to the actual diaphragm-rupturing
experiment, especially with flow through the ruptured diaphragm, the overall uncertainty will
have been reduced significantly.
Hence, a series of blanked off tests were performed for the lightweight piston. Per Section 11,
blanked off tests were performed for Cases 1, 13, and 29, from Table 1. Reservoir and driver
fill pressures for Case 29 were scaled to 60% in order to keep peak driver pressure to within
the facility limits. In order to achieve good correlation between experimental and L1d2 pressure
traces, it was found that the reservoir loss factor in L1d2 needed to be increased from 0.5 to
4.5 for Case 1, and 3.5 for Cases 13 and 29. Once the reservoir loss factors had been adjusted
(depending on the driver case), the correlation between the numerical and experimental pressure
traces was very good. Refer to Figure 20 on page 47 for Case 1, Figure 21 on page 48 for Case
13 (repeated in Figure 2 on the following page), and Figure 22 on page 48 for Case 29.
Note: all pressure trace comparisons between L1d2 and experiment involved time-shifting one
of the traces until the closest fit was obtained. No other scaling was performed on the traces.
The first round of blanked-off experiments indicated that required reservoir fill pressures were
being under-predicted by the existing L1d2 model. Therefore, per Section 12.1, loss factors were
increased to 4.5 where reservoir fill pressures were less 1.5 MPa in Table 1, and increased to 3.5
where reservoir fill pressures were greater than 1.5 MPa. Tuned driver configurations in Table
1 were then recalculated. The Iteration 2 driver cases are shown in Table 23 on page 49, and
repeated in Table 2 on the next page. Predicted performance of these new driver conditions is
shown in Figure 23 on page 49, and repeated in Figure 3 on page 8.
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Figure 2: Comparison of experimental and L1d2 driver pressures for Case 13 at 100% (shot x2s1303).
Case pr pres,0 pD,0 He Ar pD,0,He pD,0,Ar xr ur Lm λ pmax pmax/pr ar Tr
[−] [MPa] [MPa] [kPa] [%] [%] [kPa] [kPa] [m] [m/s] [mm] [-] [MPa] [-] [m/s] [K]
1 15.5 1.27 19.4 0 100 0.0 19.4 4.462 82 29 51 16.8 1.09 1,146 3,788
9 35.6 1.51 14.2 0 100 0.0 14.2 4.511 76 17 107 39.4 1.10 1,447 6,033
13 15.5 4.94 110.3 80 20 88.2 22.1 4.296 145 92 18 16.7 1.08 1,571 1,993
17 27.9 6.85 98.7 80 20 79.0 19.7 4.384 159 56 27 29.1 1.04 1,756 2,490
21 35.6 6.14 78.3 80 20 62.6 15.7 4.430 142 47 37 38.3 1.08 1,952 3,077
29 27.9 11.10 171.4 90 10 154.2 17.1 4.327 177 91 20 30.3 1.08 1,972 2,133
33 35.6 8.09 113.2 90 10 101.9 11.3 4.407 139 71 31 37.7 1.06 2,233 2,735
Table 2: L1d2 tuned driver results: rupturing diaphragms - iteration 2.
Since the recalculated L1d2 driver conditions had new reservoir fill pressures, a new set of
blanked off tests were required. As a rule, prior to any experimental testing with a rupturing
diaphragm, a blanked-off test with the new condition was performed to ensure good correlation
with L1d2. If the correlation was unacceptable, the L1d2 loss factors were re-adjusted to ensure
good correlation for the blanked-off tests, and then the rupturing behaviour of the model was
assessed. If any changes to reservoir or driver fill pressures were required to achieve soft landing
with the model, new blank-off tests were performed, and the cycle continued, until nominally
successful driver configurations were obtained which also correlated well to experimental blanked-
off tests. The general procedure to develop new driver conditions is detailed in Jacobs et. al
[4], with the relevant extract included in Appendix V, (see Figure 267 on page 333, repeated in
Figure 4 on page 9).
Considering the existing 35 kg free piston driver for X2, the driver has been configured such
that the amount of reservoir gas energy imparted to the piston is only a little greater than that
required to rupture the steel diaphragm; for example, if the reservoir fill pressure is lowered
by 10-20%, the piston will not have enough energy to raise driver pressure to the diaphragm
rupture pressure, therefore the diaphragm will not rupture. The result is that the piston does
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Figure 3: L1d2 shock speed predictions for perfect gas air - iteration 2.
not have significant energy following diaphragm rupture. Therefore, in a blanked-off test the
driver pressure will not rise far above the nominal diaphragm rupture pressure before the piston
comes to rest before rebounding.
A key characteristic which differentiates tuned free-piston driver operation with the lightweight
piston is that the piston is given significantly greater energy than that which is required to break
the diaphragm, since it must also have sufficient energy to continue to push driver gas through
the throat of the driver, at full pressure, after the diaphragm has broken. The lightweight tuned
piston therefore has significantly greater energy than that required to rupture the diaphragm. In
a blanked-off test the driver pressure can continue to rise to significantly higher pressures than
the nominal diaphragm rupture pressure, which in many cases may exceed the facility pressure
structural limit.
For blanked-off tests undertaken for Iteration 1, scaling was applied to both the reservoir and
driver pressures in order to keep peak pressure to below the facility limit of 40 MPa. However,
for Iteration 2 testing onwards, it was thought to be more favourable to apply scaling to the
driver pressure only, increasing the driver pressure until peak pressure was contained to within
acceptable limits. This approach was adopted since piston dynamics is primarily influenced by
the reservoir behaviour for most of the piston stroke. This is because the reservoir gas pressure
acting on the piston is much higher than the driver pressure, except towards the end of the stroke,
whereupon the driver pressure rises rapidly and eventually significantly exceeds the magnitude of
the expanded reservoir gas pressure. Therefore, piston dynamics in a blanked-off test primarily
depends on the reservoir pressure for most of the piston stroke, and as such, it is preferable to
scale driver pressure instead.
Eventually, driver cases 13, 17, and 21, were considered the most promising driver cases, both
in terms of performance (reasonable shock strength) and also practicality (sensible fill pressures,
buffer lengths, etc.). The process in Figure 4 was followed, and eventually shots with rupturing
diaphragms were performed, detailed in the following report sections:
1. Case 13, Iteration 2: Section 12.7 on page 60.
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Figure 4: X2 free-piston driver condition development process.
2. Case 17, Iteration 2, 2b, 2c, 2d, and 2e: Section 12.9 on page 74, Section 12.10 on page 77,
Section 12.10.4 on page 86, Section 12.10.5 on page 86, and Section 12.10.6 on page 90,
respectively.
3. Case 21, Iteration 2, 2b: Section 12.12 on page 98 and Section 12.13 on page 101 respec-
tively.
The final three driver conditions are summarised in Table 39 on page 147, and repeated in
Table 3 on the next page. The performance of these three driver conditions is detailed in various
locations. Figure 273 on page 338 (from Appendix V) provides a good overall comparison of
experimentally measured shock speeds with target shock speeds, and is repeated in Figure 5 on
page 11.
Referring to Figure 5, the experiments were generally very successful. Significant shock at-
tenuation was no longer evident, with shock speeds much more constant, especially through the
high density test gas. Further, the soft landing condition was achieved, with minimal damage to
the buffer.
The buffer for these experiments was comprised of 6× 50 mm diameter nylon studs. The
nylon studs were sized in order to catch the piston at its inflection point. L1d2 was used to
calculate the position of the inflection point. Noting that L1d2 does not have a precisely identical
representation of the compression tube area change at the primary diaphragm, corrections were
applied to calculated buffer lengths, depending on the application. Corrections were initially
9
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(a) Driver condition LWP-1.2mm-Rev-0
(b) Driver condition LWP-2.0mm-Rev-0
(c) Driver condition LWP-2.5mm-Rev-0
Figure 5: Comparison of experimental, analytical and numerical shock speeds for new tuned lightweight piston driver
conditions (refer Table 39). Data points denoted ‘X2s...’ indicate experimentally measured shock speeds.
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applied with some inconsistencies, however the methodology was later formalised, and is detailed
in Section 12.4 on page 50.
The safe impact speed for the nylon studs was also determined based on the assumption that
the studs would plastically deform at constant volume if the piston impacted hard. Referring
to Section 8 on page 38, the yield stress was assumed to be 10 MPa, which in retrospect was
probably far too low. However, it served as a conservative basis to estimate the impact absorbing
potential of the nylon studs. A finding of significant practical importance during the testing was
the need to have secure fastening of the studs to the buffer end plate. Otherwise studs were
easily damaged, with buffer impact appearing much more severe than it actually was (refer to
Section 12.10.8 on page 91).
Analysis of the test flow was not a priority in this experimental campaign, and therefore
instrumentation in the test section was sparse, and calibration was generally not checked (except
where stated otherwise). However, high speed camera footage and pitot pressure traces were still
obtained. These are discussed in Section 12.14 on page 106. Initially, there were serious concerns
about unsteadiness in the test flow, particularly for Case 21 with the 2.5 mm thick diaphragm
(refer Section 12.14 on page 106). However, further analysis indicated that there appeared to be
reasonable test flow approximately during the predicted test time, and that the test time was
simply very short (it was later noted that the test time was theoretically only 63µs). The short
test time was a result of the very short shock tube, which was used simply to avoid rearrangement
of the facility (the focus of this experimental campaign was the free-piston driver).
Initial testing had the nozzle attached to X2. The nozzle has a start-up time associated with it
which by inspection is of a similar magnitude to the test time (for example, refer to Figure 86 on
page 116), therefore it is possible that the entire test flow was disturbed by the nozzle start-up.
Without the nozzle, there was a period of steady flow soon after arrival of the shock (for example,
Figure 93 on page 123). The nozzle is also designed for Mach 7.3 flow at the inlet, which is much
less than the theoretical Mach 9 inlet flow for these experiments. Nozzles do not necessarily work
well off-design, so even if test time is sufficient, it is not necessarily reasonable to conclude that
test flow will be acceptable if the nozzle is not suitable for the inlet Mach number.
Finally, much of the high speed camera footage looks unsteady, however in retrospect the figures
presented are generally too long duration. Future footage should be more precisely coordinated
with the test flow arrival. This issue is discussed in more detail in Section 15 on page 149.
Therefore, the quality of test flow was not determined conclusively, and more detailed flow
condition analysis, as well as more detailed flow condition experimental testing, are required.
However, this campaign still yielded useful information regarding the test flow, particularly in
regards to what factors require greatest attention in the next phase of the investigation which
will focus on flow processes downstream of the primary diaphragm.
Note: Some other useful information is documented in this report, which the report can be
used as a reference for, as follows:
1. Appendix A contains the lightweight piston drawing set.
2. Appendix J details a calibration check of the X2 recoil sensor.
3. Appendix T details the methodology to estimate test gas total pressure from experimental
results.
4. Section 12.8.1 on page 72 and Section 12.13.1 on page 103 describe piston condition checks
during the experimental campaign. These checks indicated that the piston was surviving
the testing without serious damage.
5. Section 12.8 on page 69 details a hydraulic pressure test of the X2 reservoir which formally
rates the reservoir to a maximum operating pressure of 8 MPa.
6. Section 12.10.2 on page 81 compares calibration of the X2 high range (PNo. W65511811,
SNo. 8023020) and low range (PNo. W6D022611, SNo. 020815481) barocels.
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7. Section U on page 326 derives the Rayleigh pitot pressure formula.
8. Section D on page 189 derives the specific gas constant for a mixture of ideal gases defined
in terms of partial pressures.
9. Hornung’s piston equations of motion [1] are derived and presented in dimensional form in
Appendix B.
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2. Introduction
This document details a test campaign to develop a high performance tuned free piston driver
condition for a new lightweight (10.524kg) piston for X2. A lightweight piston is required in
order to achieve “tuned” piston dynamics [1, 3, 5], which typically involve running the piston
at comparatively high velocities around the period of diaphragm rupture. High piston speeds
momentarily compensate for driver gas loss into the adjacent tube, and can significantly extend
the period of time at which driver gas pressure is maintained at usefully high levels. However,
high piston speeds pose several challenges to safe driver operation, and require significantly
different driver operational parameters, of which a lightweight piston is a key aspect.
The design of the piston is described in assembly drawing X2-LWP-001-1 (refer Appendix
A). The piston stress analysis is presented in [6]. The piston is functionally identical to the
existing 35kg piston which has previously been used in X2 running in single stage free piston
driver mode. A modification to the piston launcher was required to correctly seat the lightweight
piston, however this will not affect ongoing use with the existing 35kg piston.
The piston is rated to withstand the deceleration arising from a 40 MPa driver pressure load,
as well as to resist, with negligible deformation, a 10 MPa reservoir pressure load when restrained
on the X2 launcher (deformation must be minimal since leakage around the launcher D-ring seals
could result in pre-launch). Stress analysis of the piston entailed applying a 2× safety factor
to both of these loads (i.e. the piston was stressed to 80 MPa driver and 20 MPa reservoir
pressures).
It is impractical to design a free piston driver which survives a significant impact velocity of the
piston into the end of the tube, therefore it is necessary to ensure that a soft landing condition
is achieved during testing. The structural response of the piston to impact loading against a
typical X2 nitrile or polyurethane buffer has not been assessed. The purpose of this document
is to detail the process used to develop a test campaign to safely tune the dynamics of the new
lightweight piston.
The aim of this campaign is to undertake testing using a ramped approach, whereby initial
testing involves low performance, less severe driver conditions. Based on successful implemen-
tation of soft landing concepts for the gentler driver conditions, the testing will then proceed
towards higher performance (and correspondingly more severe) driver conditions. The final goal
is to achieve a safe, repeatable, high performance (i.e. high compression ratio, high sound speed,
long duration) driver condition for use in high total pressure flow conditions.
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3. Mach 13 Flow Condition
Initial experiments considered a Mach 13 scramjet flow condition. This condition was developed
using the methodology outlined [7], which was based on the scramjet ascent trajectory originally
presented in Hunt [8]. The condition utilises a Helium secondary driver. Initial analysis with
L1d2 indicated that the nominal driver configuration of X2 does not deliver high pressure driver
gas for a sufficient duration of time, thus resulting in significant attenuation of the shock. This
attenuation prevents the high theoretical total pressures for this condition being achieved. These
experiments were run to confirm the piston dynamics issues. Later work is focussed on tuning
the piston dynamics to enable the full flow properties of this condition to be achieved.
3.1. Scramjet Flight Regime
3.1.1. Proposed Ascent Trajectory
A primary application of scramjet technology is payload delivery to orbit [9]. However, the
requirement that the scramjet must operate within a suitable air-breathing corridor imposes
several limitations on the final launch vehicle configuration [8], including the following:
1. Additional sources of propulsion are required for the initial acceleration to scramjet ignition,
and for propulsion once the vehicle leaves the atmosphere.
2. Upper altitude limit: The scramjet is an air-breathing engine, and as such, for a given
Mach number it is required to fly at altitudes sufficiently low that it can capture and process
sufficient airflow [10], and maintain sufficient static pressure for supersonic combustion (i.e.
Tetlow and Doolan [9] nominates 9.5 kPa as a minimum).
3. Lower altitude limit: Increasing the flight dynamic pressure directly benefits thrust genera-
tion [11]. However, at the high dynamic pressures which are required for sufficient thrust in
order to power, for example, a large SSTO, aerodynamic heating presents severe structural
challenges [12]. Airframe structural loading and aerodynamic heating impose upper limits
on the dynamic pressures (lower limits on altitude) at which the vehicle can operate [11].
Considering the above, proposed scramjet ascent trajectories typically target a constant dy-
namic pressure phase during the bulk of the scramjet burn cycle. The requirement for high
thrust demands that dynamic pressures be kept as high as structural limitations will allow [11].
Thrust and structural limitations therefore define an operational band within which the scramjet
must operate during the ascent. An example of a representative ascent trajectory is illustrated
in Figure 6 on the following page.
Figure 6 on the next page describes a representative ascent trajectory whereby the scramjet
burn cycle occurs along the 2000 psf (95.8 kPa) dynamic pressure isobar. There are several
authors who also consider this dynamic pressure as an approximate maximum practical limit
[10, 11, 13]. Figure 6 on the following page is only one proposed trajectory, but it provides a
useful and rational basis upon which to develop flow conditions. It does not take into account
specific vehicle operational parameters, and is simply an approximate flight path.
3.1.2. Total Pressure Requirements and Model Scale
Current impulse facilities are not capable of testing payload-to-orbit full scale scramjets, therefore
sub-scale models are used. In order to adequately relate data obtained from scale models back
to the full size engine, pressure length scaling is used, which helps to account for viscous effects,
ignition time, reaction time, fuel mixing process, and the effect of temperature and pressure on
equilibrium heat release [14].
The effect of pressure length scaling is to increase the total pressure requirement as model
size reduces, placing greater demands on the total pressure performance of the impulse facilities.
Figure 7 on page 20 shows how total pressure varies with model scale, for different free stream
Mach numbers, at a constant dynamic pressure of 2000 psf (95.8 kPa, from the representative
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Figure 6: Representative scramjet ascent trajectory (adapted from [8]).
ascent trajectory in Figure 6; note: total pressure denotes calculations following an isentropic
compression of atmospheric air from flight velocity to stagnation, assuming shifting chemical
equilibrium in accordance with Chinitz [15]).
3.1.3. Derivation of Target Flow Conditions
Target flow conditions were derived from the ascent trajectory outlined in Hunt and Martin
[8]. Using the reference trajectory detailed in Figure 6, a series of target flow conditions were
established, as shown in Table 4 on page 21 below. The total pressure requirements at 1:10
model scale are also shown for reference. The flow conditions are calculated as follows:
1. Assume a dynamic pressure of 95.8 kPa (2000 psf).
2. Assume a variation with altitude, of sound speed and density, in accordance with the
American Standard Atmosphere [16].
3. Calculate the corresponding Mach number at each altitude increment using the following
equation:
q = 12ρV
2 = 12ρ(Ma)
2 ⇒M =
√
2q
ρa2
(1)
4. Linearly interpolate flow properties for the given Mach number of interest.
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Figure 7: Effect of model scale on free stream simulation total pressure requirements, based on p-L scaling. Assumes
2000 psf (95.8 kPa) constant dynamic pressure, and shifting chemical equilibrium.
3.2. Mach 13 flow condition
3.2.1. Overview
The Mach 13 flow condition from Table 4 on the next page was selected as an initial target flow
condition. An analytical model was developed in MATLAB to represent X2 running in expansion
tube mode with a Helium secondary driver and a Mach 10 nozzle. The geometry of the tunnel
was fixed, and the current nominal driver configuration was assumed. An optimiser was used to
achieve the Mach 13 flow condition in Table 4 on the following page, as well as maximise total
pressure and test time. The optimiser was configured to derive the required fill pressures in the
secondary driver, shock tube, and acceleration tube, and also to configure the available tube
lengths. The calculated flow condition was simulated using CFD and also experimentally tested
in X2. The analytical, numerical, and experimental results are presented in this chapter.
3.2.2. Secondary Driver
Morgan and Stalker [17] first utilised a secondary driver with an expansion tube in order to
achieve super-orbital flows. Referring to Figure 8 on the next page, the secondary driver is an
additional section of tube which is located between the primary driver and the shock tube. It is
typically filled with the same gas as the primary driver, and is run in the over-tailored mode. The
expansion tube is over-tailored when the shock processed gas in the secondary driver (region 2)
is hotter than the expanded primary driver gas (region 3). Since the gas type (Helium), pressure,
and velocity are equal across the contact surface between these two regions, the higher sound
speed in region 2 results in a stronger shock propagating into the test gas [17].
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Full Scale Model 1:10 Scale Model
Mach Altitude ρ a T V p p0 p p0
[-] [m] [kg/m3] [m/s] [K] [m/s] [kPa] [MPa] [kPa] [MPa]
10 29,108 0.02112 301 226 3,011 1.368 129 13.68 1,282
11 30,383 0.01736 302 227 3,322 1.131 246 11.31 2,432
12 31,552 0.01451 303 228 3,633 0.950 457 9.50 4,478
13 32,635 0.01226 304 230 3,952 0.809 829 8.09 8,046
14 33,649 0.01045 306 233 4,282 0.698 1,474 6.98 14,131
15 34,605 0.00900 308 235 4,614 0.608 2,547 6.08 24,172
Table 4: Target Flow Conditions.
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Figure 8: Schematic of Expansion Tunnel with Compound Driver (adapted from [17–24]).
A parameter referred to as the ‘driver equivalent Mach number’ has been proposed to measure
the performance advantage of the secondary driver [25]. This parameter is calculated by dividing
the flow speed behind the secondary shock by the primary driver sound speed [25]. The secondary
driver is seen to offer performance benefits when the driver equivalent Mach number exceeds 2,
while 4 is treated as a practical upper limit due to viscosity and facility limitations [25].
Operation in the over-tailored mode also provides the acoustic buffer effect described by Paull
[23] which can improve test flow quality [25]. The secondary driver has three disadvantages which
need to be weighed against its benefits before it is used:
1. The additional tube requires the addition of another thin Mylar (or similar) diaphragm to
the tunnel, which complicates the operation of the facility [25].
2. For a given total tunnel length, the secondary driver reduces the length of the remaining
tubes, and consequently also the available test time [25].
3. Application of this driver configuration to the higher density, lower speed scramjet flows
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(as compared to the super-orbital flows considered by [17]) may allow further time for
upstream waves to interfere with flow development.
The high total pressure scramjet flow conditions targeted in this analysis typically involve
driving a relatively slow shock through the shock tube. At these lower driven shock speeds, the
performance benefit of a dual driver arrangement is actually not significant [19]. However, the
secondary driver remains necessary in order to prevent flow disturbances propagating upstream
in accordance with [23]. Otherwise, a significantly lower primary driver sound speed will be
required, which will reduce total pressure capabilities significantly.
3.2.3. Target Flow Condition
An analytical model of the X2 expansion tunnel operating with a secondary driver was developed
in MATLAB. A Simulated Annealing optimisation algorithm was used to target desired flow
conditions. The Mach 13 flow condition in Table 4 on the preceding page was selected, and the
optimiser was used to calculate the tunnel parameters which would produce this condition. A
general overview of the optimisation is presented in [7].
A Mach 13 condition was calculated using the 0D perfect gas MATLAB model per [7]. A
primary diaphragm burst pressure of 15.5MPa was used, which is the typical value assumed for
X2 operating with a 1.2mm thick cold rolled steel diaphragm (which is scored down to a thickness
of 1.0mm). The calculated Mach 13 flow condition parameters are summarised in Table 42 on
page 329. An x-t diagram is presented in Figure 9 on the following page, and detailed flow
conditions are presented in Table 6 on page 24.
Symbol Value Units Description
pres 1.1 MPa Reservoir fill pressure, Air.
p4,0 30 kPa Driver fill pressure, Helium.
prupt 15.5 MPa Primary diaphragm rupture pressure.
λ 42.5 [-] Compression ratio.
p1 150 kPa Secondary driver fill pressure, Helium.
p2 330 kPa Shock tube fill pressure, Air.
p3 254 Pa Acceleration tube fill pressure, Air.
L1 3.424 m Secondary driver tube length.
L2 1.301 m Shock tube length.
L3 4.254 m Acceleration tube length.
M 13.4 - Mach number at nozzle exit; target = 13.0.
u 3.950 km/s Flow velocity at nozzle exit; target = 3.952 km/s.
p0 1, 450 MPa Total pressure at nozzle exit.
ttt 0.063 ms Test time.
a2/a3 1.26 - Acoustic buffer ratio; target > 1.25.
Table 5: Mach 13 calculated flow condition.
The tube lengths specified in Table 42 on page 329 are combinations which can be potentially
specified by reconfiguring the current X2 expansion tube configuration. However, it was not
practical to make these changes to the X2 expansion tube for this short experimental testing
campaign, therefore the tube configuration was left unchanged. Results for the actual X2 con-
figuration which was used is outlined in Figure 10 on the next page and Table 7 on page 25.
Referring to Figure 10 on the next page, it can be seen that a shorter shock tube was used in
the eventual configuration, which results in a shorter test time. For the purposes of these exper-
iments, this was considered acceptable, since the experiments would still permit confirmation of
the predicted shock speeds.
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Figure 9: Mach 13 optimised flow condition x-t diagram.
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Figure 10: Mach 13 modified tube arrangement flow condition x-t diagram.
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3.2.4. Mach 13 Condition Experiment Results with Existing 35 kg Piston Driver
Some baseline experiments were performed with the existing 35 kg free-piston driver to demon-
strate the shock attenuation that had been observed with similar conditions previously. Table 8
summarises the tunnel configuration for this condition. Table 9 on the next page summarises
three shots performed for the Mach 13 condition, using the existing 35 kg free-piston driver.
Experimental shock speeds are plotted in Figure 11, and compared to predictions of shock speed
along the tunnel using L1d2. Theoretical ‘target’ shock speeds are also shown. It can be seen
that significant attenuation of the shock occurs across the higher density secondary driver and
shock tube, resulting in shock speeds far below target values in the acceleration tube.
Symbol Value Units Description
pA,0 1.1 MPa Reservoir fill pressure, Air.
pD,0 30.0 kPa Driver fill pressure, 100% Helium.
prupt 15.5 MPa Primary diaphragm rupture pressure.
λ 42.5 [-] Driver compression ratio.
mp 35.0 kg Piston mass.
psec 150 kPa Secondary driver fill pressure, Helium.
pshk 330 kPa Shock tube fill pressure, Air.
pacc 254 Pa Acceleration tube fill pressure, Air.
Lsec 3.424 m Secondary driver tube length.
Lshk 1.301 m Shock tube length.
Lacc 4.254 m Acceleration tube length.
M 13.4 - Predicted Mach number at nozzle exit; target = 13.0.
u 3.950 km/s Predicted flow velocity at nozzle exit; target = 3.952 km/s.
p0 1, 450 MPa Predicted total pressure at nozzle exit.
ttt 0.063 ms Predicted test time.
Table 8: Mach 13 calculated flow condition.
Figure 11: X2 shock speeds for Mach 13 condition, using 35 kg piston with 100% Helium driver. Data points denoted
‘X2s...’ indicate experimentally measured shock speeds.
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4. Target Driver Condition
The target driver condition was based on the nominal X2 condition, but with the aim of increased
useful driver gas supply duration. This inevitably involves using a higher primary diaphragm
burst pressure, which alone will improve performance. However, the driver gas sound speed
typically needs to be reduced through the addition of argon to limit maximum piston velocity,
and a lower compression ratio is used in order to increase the available distance to decelerate
the piston; both of these factors reduce driver performance. For reference, the nominal driver
configuration is outlined in Table 10.
Reservoir fill pressure, pres = 1.1 MPa
Driver fill pressure, p4,0 = 30kPa
Primary diaphragm rupture pressure, p4 = 15.5 MPa
Compression ratio, λ = 42.5 [-]
Driver gas composition, 100% Helium
Piston mass, 35 kg
Table 10: Nominal X2 driver configuration.
In absolute terms, the driver facility limits are a 40 MPa peak driver pressure (as opposed to
diaphragm rupture pressure; driver pressure may continue to increase following diaphragm rup-
ture for an over-driven piston) and a 10 MPa reservoir fill pressure. Comparing the reservoir fill
pressure limit to Table 10, the limiting pressure clearly exceeds the normal operational pressure
by an order of magnitude. It is undesirable to operate the reservoir fill pressure at this high
level due to risk of pre-launch, and due to the significant energy involved. Table 11 indicates the
absolute operational limits that were applied for the lightweight piston.
Reservoir maximum fill pressure, pres,max = 10 MPa
Driver maximum fill pressure, p4,0,max = 1 MPa
Primary driver maximum pressure, p4,max = 40 MPa
Driver gas composition, variable Helium/Argon
Piston mass, 10.683 kg
Table 11: X2 driver configuration limits.
5. X2 Driver Description
The L1d2 representation of the X2 driver geometry is described in Figure 12 on the following
page and Table 12 on the next page, and provides a detailed outline of the facility. The tunnel
was operated with a secondary driver as shown, and also shock and acceleration tubes. The
length of the shock tube depends on the placement of the tertiary diaphragm. In the diagram it
is shown at 4.725 m downstream of the primary diaphragm (the location used for previous tests)
although it can also be located at 5.840 m downstream of the primary diaphragm (resulting in
a longer shock tube and correspondingly shorter acceleration tube).
6. X2 Analytical Model
An analytical model of X2 was created in MATLAB to provide a fast tool to predict piston
motion before and after diaphragm rupture. The model was based on the equations of motion
developed by Hornung [1], which are presented in Appendix C. An initial validation of the model
was performed by first nominating some representative test conditions, and comparing solutions
with an equivalent model developed using the quasi-one-dimensional Lagrangian transient flow
solver L1d2 [2]. This section presents the results of this comparison.
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Figure 12: Graphical representation of X2 geometry used in L1d2 analysis (refer Table 12).
ID x‐Location (m) Diameter Comment Volume
A ‐3.890 0.316 Start of reservoir (Segment) (Total)
B ‐0.990 0.316 0.2274
C ‐0.970 0.244 0.0012
D ‐0.370 0.244 0.0281
E ‐0.350 0.160 0.0007
F ‐0.157 0.160 0.0039
G ‐0.010 0.257 0.0051 Reservoir volume:
H 0.000 0.257 End of reservoir / start of piston 0.0005 Σ = 0.2669 m3
I 0.221 0.257 End of piston / start of compression tube 0.0114
J 4.600 0.257 0.2268
K 4.700 0.085 Start of shock tube 0.0025 Compression tube volume:
L 4.810 0.085 Primary diaphragm 0.0006 Σ = 0.2299 m3
M 8.234 0.085 Secondary diaphragm 0.0194
N 10.650 0.085 Tertiary diaphragm 0.0137
O 13.789 0.085 Acceleration tube exit 0.0178
Length of reservoir (LH wall to piston rear face): 3.890 m
Length of compression tube (piston RH face to primary diaphragm): 4.589 m
Table 12: X2 L1d2 geometry details (refer Figure 12).
L1d2 is a numerical flow solver which is capable of modelling expansion tube geometry fea-
tures such as area changes etc. The analytical model, however, is strictly one-dimensional, and
therefore cannot accurately capture actual effects present in X2 such as the area change at the
reservoir (which reduces the effectiveness of the reservoir for a given fill pressure), or the com-
plex flow path through the launcher. Therefore, the L1d2 validation model was simplified only
to include one-dimensional geometric features, and ideal gas properties were assumed. Assumed
geometric features and ideal gas properties are outlined in Table 13 on the following page. All
options in L1d2 were set to ideal cases (frictionless piston, no viscous effects etc, diaphragm
located directly at area change, piston modelled as solid mass etc). Note: an assumed length, fill
gas type, and fill pressure, were assumed for the shock tube. The downstream edge was modelled
as a free end. This was to enable calculations in L1d2 following diaphragm rupture; the same
information was not required for the analytical model.
A total of seven models were analysed, as outlined in Table 14 on page 31. Calculations
were performed for the analytical and simplified L1d2 models for seven arbitrary conditions.
Results from the seven models are presented in Appendix C. It can be seen in Appendix C that
piston velocity vs. position along the compression tube is modelled well by the analytical solver
compared to L1d2. The L1d2 predicts a slightly slower piston response as the deceleration begins.
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Piston mass, mp = 10.683 m
Piston length, Lp = 0.221 m
Diameter of driver tube, Ddrv = 0.2568 m
Diameter of shock tube, Dshk = 0.085 m
Compression tube length, Ldrv = 4.469 m
Assumed reservoir tube length (L1d2 only), Lres = 5 m
Assumed reservoir tube fill gas (L1d2 only), 100% Air
Assumed reservoir diameter (L1d2 only), Dres = 0.2568 m
Assumed buffer width, wbuf = 0.075 m
Assumed shock tube length (L1d2 only), Lshk = 5 m
Assumed shock tube fill gas (L1d2 only), 100% Air
Assumed shock tube fill pressure (L1d2 only), 10 kPa
Ratio of specific heats for Air, γAir = 1.4
Ratio of specific heats for Helium, γHe = 1.667
Ratio of specific heats for Argon, γAr = 1.667
Specific gas constant for Air, RAir = 287 J/(kg.K)
Specific gas constant for Helium, RHe = 2077 J/(kg.K)
Specific gas constant for Argon, RAr = 208 J/(kg.K)
Table 13: X2 simplified model parameters.
Several reasons have been identified for this:
1. Driver gas compression process: the analytical model assumes that the driver gas com-
presses isentropically and steadily. However, where the piston is moving very quickly, the
action of compression waves travelling back and forth across the driver volume becomes
significant. Considering Case 1 as an example (refer Figure 136 on page 194), where the
piston speed is comparatively slower and the driver gas has a high speed of sound, the
behaviour of the compression waves does not significantly impact on the compression pro-
cess, and the analytical and L1d2 models correlate well. However, considering case 6 (refer
Figure 139 on page 197), where piston speed is high, and the 100% Argon driver gas has
a slow sound speed, the strength of the compression waves is evident, and the result is
significantly poorer correlation between the analytical and L1d2 models.
2. Reservoir gas expansion process: the analytical model assumes that the reservoir gas can be
modelled with an unsteady expansion until diaphragm rupture. Between the moment the
piston starts to decelerate, and the point of diaphragm rupture, this assumption neglects
the inertial effect of expanded reservoir gas piling into the pack of the decelerating piston,
thus underestimating the reservoir gas pressure force. After diaphragm rupture, a single
reverse shock is assumed to act at the rear piston face, stagnating the expanded reservoir
gas as if the piston was stopped instantly. This assumption overestimates reservoir gas
force.
Considering the cases in Appendix C where piston speed is high, and/or a slow speed of sound
driver gas has been used, the effects of these assumptions become more significant. However, the
analytical model still provides fairly useful approximate predictions of the piston response, and
is useful for identifying driver parameters that are close the the optimum solution. Fine tuning
with a detailed model in L1d2 can then be applied to ensure the above identified secondary effects
are accounted for prior to experimental testing.
7. X2 Driver Optimised Target Conditions
7.1. Overview
A series of driver conditions has been developed with varying levels of performance and opera-
tional severity. Driver configurations are differentiated in terms of diaphragm rupture pressure,
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Run ID pres pdrv prupt He Ar Comments
[−] [MPa] [kPa] [MPa] [%] [%] [-]
1 1.5 30 15 100 0 Arbitrary case, High sound speed, low velocity
2 1.5 30 15 90 10 Arbitrary case, medium sound speed, low velocity
3 1.5 30 15 0 100 Arbitrary case, low sound speed, low velocity
4 7.0 100 30 100 0 Arbitrary case, high sound speed, high velocity
5 7.0 100 30 90 10 Arbitrary case, medium sound speed, high velocity
6 7.0 100 30 0 100 Arbitrary case, low sound speed, high velocity
7 8.6 269 35.65 90 10 Sample optimised case, medium sound speed, high velocity
Table 14: X2 Hornung/L1d2 comparison cases.
Helium/Argon driver gas mix, and level of ‘over-driving’. Diaphragm rupture pressure is based
on the assumed rupture pressure of 15.5 MPa for the nominal 1.2 mm thick (scored to 1.0 mm)
X2 diaphragms (note: interpolation of rupture stresses is based on diaphragm thickness at the
score, which is assumed to remove 0.2 mm of the diaphragm thickness).
It is noted that X2 is rated for a maximum driver pressure of 40 MPa. Referring to Table 15,
the maximum diaphragm thickness used is 2.5mm, which has an assumed burst pressure of (2.5−
0.2)×(1.2−0.2)×15.5 = 35.65 MPa. Since the tuned driver conditions here will attempt to ‘over-
drive’ the piston, potentially higher pressures can occur after diaphragm rupture. Assuming a
10% rise after rupture, the 2.5 mm diaphragm will have a rupture pressure rising to approximately
40 MPa, which explains why this is the thickest diaphragm presently considered.
pmax/pr
%He %Ar pr [MPa] 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.20
0 100
15.50 1 2 3 4
27.90 5 6 7 8
35.65 9 10 11 12
80 20
15.50 13 14 15 16
27.90 17 18 19 20
35.65 21 22 23 24
90 10
15.50 25 26 27 28
27.90 29 30 31 32
35.65 33 34 35 36
95 5
15.50 37 × × ×
27.90 38 39 40 41
35.65 42 43 44 45
100 0
15.50 × × × ×
27.90 × × × ×
35.65 × × × ×
Table 15: X2 driver configuration case ID’s (‘×’ indicates no solution found).
7.2. Soft Landing Condition
In order to prevent damage to the facility, it is necessary to configure the free-piston driver such
that the piston does not hit the buffer at the end of the compression tube with any significant
velocity. In this context significant velocity implies speeds in excess of 5−10 m/s. A simple rubber
buffer will disintegrate above these speeds, and if additional kinetic energy remains following
disintegration of the buffer, this may result in significant damage to the piston and facility. A
soft landing condition is a driver condition where the piston comes to permanent rest at the
buffer, thus avoiding a high speed impact. Several authors have examined the concept of a soft
landing condition
Stalker [5] proposed that the driver should be configured such that at the moment of maximum
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driver pressure, the kinetic energy of the piston should be less than the amount of work required
to expel the remaining high pressure driver gas from the driver tube, by a factor 1/k, typically
with k = 2 to account for the simplifying assumptions made about the driver gas pressure. The
result would be that the piston should have lost its energy before it arrived‘ the end of the tube.
Hornung [26] assumed that the driver gas applies a constant acceleration to the piston following
diaphragm rupture, and derived the equations which ensure the piston is brought to rest by the
time it reaches the end of the tube, based on this assumption.
Itoh [3] characterised the three different types of piston response which are possible (rebound
impact, soft landing, or direct impact; see Figure 13). The assumptions by Stalker [5] and
Hornung [26] do not account for the highly variable acceleration which the piston is subject to
after diaphragm rupture. Following rupture, the driver gas can vary significantly depending on
driver gas speed, compression ratio, level of over-drive, and so forth. Additionally, there remains
the large reservoir pressure behind the piston. Even if the piston is brought to rest momentarily
towards the end of the tube, it will normally accelerate again towards the end of the tube due
to the large residual reservoir pressure force acting on it. Particularly for lightweight pistons,
acceleration to a high velocity can occur over very short distances.
Figure 13: Potential piston motion paths following diaphragm rupture (adapted from [3]).
Per Figure 13, Itoh defines the soft landing condition as the condition at the end of the
deceleration phase, where acceleration and velocity of the piston are both simultaneously zero
(referred to as an ‘inflection’ point). If this occurs, then the piston will momentarily come to rest,
before it is then accelerated forward again by the residual reservoir gas pressure. If the buffer at
the end of the compression tube is sized such that it extends to this inflection point, then the
piston can be ‘caught’ at this inflection point, and will be subsequently supported against the
accelerating force of the remaining reservoir pressure.
Itoh [3] derived the analytical solution for this condition, for a given tunnel configuration, and
different levels of over-drive. Over-drive is defined as the ratio of actual piston speed at rupture,
ur, to the reference piston speed, Ur:
β = ur
Ur
(2)
The reference speed, Ur, is the piston speed at rupture which will result in the piston displacing
a mass flow of driver gas exactly equal to the driver gas mass loss through the area change to
the adjacent tube. Assuming perfect gas behaviour, and ignoring unsteady wave processes, it
can be shown that:
Ur =
(
2
γD + 1
) γD+1
2(γD−1) A
A∗
ar (3)
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Itoh’s soft landing criteria was selected as the target piston response for this study.
Note: it is possible to incorporate brakes in a piston, which will prevent it moving backwards
(rebounding). The effect of brakes is to prevent a rebound motion, thus significantly broadening
the range of operating conditions for which the piston can be used. For the X2 lightweight piston,
brakes were not used for two reasons: firstly, the piston is compact, and brakes would have been
difficult to incorporate, would have added to the weight of the piston, and increased the stress
analysis complexity of the piston since any such analysis would have to be fairly accurate to
ensure sufficient strength for this highly optimised design; secondly, X2’s piston is reloaded by
pushing it back up the compression tube, and brakes could have made this process difficult and
possibly even impractical.
7.3. Over-Drive and Useful Driver Supply Time
The over-drive parameter referred to in Equation (2) on the previous page was selected such
that driver pressure would not increase by more than 10% following diaphragm rupture. The
useful supply time was defined as the period of time from diaphragm rupture until the moment
when driver pressure was equal to 90% of the diaphragm rupture pressure. For the purpose of
examining trend behaviour, preliminary study with the analytical model examined over-pressure
ratios up to 1.20, however these were not intended to be implemented in actual testing.
7.4. Buffer Length
Itoh’s [3] soft landing criteria indicates that buffer length should be varied such that the upstream
edge of the buffer is located at the piston inflection point. This analysis calculated the required
buffer length for the different driver conditions detailed in Table 15 on page 31. A practical
minimum buffer length of approximately 50mm was also assumed, which is the approximate
length of the nominal buffer currently used in X2.
7.5. Analytical model analysis
Several driver conditions were developed. At low diaphragm rupture pressures, it was necessary
to use a high percentage of Argon since it was not possible to slow the piston down in sensi-
ble distances with Helium without going to very low compression ratios. In some cases a valid
solution to the problem did not exist (refer cases marked ‘×’ in Table 15 on page 31). Driver con-
dition targeting aimed to achieve target pressure variation and also soft landing conditions. The
optimisation was performed manually, since attempts with a numerical solver proved inefficient
and not particularly effective. Key driver configuration parameters were as follows:
1. Primary diaphragm rupture pressure.
2. Driver gas composition (in terms of %He / %Ar).
3. Occurrence of an inflection point (simultaneous occurrence of u = 0 and a = 0).
4. A specific pressure rise beyond primary diaphragm rupture pressure.
Where diaphragm rupture pressure, driver gas composition, and over-pressure ratio (pmax/pr)
are pre-defined, and where an inflection point is desired, there is only one solution to piston speed
which will achieve these targets. Therefore, manually solving for the targeted conditions above
is not very difficult. The procedure for solving the condition was to select a representative driver
pressure, and then increase reservoir pressure until over-driving was observed. Then driver
pressure and reservoir pressure were adjusted until the inflection point was achieved, whilst
simultaneously achieving the target pressure variation after diaphragm rupture. The following
parameter variations were selected:
1. Primary diaphragm rupture pressure: 15.5 MPa (1.2 mm thick; 1.0 mm at score), 27.9 MPa
(2.0 mm thick; 1.8 mm at score), and 35.7 MPa (2.5 mm thick; 2.3 mm at score).
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2. Driver gas composition: 0% He/100% Ar, 80% He/100% Ar, 90% He/10% Ar, and 95% He/5% Ar.
Note, valid solutions could not be obtained for 100% He driver gas fill composition.
3. Over-pressure ratio: pmax/pr = 1.0, 1.05, 1.10, and 1.20.
Results of the analytical model study are shown in Table 16 on the following page.
7.6. L1d2 model analysis
The results shown in Table 16 on the next page are applicable for an highly idealised driver
model. The next step was to adapt these results to the more representative detailed L1d2 model
of X2 (refer Table 12 on page 29). This model, unlike that used for the validation analysis
described in Section 6 on page 28, attempts to capture the full response of the X2 driver.
It is already known that the idealised representation of the reservoir in the analytical model
will underestimate the required reservoir pressure. This is because it does not capture the losses
or throttling effect through the launcher, does not account for the finite length of the reservoir,
and does not account for the detailed effects of compression of the reservoir gas behind the
piston as it begins to decelerate towards the end of the piston stroke. These factors affect the
final response of the piston significantly. Therefore, further detailed analysis was required with
the L1d2 model in order to determine a driver configuration that was more likely to work.
It is not practical to apply numerical optimisation to fine tuning of the L1d2 model. Such
a model would be difficult to set up, and would have to be expertly configured in order to
complete a solution within a reasonable time frame. Therefore manual fine tuning of the L1d2
driver configurations was performed. The analytical model was used to establish the starting
point for this process, and fine tuning of the L1d2 model was then performed as follows:
1. Increase reservoir pressure until approximate piston β value was obtained.
2. Adjust driver pressure to achieve inflection point.
3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until a reasonable response was obtained.
Noting that the L1d2 model itself is only approximate, absolute precision in the fine tuning
process was not considered necessary or constructive. Approximate achievement of a soft landing
condition with reasonable pressure variation was considered satisfactory. Final flow conditions
would be later recalculated once driver conditions were established.
Only a limited number of cases from Table 16 on the following page were further developed in
L1d2. Most of the cases in this table were not useful, primarily due to the following reasons:
1. Inflection points too close to tube end: Considering X2, the primary diaphragm is located
upstream of the area change, therefore there is a volume of driver gas which resides down-
stream of the buffer. In some cases a potential solution from the analytical model is not
possible on the actual X2 geometry because too much driver gas volume is contained in the
narrow section of tube upstream of the diaphragm. In other cases it may be theoretically
possible to locate the inflection point upstream of the area change, but the distance Lm is
impractically small, and therefore would leave no space for a sensibly sized buffer.
2. Compression ratios too low: Many of the cases in Table 16 on the next page have compres-
sion ratio, λ, too low for any practical use, and therefore were not explored further.
3. Excessive reservoir fill pressures: Many of the higher performance cases require reservoir
pressures which are too high for application in X2.
Considering the above, seven cases from Table 16 on the following page were further analysed
in L1d2 as follows: Cases 1, 9, 13, 17, 21, 29, and 33. The results of this analysis are presented
in Section 7.7.
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7.7. L1d2 Tuned Driver Conditions
7.7.1. Rupturing Diaphragm Cases
Analytically derived driver configuration Cases 1, 9, 13, 17, 21, 29, and 33, from Table 16, were
run in L1d2. In each instance, reservoir pressure was increased until general piston speed at
rupture was achieved, and then driver and reservoir pressures were adjusted until a soft landing
response was achieved. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 17. Each case is
considered separately. For each case, piston velocity vs. position, and driver pressure vs. time,
are plotted. Performance parameters such as compression ratio, etc, are compared between
analytical and numerical models, for each case.
(Note: the piston inflection point, Lm, is extracted in absolute terms from L1d2. This is
possibly an unreliable parameter since the actual volume near the end of the compression tube
in the L1d2 model is not the same as the actual X2 geometry. It is expected that within the limits
of the model (in terms of driver heat loss etc) that the compression ratio should be reasonably
estimated. However, in absolute terms, the inflection point of the piston will be in a different
location since identical compression ratios will result in different piston positions since detailed
geometry at the area change differs. Inflection point is an important parameter since this will
determine where a buffer needs to extend to, and also indicates the possibility of buffer strike.
For these initial tests a correction was not consistently applied to L1d2 results. However, in
subsequent iterations following initial blanked-off tests, a correction was applied.
Case pr pres,0 pD,0 He Ar pD,0,He pD,0,Ar xr ur Lm λ pmax pmax/pr ar Tr
[−] [MPa] [MPa] [kPa] [%] [%] [kPa] [kPa] [m] [m/s] [mm] [-] [MPa] [-] [m/s] [K]
1 15.5 1.06 18.7 0 100 0.0 18.7 4.577 82 123 53.2 17.7 1.14 1,172 3,960
9 35.6 1.77 20.6 0 100 0.0 20.6 4.606 101 94 81.6 35.6 1.10 1,360 5,334
13 15.5 3.12 93.2 80 20 74.6 18.6 4.422 126 278 18.7 15.5. 1.00 1,599 2,064
17 27.9 4.73 89.9 80 20 71.9 18.0 4.504 143 196 28.5 29.2 1.05 1,838 2,729
21 35.6 4.69 84.5 80 20 67.6 16.9 4.519 140 181 31.5 35.6 1.00 1,875 2,839
29 27.9 6.05 147.2 90 10 132.5 14.7 4.432 146 268 19.4 27.9 1.00 1,963 2,114
33 35.6 7.25 117.0 90 10 105.3 11.7 4.520 147 180 31.6 41.4 1.16 2,279 2,847
Table 17: L1d2 tuned driver results - Iteration 1 - rupturing diaphragms.
7.7.2. Non-Rupturing Diaphragm Cases
Initial testing involved running the test driver configurations using thick steel plate in place
of the ordinary primary diaphragm. A PCB pressure transducer was located in the plate. The
blanked off tests permit comparison of measured driver pressure with L1d2 simulation predictions.
The piston simply bounces back and forth until the system reaches equilibrium, whereupon the
reservoir pressure is vented.
The blanked off experiments firstly permit assessment of the piston mechanical operation in
the tunnel. The lightweight piston was run at reservoir pressures greater than have typically
been used in the past. The piston launcher arrangement on X2 is prone to pre-launch at high
reservoir pressures, whereby high pressure reservoir gas can leak across the launcher seals in the
piston forward cavity, releasing the piston prematurely. The practical limits of X2’s launcher
were established safely as an initial first step.
Additionally, these tests permit validation and fine tuning of the L1d2 numerical model for
each of the proposed test driver configurations. Significant heat loss can occur in the driver gas
during the final part of the compression process. At this point in the stroke, the gas is very hot,
and the surface area of the metallic structural surfaces is high compared to the volume of the
gas. Heat loss is particularly high when large amounts of Helium are present in the driver gas.
Whilst L1d2 accounts for heat loss to the tunnel walls, it assumes fully developed pipe flow heat
losses.
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The pipe flow approximation is a poor approximation when specifically considering the driver
gas volume towards the end of the piston compression stroke. During this period, although the
gas is very hot, it has very little velocity. The pipe flow model relates heat transfer to flow
velocity, and thus underestimates the loss with respect to the tube. Additionally, the pipe flow
model assumes a long, fully developed slug of gas moving at velocity. However, the driver gas
slug is short compared to its diameter, therefore significant heat loss also occurs to the piston
face and diaphragm/end plate.
Therefore, L1d2 generally will over estimate the driver gas temperature at rupture for driver
configurations where the driver gas slug is short relative to its diameter, and where the driver
gas is approximately stagnant. This results in a corresponding underestimate of the compression
ratio, since a colder gas will occupy a smaller volume at a given pressure. The predictions in
Table 17 on the preceding page will therefore very likely over estimate the distance from the
piston inflection point to the end of the tube (Lm), which will also affect the general piston
response.
The blanked off experiments do, however, permit comparison of the L1d2 results with actual
behaviour, for conditions where this effect is not prominent. If good agreement is reached between
the blanked off tests, and the same L1d2 simulation (with non-rupturing diaphragm), then it will
provide additional confidence in the L1d2 predictions for the cases featuring diaphragm rupture.
Table 18 shows the results of the blanked-off simulations. These results were later compared
with experimental results to validate the L1d2 models. It can be seen from these results that
for most of the cases, the peak pressure exceeds the 40 MPa limit of the X2 driver. Full scale
blanked-off tests could therefore only be performed for Cases 1 and 13. A 60% scaled blank-off
test was also performed for Case 29 (both driver and reservoir pressures were equally scaled).
These experiments nonetheless provided a useful validation check for the L1d2 predictions prior
to attempting the relatively more severe driver conditions proposed in Table 1. However, they
unfortunately didn’t permit assessment of the higher heat losses expected with the driver gas
compositions containing high Helium content.
Case pr pres,0 pD,0 He Ar pD,0,He pD,0,Ar xmax Lm λ pmax
[−] [MPa] [MPa] [kPa] [%] [%] [kPa] [kPa] [m] [mm] [-] [Mpa]
1 15.5 1.06 18.7 0 100 0.0 18.7 4.498 40 86.3 34.0
9 35.6 1.77 20.6 0 100 0.0 20.6 4.518 24 141.5 67.1
13 15.5 3.12 93.2 80 20 74.6 18.6 4.403 135 30.3 32.8
17 27.9 4.73 89.9 80 20 71.9 18.0 4.453 84 46.2 59.8
21 35.6 4.69 84.5 80 20 67.6 16.9 4.461 77 49.9 63.6
29 27.9 6.05 147.2 90 10 132.5 14.7 4.399 139 29.4 51.0
33 35.6 7.25 117.0 90 10 105.3 11.7 4.453 84 46.2 80.6
Table 18: L1d2 tuned driver results: non-rupturing diaphragm.
7.7.3. Predicted Flow Condition Performance
A full tunnel simulation was performed in L1d2 for each driver configuration case in Table 17,
for the representative Mach 13 flow condition detailed in Table 19 on the following page. This
condition was originally developed for the existing X2 Helium driver configuration using the 35 kg
piston. Initial testing in X2 indicated that the condition could not be reproduced experimentally
in X2 due to insufficient duration of high pressure driver gas (hence the current investigation into
tuning the piston dynamics to achieve longer duration driver gas supply time). The condition
was repeated in L1d2 with the new lightweight piston, for the different driver conditions from
Table 17. All tubes downstream of the compression tube had the same fill conditions as those
indicated in Table 19. The fill conditions downstream of the primary diaphragm remained
unchanged in order to provide an indication of the driver performance for each of the new driver
configuration cases in Table 17 compared to the existing Helium driver (ignoring the insufficient
driver gas useful pressure supply time with the existing X2 driver configuration).
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Reservoir fill: 1.10 MPa air.
Driver fill: 30 kPa Helium.
Piston mass: 35 kg.
Secondary driver fill: 150 kPa Helium.
Shock tube fill: 330 kPa air.
Acceleration tube fille: 254 Pa air.
Predicted condition at nozzle exit: u = 3.950 km/s, Mach = 13.4, p0 = 1, 450 GPa.
Table 19: X2 Mach 13 condition details.
Figure 14 on the next page shows the shock speeds along the tunnel using equilibrium air
calculations in L1d2. Due to an unresolved bug in the L1d2 code, simulations are observed
to fail once the primary shock reaches the tertiary diaphragm, probably due to an error in
the gas model which arises at these very strong expansions. The simulations were therefore
repeated with a perfect gas model of air (as opposed to the equilibrium air gas model) which
successfully completed for these cases (although this doesn’t always solve this particular software
bug). Perfect gas shock speeds are shown in Figure 17 on page 45. It can be seen that shock
speeds up to the tertiary diaphragm are very similar to the equilibrium gas results, and therefore
the perfect gas results do not appear to suffer significant additional error due to the perfect gas
assumption.
It can be seen from Figure 17 on page 45 that most driver conditions do not achieve the
original target shock speeds. In order to achieve target conditions in the test section, fill pressures
downstream of the primary diaphragm would need to be scaled down accordingly, with the result
being that final total pressures will be reduced. It can, however, be seen that shock speeds do not
significantly attenuate for these new driver conditions, indicating that the desired property of
increased driver gas supply time has notionally been achieved. Further, the highest performance
Cases - 17, 21, 29 and 33 - appear to nearly achieve target shock speeds (Case 33 exceeds them),
although actual experimental speeds will probably be lower due to driver heat loss.
8. Nylon Studs
Initial testing utilised sacrificial nylon studs located in place of the buffer plate. These nylon
studs are capable of absorbing significantly greater kinetic energy than the normal rubber buffer,
and should prevent damage to the piston/facility if the piston has an unexpectedly high collision
speed at the end of its stroke.
Section 7.2 on page 31 indicated the requirement for varying buffer lengths for the different
driver configuration cases. For initial testing, nylon rods were cut to these lengths and used in
place of buffer plates. These rod sections can potentially be damaged during this process, but
will perform the dual function of providing support at the inflection point, and protecting against
facility damage. The maximum allowable impact speeds for different nylon stud configurations
are estimated below.
Appendix I derives the equation to estimate the allowable piston impact speed, for a given
nylon stud configuration, and is repeated below:
uimp,max =
(
−nσav piD
2
s
2mp
Ls ln
∣∣∣∣∣n
(
Ds
D
)2∣∣∣∣∣
) 1
2
(4)
The maximum deformation of the stud is given by:
∆Ls,max = Ls
[
1− n
(
Ds
D
)2]
(5)
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Figure 14: L1d2 shock speed predictions for equilibrium gas air.
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Figure 15: L1d2 shock speed predictions for perfect gas air.
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Assuming stud length is set equal to buffer length for each of the proposed flow conditions
in Table 17 on page 36, the maximum permissible impact speeds for the different stud lengths
can be estimated. In this application the studs are sacrificial, and would need to be replaced
following impact. For initial estimates, it is assumed that the average stress to plastically deform
the studs, σav, is 10 MPa, in accordance with Appendix K. This value needs to be checked in
future by experimental verification. Varying stud diameters between 30−60 mm are considered.
Table 20 below shows the results of the analysis, where:
• σav = 10 MPa
• Ds = [0.030, 0.040, 0.050, 0.060] m
• mp = 10.683 kg
• Ls = variable
• n = 6, D = 0.2568 m
It can be seen that for stud diameters in excess of 40 mm diameter, that an impact velocity
of up to 50 m/s can be tolerated. On this basis, currently available 50 mm diameter nylon rod
could be used for testing in X2 for Cases 1, 9, 17, 21, and 33, each of which require rod up to
200 mm in length for support at the inflection point. Results from these cases were reviewed
prior to sizing rod for Cases 13 and 29, each of which require rod lengths in excess of 200 mm.
It was expected that heat loss in the driver would result in significantly smaller slug lengths
than have been estimated here (without applying a more representative driver heat loss model).
However, testing was required initially to establish the degree of discrepancy between predicted
and experimental results. Acknowledging the uncertainties present in the driver performance
predictions, stud lengths were not cut to the precise Lm values indicated in Table 20. 100 mm
long studs were proposed for Cases 1 and 2; and 200 mm long studs were proposed for Cases 3 to 8.
Ds = 30 mm Ds = 40 mm Ds = 50 mm Ds = 60 mm
Case Lm ur ∆Lmax uimp,max ∆Lmax uimp,max ∆Lmax uimp,max ∆Lmax uimp,max
[−] [mm] [m/s] [%] [m/s] [%] [m/s] [%] [m/s] [%] [m/s]
1 123 82 92 49 85 58 77 63 67 66
9 94 101 92 43 85 51 77 55 67 58
13 278 126 92 74 85 87 77 95 67 99
17 196 143 92 62 85 73 77 80 67 83
21 181 140 92 60 85 70 77 77 67 80
29 268 146 92 73 85 85 77 94 67 97
33 180 147 92 60 85 70 77 77 67 80
Table 20: Estimated allowable piston impact velocities for different nylon stud configurations.
It is finally noted that for the proposed driver configurations which required higher reservoir fill
pressures, that the possibility of pre-launch was increased. Pre-launch occurs when high pressure
reservoir gas leaks into the vacuum cavity which effectively holds the piston to the launcher, with
the result being premature release of the piston. Whilst the scored diaphragm will ensure that
driver pressures do not exceed the rupture pressure, there is the possibility that the piston will
not initially travel the full length of the tube after a pre-launch. The result can be that it has
significant space to then accelerate again (due to the remaining high reservoir pressure force
behind it), and potentially rebound, thus hitting the buffer with significant velocity. The nylon
studs will provide protection against this impact, and they are only replaced with a conventional
buffer once it is clear that the piston can be held reliably on the launcher at the required reservoir
pressure for each driver configuration case.
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9. Instrumentation
Table 21 on the following page presents a summary of the instrumentation which was used
to measure driver response. In addition to this instrumentation, the assembled piston was also
weighed in order to accurately assess its final mass. Note, in the course of subsequent experiments,
instrumentation was modified in places. Specific changes are typically documented in the Labview
description files, and are not included here.
10. Piston Mass
The analysis contained in this document assumes the piston mass is 10.683kg, based on CAD
model calculations. The final assembled piston was completed on 17th November 2009. It was
weighed in the Mining and Metrology lab and found to have an actual weight of 10.524 kg. This
is approximately 1.5% lighter than the predicted mass. Later calculations in this report use
this updated mass. However, existing calculations were not modified since the mass variation is
minor in comparison to other uncertainties in the analysis.
11. Blanked-Off Test Results Iteration 1
Table 22 on page 43 details the initial blanked-off shots performed in X2 with the lightweight
piston. Plots of results are grouped by driver case and presented in Appendix L. For the purposes
of achieving tuned operation of the lightweight piston, the following cases are of interest (since
they cover the different gas mixtures considered, and peak pressures should not exceed X2’s
driver limit of 40 MPa:
• Case 1 at 100% (refer Figure 208 on page 273).
• Case 13 at 100% (refer Figure 205 on page 270).
• Case 29 at 60% (refer Figure 207 on page 272; scaled down in order to limit pressures at
this initial stage of experimentation).
Reference to the relevant plots for these cases indicates good repeatability between results.
Noting Table 22 on page 43, a polytropic index, n, is calculated. A polytropic process is one
which follows the relation PV n = C, where n and C are constants [27]. If n = γ = cpcv , then the
process is adiabatic. If heat loss occurs (which is expected in the driver), then n < γ. Therefore,
comparison between n and γ provides an indication of heat loss in the driver during the piston
compression process. For the blanked off experiments conducted here, the polytropic index is
calculated as follows (in accordance with Doolan and Morgan [28]):
n =
ln
∣∣∣∣pmaxpD,0
∣∣∣∣
ln |λexp| (6)
where (referring to Figure 19 on page 46, and Table 12 on page 29):
λexp =
(4.70− 0.221)× pi0.2568
2
4 + 0.110×
pi0.0852
4 ×
0.110× pi0.085
2
4 ×+Lrb ×
pi0.25682
4 ×
= 0.23260.000624 + 0.05179Lrb
(7)
Referring to Table 22, it can be seen that n values are close to ideal, indicating that heat
losses in the driver are low. This is not surprising, since the piston stroke is very quick, thereby
limiting the time available for heat loss. Also, the addition of Argon to the driver gas reduces
the rate of heat transfer from the gas as compared to pure Helium. Two parameters affect the
accuracy of calculated n values:
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• Measured piston rebound point: this was difficult to determine accurately. Aluminium
welding rods were lodged in the buffer, and protruded far enough into the compression
tube that the piston would contact and deform them as it came to the furthest point in its
stroke. The rod material is very soft, so it should not elastically rebound once it has been
deformed to any significant extent. In Table 22, where n is significantly lower than ideal
(for example, shot x2s1298), this is due to problems measuring displacement of the rod.
When rods were used which extended significantly past the rebound position of the piston,
the rod would attain so much inertia when the high speed piston hit, that it would continue
deforming past the rebound point of the piston. Occasionally the rod would be wrapped
around the buffer, or be sitting significantly closer to the buffer than shorter adjacent rods
which were not impacted by the piston.
In order to obtain more reliable measurements, a staggered arrangement of rods was used
(see Figure 16 on the following page). This permitted piston displacement to be measured
directly (from the impacted rod) and indirectly (from the non-impacted rods). This ap-
proach proved that some of the longer rods were contacting the piston during a point in
the stroke where it was moving very fast, thus imparting so much inertia to the rods that
there was sufficient energy to keep deforming them after loss of contact with the piston.
Figure 18 on page 46 shows an example of rod displacement on a staggered assembly, where
the longest rod has deformed much further than non-impacted rods, indicating that the
deformed rod is not always a useful measure of piston position for the high speed piston
with this arrangement.
• Measured peak pressure: due to the presence of strong compression waves occurring through
the driver gas volume, the peak pressure does not precisely correspond to the peak volu-
metric compression ratio, however the difference is not expected to be significant. There
was also difficulty checking the calibration of the PCB pressure gauge (111A23-8483), so
manufacturer’s values are relied upon here to be correct.
Piston velocity is estimated based on the tunnel recoil trace. Ignoring friction and other
losses, the momentum of the tunnel and piston remains constant (zero) subject to zero external
forces. Thus, if tunnel velocity is known (calculated by differentiating the recoil displacement
with respect to time), then piston velocity is as follows:
G = upmp + uTmT = 0 (8)
up = −uTmT
mp
(9)
Tunnel mass has been estimated from Solid Edge models to be 5724 kg; piston mass was
measured to be 10.524 kg:
up = −uT × 572410.524 = −544uT (10)
Considering the three test cases of interest, the following three individual shot results will be
selected as being representative of the corresponding conditions:
• Case 1 at 100%: shot x2s1305
• Case 13 at 100%: shot x2s1303
• Case 29 at 60%: shot x2s1301
Pressure traces for the above three shots were calculated using L1d2, and are shown in Figure 20
on page 47, Figure 20 on page 47, and Figure 20 on page 47, for Cases 1, 13, and 29 respectively.
Initial results indicated that L1d2 significantly over-predicted pressures, seemingly due to it over-
estimating the effective strength of the reservoir pressure. It was found that increasing the loss
factor across the launcher in L1d2 from 0.5 to 3.0-4.5 would reduce pressures to experimentally
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Figure 16: Staggered buffer rod arrangement.
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Figure 17: L1d2 shock speed predictions for perfect gas air.
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The tallest rod deforms past the piston 
rebound point, and lies lower than the shorter 
non-impacted rods. This is because it was hit 
by the piston while it still had high velocity, 
and therefore picked up significant speed. 
However, unlike the piston, the rod is not 
slowed significantly by the driver gas, and 
therefore takes additional  distance to stop.
Piston rebound point (point of 
maximum piston displacement)
Figure 18: Buffer rod inertial displacement example.
Figure 19: Measurement of location of piston rebound.
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measured values. The general shape of the L1d2 curves was otherwise similar once launcher loss
factors had been applied. It is further noted that pressure traces from L1d2 are taken from the
region upstream of the area change at the diaphragm (in the 0.2568 m diameter tube) as opposed
to at the diaphragm (in the 0.085 m diameter tube, per the actual experiment). This is because
L1d2 does not cope well with the sudden area change, and predicts excessive waviness and noise.
In theory the actual pressure trace at the primary diaphragm should not vary significantly from
the pressure trace before the area change, so this is considered reasonable. Note also, all L1d2
simulations in these and subsequent tests use the updated accurate piston mass of 10.524 kg.
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Figure 20: Comparison of experimental and L1d2 driver pressures for Case 1 at 100% (shot x2s1305).
Review of the plots indicates that the loss factor of 0.45 is suitable for the lower pressure Case
1, but that 0.35 appears to produce better correlation for Cases 13 and 29.
12. Adjusted Driver Conditions Iteration 2
12.1. Proposed Driver Configurations
Based on the findings in Section 11, new driver conditions were calculated using revised reservoir
loss factors of 4.5 for fill pressures < 1.5 MPa, 4.0 for fill pressures 1.5 ≤ pres,0 ≤ 2 MPa, and
3.5 for fill pressures > 2 MPa. The revised conditions are summarised in Table 23 on page 49,
with plots of driver pressure and piston motion shown in Appendix N.
The relative performance of each driver condition can be seen in Figure 23 on page 49, which
compares shock speeds for each driver condition, using the same expansion tunnel Mach 13
fill pressure and composition configuration downstream of the primary diaphragm. Figure 23
indicates that target performance is predicted to be achievable with driver configuration cases
17, 21, 29, and 31. Cases 1 and 9 have driver gas slug lengths at predicted piston inflection
(at Lm) that are very small, thus requiring very narrow buffer lengths. These conditions were
considered inappropriate for testing for two reasons:
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Figure 21: Comparison of experimental and L1d2 driver pressures for Case 13 at 100% (shot x2s1303).
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Figure 22: Comparison of experimental and L1d2 driver pressures for Case 29 at 60% (shot x2s1301).
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1. Making the nylon studs (and later, the buffer) longer than Lm would result in the piston
hitting the nylon studs at very high speed.
2. At the calculated length, Lm, the nylon studs would be very short, and therefore unable
to withstand a large impact velocity if L1d2 predictions proved to be inaccurate.
Case 13 was considered a useful starting condition since it was slightly less severe than the
other cases, and because it required fairly long nominal nylon stud lengths, thus providing a
larger margin of error for piston impact speed.
Case pr pres,0 pD,0 He Ar pD,0,He pD,0,Ar xr ur Lm λ pmax pmax/pr ar Tr
[−] [MPa] [MPa] [kPa] [%] [%] [kPa] [kPa] [m] [m/s] [mm] [-] [MPa] [-] [m/s] [K]
1 15.5 1.27 19.4 0 100 0.0 19.4 4.462 82 29 51 16.8 1.09 1,146 3,788
9 35.6 1.51 14.2 0 100 0.0 14.2 4.511 76 17 107 39.4 1.10 1,447 6,033
13 15.5 4.94 110.3 80 20 88.2 22.1 4.296 145 92 18 16.7 1.08 1,571 1,993
17 27.9 6.85 98.7 80 20 79.0 19.7 4.384 159 56 27 29.1 1.04 1,756 2,490
21 35.6 6.14 78.3 80 20 62.6 15.7 4.430 142 47 37 38.3 1.08 1,952 3,077
29 27.9 11.10 171.4 90 10 154.2 17.1 4.327 177 91 20 30.3 1.08 1,972 2,133
33 35.6 8.09 113.2 90 10 101.9 11.3 4.407 139 71 31 37.7 1.06 2,233 2,735
Table 23: L1d2 tuned driver results: rupturing diaphragms - iteration 2.
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Figure 23: L1d2 shock speed predictions for perfect gas air - iteration 2.
12.2. Predicted Performance with Non-Rupturing Primary Diaphragm
Non-rupturing diaphragm (blanked off) cases are summarised in Table 24 on the next page, with
plots provided in Appendix N. It can be seen that only Case 1 has a peak pressure less than
40 MPa (which is the peak pressure for which X2 is rated). Therefore, validation of the other
driver cases was not directly possibly, and scaled cases instead had to be considered.
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The high reservoir pressures associated with the majority of tuned driver cases in Table 23 had
an associated increased risk of pre-launch. It was necessary that the behaviour of the piston at
these maximum reservoir pressures be assessed before proceeding to conduct full shots. It was
therefore undesirable to scale reservoir pressures for the blanked-off tests.
Peak driver pressures were instead reduced by reducing the driver compression ratio. Therefore,
for Cases 9, 13, 17, 21, and 33, driver fill pressures were scaled upwards until peak driver pressures
fell below 40 MPa. Since reservoir pressure predominantly influences the piston dynamics up until
the end of the stroke (since at high compression ratios driver pressure is relatively low compared to
reservoir pressure for most of the piston stroke), then this scaling permitted reasonable validation
of L1d2 predictions.
The scaled cases are shown in Table 25 on the following page. Case 1 was the only case with
a scaling factor of 1, and Case 29 was not considered since its required reservoir fill pressure
exceeded facility limits. Remaining Cases 9, 13, 17, 21 and 33 had driver fill pressure scaling
factors applied to reduce calculated peak driver pressure to approximately 40 MPa.
The detailed results of the scaled blanked-off analyses are shown in Appendix O. The red curves
show L1d2 driver pressure measured just upstream of the primary diaphragm; the blue curves
show the predicted pressure just upstream of the area change. The large pressure oscillations
for the red curves are expected to be a characteristic of the L1d2 solver’s inability to accurately
simulate large area changes (due to its 1-D nature), therefore the blue curve is expected to be
more representative of the likely pressure trace. The red curves were nevertheless used to identify
peak pressure as a conservative measure.
Case pr pres,0 pD,0 He Ar pD,0,He pD,0,Ar xmax1 Lm λ pmax
[−] [MPa] [MPa] [kPa] [%] [%] [kPa] [kPa] [m] [mm] [-] [Mpa]
1 15.5 1.27 19.4 0 100 0.0 19.4 4.495 42 82 33.0
9 35.6 1.51 14.2 0 100 0.0 14.2 4.525 21 136 53.0
13 15.5 4.94 110.3 80 20 88.2 22.1 4.404 133 31 44.4
17 27.9 6.85 98.7 80 20 79.0 19.7 4.454 84 46 66.3
21 35.6 6.14 78.3 80 20 62.6 15.7 4.473 64 58 76.2
29 27.9 11.10 171.4 90 10 154.2 17.1 4.414 123 33 71.8
33 35.6 8.09 113.2 90 10 101.9 11.3 4.449 88 44 71.9
1 This is measured at the piston midpoint. The piston displacement and buffer location shown in
Appendix N are all relative to the piston midpoint. Position of the piston front face is obtained by
adding half the piston length to the quoted x value (i.e. 0.221/2).
Table 24: L1d2 tuned driver results: non-rupturing diaphragm - iteration 2.
12.3. Nylon Stud Sizing
Nylon rods should theoretically be sized to the Lm values recorded in Table 23 in order to catch
the piston at its inflection point. The corresponding calculated impact velocities which these rods
can sacrificially absorb were calculated in accordance with the methodology shown in Section 8,
and are shown in Table 26 on the next page.
12.4. Compression Ratio Volumetric Correction
The compression ratio has been calculated inconsistently throughout this report, since the
methodology was adjusted during the process of analysing experimental results and working
with L1d2. This section summarises corrections which were applied to calculation of volumet-
ric compression ratio. It considers interpretation of L1d2 results, and experimental results, in
different sections.
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Case pr pres,0 SFdrv,01 pD,0,He2 pD,0,Ar2 xmax3 Lm λ pmax4
[−] [MPa] [MPa] [−] [kPa] [kPa] [m] [mm] [-] [Mpa]
1 15.5 1.27 1.0× 0.0 19.4 4.495 42 82 33.0
9 35.6 1.51 1.6× 0.0 22.7 4.494 43 80 39.9
13 15.5 4.94 1.1× 97.0 24.3 4.385 153 27 39.7
17 27.9 6.85 1.8× 142.2 35.5 4.342 195 41 40.1
21 35.6 6.14 2.1× 131.5 33.0 4.345 192 22 38.8
33 35.6 8.09 2.0× 203.8 22.6 4.304 286 18 39.1
1 This is the scaling factor to be applied to driver fill pressures in Table 24.
2 These pressures have had scaling applied.
3 This is measured at the piston midpoint. The piston displacement and buffer location
shown in Appendix N are all relative to the piston midpoint. Position of the piston front
face is obtained by adding half the piston length to the quoted x value (i.e. 0.221/2).
4 This is peak pressure calculated by L1d2. Pressure is measured 10 mm upstream of
the primary diaphragm location, after the area change. Pressures at this location are
unreallistically oscillatory in nature, therefore these pressures are expected to conser-
vatively over-predict peak driver pressure. Actual validation of the pressure traces will
be made against L1d2 estimates before the area change occurs in the model.
Table 25: L1d2 tuned driver results: non-rupturing diaphragm - iteration 2 - scaled.
Ds = 30 mm Ds = 40 mm Ds = 50 mm Ds = 60 mm
Case Lm ur ∆Lmax uimp,max ∆Lmax uimp,max ∆Lmax uimp,max ∆Lmax uimp,max
[−] [mm] [m/s] [%] [m/s] [%] [m/s] [%] [m/s] [%] [m/s]
1 29 82 92 24 85 28 77 31 67 32
9 17 76 92 18 85 22 77 24 67 25
13 92 145 92 43 85 50 77 55 67 57
17 56 159 92 33 85 39 77 43 67 45
21 47 142 92 31 85 36 77 39 67 41
29 91 177 92 43 85 50 77 55 67 57
33 71 139 92 38 85 44 77 48 67 50
Table 26: Estimated allowable piston impact velocities for different nylon stud configurations - iteration 2.
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12.4.1. Driver Volume: No Buffer
Figure 24 shows the internal geometry of the space enclosed between the front face of the piston,
and the primary diaphragm, with no buffer in place. The volume of driver gas is determined in
Equation (11) for piston position L in Figure 24.
VDrv,NoBuffer = pi
0.0852
4 × 0.110 + pi
0.25682
4 × L
= 0.0518L+ 0.000624 m3, for L ≥ 0.0 m (11)
Figure 24: Driver geometry - no buffer.
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12.4.2. Driver Volume: Rubber Buffer
Figure 25 on the following page shows internal geometry of the space enclosed between the front
face of the piston, and the primary diaphragm, with the standard rubber buffer in place. A
typical buffer was measured using vernier callipers to give the dimensions shown. Variation of
a couple of millimetres from the dimensions shown is considered possible for any given buffer,
however this accuracy is considered entirely adequate for the current application. The rubber
buffer has been used for blanked off shots with the lightweight piston. Compared to the driver
gas, the rubber is effectively incompressible, and therefore should be accounted for in driver
gas volume calculations. Equation (12) calculates the volume of the axisymmetric buffer using
Pappus’ Centroid Theorem. The volume of driver gas is then determined in Equation (13) for
piston position L in Figure 25.
VBuffer =
∑
2piAr¯ = 2pi × 0.033× 0.027×
(
0.192
2 −
0.027
2
)
+ 2pi × 0.012× (0.048− 0.033)×
(
0.192
2 −
0.012
2
)
+ 2pi × pi 0.015
2
4 ×
(
0.192
2 − 0.012−
4× 0.015
3pi
)
= 0.000650m3 (12)
VDrv,Buffer = pi
0.0852
4 × 0.110
+ pi 0.2568
2
4 × L
− 0.000650
= 0.0518L− 0.0000258 m3, for L ≥ 0.048 m (13)
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Figure 25: Buffer geometry - rubber buffer.
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12.4.3. Driver Volume: Nylon Stud Buffer
Figure 26 shows internal geometry of the space enclosed between the front face of the piston,
and the primary diaphragm, when 6× 5 cm diameter nylon studs, of length Ls, are installed.
The nylon studs are used for actual diaphragm rupturing shots. Compared to the driver gas, the
nylon studs are effectively incompressible, and therefore should be accounted for in driver gas
volume calculations. The volume of driver gas is determined in Equation (14) for piston position
L, and nylon stud length Ls, in Figure 26.
VDrv,Nylon = pi
0.0852
4 × 0.110
+ pi 0.2568
2
4 × L
− 6× pi × 0.050
2
4 × Ls
= 0.000624 + 0.0518L− 0.0118Ls m3, for L ≥ Ls (14)
Where piston position is desired to coincide with the edge of the studs (i.e. L = Ls):
VDrv,Nylon = 0.000624 + 0.0518Ls − 0.0118Ls = 0.000624 + 0.0400Ls m3, for L = Ls(15)
Figure 26: Buffer geometry - nylon studs.
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12.4.4. Driver Volume: L1d2 Buffer
Equation (14) on the previous page shows the L1d2 representation used to model the internal
geometry of the space enclosed between the front face of the piston and the primary diaphragm.
Since L1d2 is quasi one-dimensional, it cannot handle abrupt area changes along the tube’s
length. A gradual area change is thus used, however this representation is a departure from the
actual geometry, and therefore must be accounted for when interpreting the results. It is assumed
that the L1d2 predictions regarding driver gas will be comparable with the actual geometry if
identical volumes are compared. For example, a given piston position in L1d2 can be transformed
to the actual geometry if the volume of driver gas in front of the piston is kept equal. Therefore
the volume of driver gas is now determined for piston position L in Figure 27. It will be assumed
that there is no buffer installed, and that the piston may move to the beginning of the minimum
area cross section. The driver volume therefore depends on whether the piston is in the transition
region (Equations 16 and 18) or not (Equations 17 and 19).
DL = 0.085 +
(
0.2568− 0.085
0.100− 0
)
L
= 0.085 + 1.718L, for L < 0.100 m (16)
DL = 0.2568, for L ≥ 0.100 m (17)
VDrv,L1d2 = pi
0.0852
4 × 0.110
+ pi3
[
0.0852
4 +
0.085
2 ×
0.085 + 1.718L
2 +
(0.085 + 1.718L)2
4
]
× L
= 0.000624 + 0.00567L+ 0.115L2 + 0.773L3 m3, for L < 0.100 m (18)
VDrv,L1d2 = pi
0.0852
4 × 0.110
+ pi3
(
0.0852
4 +
0.085
2 ×
0.2568
2 +
0.25682
4
)
× 0.100
+ pi 0.2568
2
4 × (L− 0.100)
= 0.0518L− 0.00207 m3, for L ≥ 0.100 m (19)
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Figure 27: Buffer geometry - L1d2.
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12.4.5. Driver Volume: Correction Factors
The preceding driver gas volume calculations have been made in order to permit sensible use
of piston position data from L1d2 calculations. A given piston position in L1d2 will be used
to calculate a corresponding position in the tunnel, with either nylon rods or rubber buffer,
by equating volumes of driver gas between the piston front face and the primary diaphragm
(these calculations are only relevant prior to primary diaphragm rupture). It is noted that
this methodology has been partially applied in earlier analyses in this report, however it has
only been determined during the current analysis, so the final form shown in this section is
only consistently applied in subsequent sections and experiments, including Iteration 2 driver
condition experiments (but not preparatory analysis) and afterwards.
Consider a piston position from L1d2, xmid, which defines the midpoint position of the piston.
The piston has a length of 0.221 m, therefore the position of the front face is given by the
following:
xff = xmid + 0.221/2 = xmid + 0.111 m (20)
The assumed length of the compression tube, from the rear of the piston, to the area change,
is 4.700 m. Therefore, the length between the area change and the front face of the piston,
calculated in L1d2, is as follows:
LL1d2 = 4.700− xff = 4.700− xmid − 0.111 = 4.590− xmid m (21)
No Buffer Correction The conversion for length from L1d2, LL1d2 to an equivalent length with
no buffer present, is now calculated by equating volumes.
VDrv,NoBuffer = VDrv,L1d2 (22)
For LL1d2 < 0.100 m,
0.0518L+ 0.000624 = 0.000624 + 0.00567LL1d2 + 0.115L2L1d2 + 0.773L3L1d2
→ LCorr,NoBuffer = 0.109LL1d2 + 2.22L2L1d2 + 14.9L3L1d2 m (23)
For LL1d2 ≥ 0.100 m,
0.0518L+ 0.000624 = 0.0518LL1d2 − 0.00207
→ LCorr,NoBuffer = LL1d2 − 0.00269 m (24)
Rubber Buffer Correction The conversion for length from L1d2, LL1d2 to an equivalent length
with rubber buffer is now calculated by equating volumes.
VDrv,Buffer = VDrv,L1d2 (25)
For LL1d2 < 0.100 m,
0.0518L− 0.0000258 = 0.000624 + 0.00567LL1d2 + 0.115L2L1d2 + 0.773L3L1d2
→ LCorr,Buffer = 0.0125 + 0.109LL1d2 + 2.22L2L1d2 + 14.9L3L1d2 m (26)
For LL1d2 ≥ 0.100 m,
0.0518L− 0.0000258 = 0.0518LL1d2 − 0.00207
→ LCorr,Buffer = LL1d2 − 0.0395 m (27)
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Nylon Stud Correction The conversion for length from L1d2, LL1d2, to an equivalent length of
nylon stud, Ls, is also calculated by equating volumes.
VDrv,Nylon = VDrv,L1d2 (28)
For LL1d2 < 0.100 m,
0.000624 + 0.0518L− 0.0118Ls = 0.000624 + 0.00567LL1d2 + 0.115L2L1d2 + 0.773L3L1d2
→ LCorr,Nylon = 0.228Ls + 0.109LL1d2 + 2.22L2L1d2 + 14.9L3L1d2 m (29)
Where it is desirable to size the nylon stud to coincide with piston position, set LCorr,Nylon =
Ls:
LCorr,Nylon = Ls = 0.228Ls + 0.109LL1d2 + 2.22L2L1d2 + 14.9L3L1d2 m (30)
→ Ls = 0.141LL1d2 + 2.88L2L1d2 + 19.3L3L1d2 m (31)
For LL1d2 ≥ 0.100 m,
0.000624 + 0.0518L− 0.0118Ls = 0.0518LL1d2 − 0.00207
→ LCorr,Nylon = 0.228Ls + LL1d2 − 0.00269 m (32)
Once again, where it is desirable to size the nylon stud to coincide with piston position, set
LCorr,Nylon = Ls:
LCorr,Nylon = Ls = 0.228Ls + LL1d2 − 0.00269 m (33)
→ Ls = 1.30LL1d2 − 0.00348 m (34)
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12.5. Iteration 2 Results - Summary
A series of shots were performed based upon the Iteration 2 cases in Sections 12.1 (rupturing
diaphragm) and 12.2 (non-rupturing diaphragm). The shots are summarised in the following
tables:
1. Case 13 blanked off tests: Table 27 on the following page.
2. Case 17 blanked off tests: Table 29 on page 75.
3. Case 21 blanked off tests: Table 32 on page 99.
4. Case 13 full diaphragm rupturing shots: Table 28 on page 65.
5. Case 17 full diaphragm rupturing shots: Table 30 on page 78.
6. Case 21 full diaphragm rupturing shots: Table 34 on page 104.
7. Case 17 driver, varying secondary driver fill pressure: Table 36 on page 129
8. Case 17 driver, Mach 13 condition, secondary driver removed from setup: Table 35 on
page 121
9. Case 17 driver, high enthalpy condition proposed by Richard Morgan: Table 38 on page 141
Separate sections now consider each group of tests.
12.6. Results, Iteration 2 - Blank Off Plate PCB Calibration Check
It is noted that PCB 111A23-8483 used for the Iteration 1 shots did not have its calibration
checked. Calibration was attempted (after the experiments were performed) with the shop-air
calibration rig. Although this rig only tests to shop air pressure (about 575 kPa, which is much
less than the gauge range of 0-70 MPa), it provides a useful check of whether the gauge is working,
and whether it still approximately follows the manufacturer’s calibration value. Calibration
measurements with this gauge indicated that it had become faulty since the completion of the
Iteration 1 experiments. Whilst it was not expected that the pressures measured with this gauge
were grossly in error, it was considered prudent to repeat one of the previous experiments with
a checked gauge just to be certain.
The driver pressure PCB gauge used for the Iteration 2 blanked off shots was PCB 111A22-
11046. Calibration results are shown in Appendix P; the sensitivity was measured to be 0.1410
mV/kPa, which compares favourably with the manufacturer’s value of 0.1416 mV/kPa. The
gauge pressure was measured against the calibration rig dial gauge, which was assumed to be
correct. Whilst this process did not guarantee the accuracy of the calibration value, it gave
sufficient confidence to assume the gauge is still fairly close to manufacturer’s calibration values.
This was considered adequate for initial testing purposes.
A repeat of shot x2s1303 was performed. The pressure trace from the repeat shot (x2s1326)
has been plotted against L1d2 predicted pressure in Figure 28 on page 62. Comparison with
the previous correlation in Figure 21 on page 48 indicates that the trace is very similar to the
tuned L1d2 result, so that the L1d2 predictions from the Iteration 1 analysis are still applicable.
Therefore, the Iteration 2 L1d2 driver cases can be attempted without modification due to any
significant calibration error.
12.7. Results - Case 13, Iteration 2
Referring to Table 27 on the following page, initial blanked off tests were performed with con-
servative fill pressures to ensure the driver pressure limit of 40 MPa was not exceeded (shots
x2s1327 to x2s1329). These initial conservative shots indicated that an unscaled blanked off
test could be performed within facility limits. Shots x2s1330 and x2s1331 (a repeat of x2s1330)
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Case 13 at 100%
Figure 28: Comparison of experimental and L1d2 driver pressures for Case 13 at 100% (shot x2s1326).
were performed at the actual proposed driver condition. The driver pressure trace from shot
x2s1330 is compared to L1d2 predictions in Figure 29 on the next page (measured in L1d2 before
the driver tube area reduction) and Figure 30 on the following page (measured in L1d2 at the
primary diaphragm location). The L1d2 simulation used a 0.35 loss factor across the reservoir.
It can be seen that the general shape and average magnitude of the pressure traces match the
experiment well, however the waviness of the plots varies (less wavy than the experiment before
the area change; more wavy than the experiment at the primary diaphragm).
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Figure 29: Comparison of experimental and L1d2 driver pressures for Case 13 at 100% (shot x2s1330). L1d2 driver
pressure is measured in compression tube before area change. Note lack of waviness.
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Figure 30: Comparison of experimental and L1d2 driver pressures for Case 13 at 100% (shot x2s1330). L1d2 driver
pressure is measured in compression tube after area change, at primary diaphragm. Note excessive waviness.
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Correlation between experimental results and CFD predictions in Figures 29 and 30 was con-
sidered to be sufficient to validate the L1d2 model with reservoir loss factor of 0.35. Therefore,
the rupturing diaphragm model (per Figure 214 on page 279) was considered to remain valid.
The next step was to conduct a full shot. X2 was configured as follows:
• Lightweight piston (10.524 kg).
• Reservoir initial fill: 4.94 MPa air.
• Driver initial fill: 110.3 kPa (80% Helium, 20% Argon).
• Secondary driver initial fill: 150 kPa Helium.
• Shock tube initial fill: 330 kPa Air.
• Acceleration tube initial fill: 254 Pa Air.
• Primary diaphragm: 1.2 mm thick scored cold rolled steel (1.0 mm thick at score; assumed
rupture pressure of 15.5 MPa).
• Secondary diaphragm: 0.1 mm thick mylar.
• Tertiary diaphragm: 0.1 mm thick mylar.
• Buffer: 6× 50 mm diameter, 100 mm long, nylon studs
The nylon stud length quoted above does not exactly match the predicted inflection point,
Lm, originally calculated in L1d2 (93 mm; shown in Figure 214). Figure 214 calculates the
inflection point for the actual X2 driver geometry. It has been calculated from L1d2 using
Equation (11) on page 52, but does not include the presence of the rubber buffer or nylon studs,
as detailed in Section 12.4.5. The presence of incompressible nylon studs requires the piston
to be positioned further from the end of the tube in order to preserve the driver volume. The
position was determined by equating Equation (15) on page 55 and Equation (11) on page 52
(where L = 93 mm, and solving for Ls:
0.000624 + 0.0400Ls = 0.0518L+ 0.000624
→ Ls = 0.0518× L0.0400 = 1.295L m (35)
Substituting L = 93 mm = 0.093 m:
Ls =
0.0518× 0.093
0.0400 = 0.120 m (36)
Therefore, the 100 mm nylon studs that were used for the first diaphragm rupturing shots for
Case 13 Iteration 2 were a little shorter than the theoretical 120 mm studs determined to be
necessary by L1d2.
Case 13 Iteration 2 was successfully fired for the first time on 11/01/2010 (x2s1332), with two
more repeats successfully performed the following day (x2s1333 and x2s1334). Despite using
the shorter than predicted studs, there was no evidence of impact damage to the nylon studs,
indicating that the soft landing condition had been achieved with full success. Table 28 on the
next page summarises the Case 13 full experimental shots performed in X2. Figure 31 on page 66
and Figure 32 on page 66 show the nylon studs and piston face, respectively, following the first
shot. Figure 33 on page 67 shows the nylon studs after the 3rd shot (x2s1334), illustrating there
was no damage after three shots.
It was later noted that an incorrect sensitivity was used with the dumptank barocel (refer
Section 12.10.2). This error affected shock speeds in the acceleration tube. Therefore, a series
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Figure 31: Nylon studs after shot x2s1332.
Figure 32: Piston face after shot x2s1332.
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Figure 33: Nylon studs after shot x2s1334.
of four repeat shots were performed for this condition (shots x2s1361 to x2s1364). Following
these four additional shots, the nylon studs were still undamaged, indicating that a reliable soft
landing was obtained.
A detailed flow condition analysis is not performed here, however a comparison of shock speeds
is provided which indicates that there is no evidence of shock attenuation down the tunnel with
the new condition. However, given the lower compression ratio, and slower speed of sound of
the driver gas (compared to the normal X2 driver condition), the shock speeds are obviously
fairly slow. Shock speeds are plotted in Figure 34 on the following page. L1d2 predictions are
compared to the three shots, and also the original target shock speeds. Shock speeds have been
calculated by manual inspection of pressure histories to identify shock arrival.
There are some additional operational concerns with the new condition. Firstly, when using
the nylon studs, there is reservoir gas leakage past the piston into the tube. After a short
time, the pressure in the dump tank rises above 1 atm. During the first three tests (x2s1332
to x2s1334), nozzle transducers were installed. These prevented the dumptank being pushed
off the nozzle, which could have had a large associated noise etc if it had happened. However,
the repeat shots with the correct acceleration tube pressure (254 Pa) did not have the nozzle
transducers installed, and the dumptank did indeed pop off the end of the tube. Whilst there
was no significant ‘bang’, there was a large puff of tunnel smoke into the lab, which is probably
not very healthy, and would preferably be avoided.
Subsequent tests with shorter studs did not result in this reservoir gas flow past the piston.
It is believed that there is greater clearance locally around the piston when it is held in the
position where it is pressed against the 100 mm nylon studs, allowing significant flow of high
pressure reservoir gas (approximately 2 MPa immediately after the shot) past the piston. The
piston has a tighter fit in other locations along the compression tube. This issue would probably
best be resolved by using a rubber buffer of equivalent volume to the studs, and relying on that
additional seal to slow reservoir gas flow to a level at which it can be evacuated by the dumptank
roughing pump.
Therefore, this condition, which doesn’t currently use a rubber buffer (which would normally
help to seal against reservoir gas flowing around the piston across the area change) requires a
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Figure 34: Case 13 Iteration 2 - comparison between experimental, numerical, and target shock speeds.
very effective roughing pump (the current roughing pump could not pump with sufficient speed
to prevent internal pressure exceeding 1 atm, although its main plate valve was subsequently
found to be clogged; with the main valve unclogged, in future the pump may actually prove
adequate to keep the pressure below 1 atm), or else adding another dump tank section to the
current dumptank in order to increase the net volume of vacuum (which would slow the pressure
build up in the dumptank).
For these tests, all personnel were cleared from the region downstream of the reservoir. There-
fore, the pressure in the acceleration tube was set approximately 1 minute before the tunnel was
fired. The dumptank pressure was left at approximately 253 Pa prior to firing, to accommodate
slight leaking into the dumptank. If there is any inconsistency in the results due to this variation
in this pressure, it is expected to be negligible, and dumptank pressures are expected to have
been within a fraction of a Pascal at the time of firing. For the purposes of these tests, the
primary concern is driver operation. Detailed flow condition analysis that will be performed in
future will be more careful with these other factors.
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12.8. Reservoir Hydraulic Pressure Test, 15th January 2010
Prior to loading the reservoir to pressures exceeding 5 MPa, a hydraulic pressure test was per-
formed to verify the safety of the reservoir to a peak working pressure of 10 MPa. Water is used
in place of air since it is incompressible, therefore only a small amount of work is required to be
done on the fluid to achieve the peak pressure. If there is a failure of the vessel, the amount of
stored energy is small, and therefore significant damage/danger should be avoided. Most likely
evidence of failure is leaking at the seals, or leakage through a tear in the vessel walls.
The following equipment was used for the hydraulic pressure test:
1. Reservoir hydraulic pressure test adaptor fitting with hose attachment and blank off plug
(refer Figure 35).
2. Johnson WPS-P75 12 Volt (3 Amps) electric water pump, PNo. 10-13128-01 (refer Fig-
ure 36 on the following page).
3. Powertech MP3090 power supply (refer Figure 37 on the next page).
4. Water pump plastic hosing.
5. Water hand pump with 16 MPa pressure gauge (refer Figure 38 on page 71).
6. Castrol Radiator Corrosion Inhibitor PNo. 100836.
Figure 35: Reservoir hydraulic pressure test adaptor fitting (hose fitting installed; blank off plug shown uninstalled).
The piston was placed on the launcher with the piston cavity pumped down close to vacuum.
The approximately 270 litre reservoir was filled with water (treated with 4× 200 ml bottles of the
Caltex corrosion inhibitor) to the centreline height. The custom end fitting was then installed,
shown in Figure 39 on page 72. The end fitting had an inlet and outlet. The inlet was initially
used to pump water into the reservoir. The outlet had an internal snorkel aligned with the top of
the internal reservoir wall, and an external tube raised above the level of the top of the reservoir.
As water was pumped in, air could exit through the snorkel. Once water started exiting the
snorkel, this indicated that the air had been removed from the vessel. Once air was removed,
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Figure 36: Johnson WPS-P75 12 Volt electric water pump.
Figure 37: Powertech MP3090 power supply.
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Figure 38: Hydraulic pressure test hand pump (Refer Figure 250 on page 316).
the inlet was blanked off with a stainless steel plug, and a high pressure hand-operated water
pump was connected to the outlet pipe. The hand pump could then be operated up to the target
pressure.
Once the system is sealed off, during initial operation of the hand pump there is a period of
time when the pump is compressing any residual air in the reservoir. Given the high pressures
involved in the test, the volume of any residual compressed air is almost negligible compared
to its initial volume at the beginning of the pressurisation process. Therefore, the volume of
residual air initially trapped in the reservoir can be estimated by measuring how much water
is pumped into the reservoir with the hand pump. Once this air is sufficiently compressed, the
fluid in the reservoir becomes effectively incompressible, and the pressure rises significantly with
additional pumping. It was found that approximately 200 ml of water were pumped into the
reservoir prior to pressure rise, indicating 200 ml of trapped air. This was considered acceptably
small compared to the total volume of the reservoir.
The target pressure was 15MPa. This pressure constitutes 150% of the desired pressure rating
of 10 MPa. However, upon pumping water into the reservoir, it was found that at higher
pressures leakage across the seals in the piston cavity (at either the piston seal or the launcher
seals) prevented the pressure being increased beyond 11.5-12.0 MPa. Leakage across the piston
seals was not considered a failure of the system, since this is an internal assembly which is not
associated with the integrity of the larger assembly. However, it did prevent the peak pressure
from being achieved. An initial attempt involved pumping the reservoir to 11.5-12.0 MPa. The
pressure could not be increased above this level. Eventually the piston cavity filled with water
and flooded the vacuum pump. The reservoir was vented and the testing ceased.
A second test was then conducted with the vacuum pump disconnected. Again, only a small
amount of residual air was present (approximately 200 ml). As pressure increased, water leaking
into the piston cavity was permitted to vent out of the reservoir, thus preventing the piston being
pushed off the launcher. The pump was then operated manually as quickly as possible, to try to
achieve the 15 MPa target pressure. However, with leakage the pressure could only be held at
11.5-12.0 MPa. This was sustained for 5 minutes, and then stopped due to operator fatigue. The
leak was then permitted to continue without further pumping. It was found that the pressure
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soon stabilised at 8 MPa, indicating that 8 MPa was the pressure where the piston seals begin to
leak. The 8 MPa pressure was held for 15 minutes, and the system was then vented and drained.
During the testing there were no signs of leakage at any part of the reservoir assembly (except
the launcher), and there were no signs of structural distress. Although the test is not considered
sufficient to rate the reservoir at 10 MPa (with a 1.5× safety factor), the peak pressure of 12 MPa
will instead be used as the factored peak pressure. 12 MPa corresponds to an 8 MPa pressure
load with 1.5× safety factor applied. Therefore this testing will be used to rate the reservoir to a
maximum operating pressure of 8 MPa, which should be sufficient for the current test campaign.
In future, it is recommended that a full test to 15 MPa be performed. It is proposed that
this be achieved by removing the piston, blanking off the driver at the primary diaphragm with
the thick pressure plate used for blanked off piston tests, and filling the entire reservoir and
compression tube with water treated with corrosion inhibitor. The rest of the testing process
outlined above would then be used to raise the pressure in the entire assembly to 15 MPa, which
would then be held for 30 minutes. Success would permit a 10 MPa rating being applied to the
reservoir.
In conclusion, the current test has demonstrated that:
The safe working pressure of the X2 reservoir is 8 MPa.
Operation to 10 MPa will require further hydraulic testing to 15 MPa, as detailed above. Until
this testing is performed successfully, operation at pressures above 8 MPa is prohibited.
Figure 39: Reservoir pressure test end fitting.
12.8.1. Piston Condition Check Post-x2s1336
The piston was removed following shot x2s1336 and the subsequent reservoir pressure test detailed
in Section 12.8. The piston was cleaned up and is shown in Figure 40 on the following page.
No structural damage was identified on the piston. The only damage was wear damage to the
threaded attachment point at the front of the piston. This thread in the aluminium is a bit weak
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for the ordinary handling loads involved in pushing the piston back, and also the loads associated
with using the screw-in adaptor fitting to insert or remove the piston from the tunnel. However,
there was still sufficient thread present to allow a lot more handling. If the thread becomes an
issue, a helicoil may be necessary. Future piston design may want to consider a more robust
design of this threaded attachment point.
Figure 40: Condition of piston following shot x2s1336.
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12.9. Results - Case 17, Iteration 2
Referring to Table 29 on the next page, blanked off shots x2s1336, x2s1341, and x2s1342, were
used to establish how close to the actual case 17 condition it was possible to get before the driver
pressure limit of 40 MPa was reached. Shot x2s1342 reached this limit (pmax = 38.97 MPa), and
was repeated in shot x2s1343 (pmax = 39.23 MPa). Shot x2s1343 showed good agreement, and
was then used to calibrate the L1d2 model.
In accordance with Section 12.12 the nominal loss factor used to calculate the condition (0.35)
was compared to lower and higher values of 0.31 and 0.39. Experimental pressure traces are
compared in Figures 41, 42, and 43. L1d2 pressure traces just before the area change are shown,
since these are much smoother than at the primary diaphragm (where they become so noisy that
they are of little use). Review of these three plots indicates that the loss factor 0.31 seems again
to most closely fit the experimental pressure trace. Therefore, this new factor was used to refine
the L1d2 diaphragm rupturing model to achieve soft landing.
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Figure 41: Comparison of x2s1343 experimental driver pressure (at primary diaphragm) with L1d2 prediction (before
area change). 0.31 reservoir loss factor applied.
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Figure 42: Comparison of x2s1343 experimental driver pressure (at primary diaphragm) with L1d2 prediction (before
area change). 0.35 reservoir loss factor applied.
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Figure 43: Comparison of x2s1343 experimental driver pressure (at primary diaphragm) with L1d2 prediction (before
area change). 0.39 reservoir loss factor applied.
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12.10. Results - Case 17, Iteration 2b
Referring to Section 12.9, blanked off tests for Case 17 Iteration 2 indicated that a reduction in
the L1d2 reservoir loss factor from 0.35 to 0.31 produced slightly improved correlation between
experimental and numerical driver pressure traces. This change was therefore incorporated into
the L1d2 model. It was found that a soft landing was still predicted by L1d2 with the change,
therefore no changes to the tunnel configuration were required. This negated the requirement to
conduct new blanked off shots to validate a new model. The driver response characteristics are
detailed in Table 31 on page 79. The piston response is plotted in Figure 216 on page 281.
Referring to Table 29 on page 75, the piston inflection point occurs 55 mm from the start of
the buffer plate. This length does not account for the incompressible volume of nylon studs or
a rubber buffer. Initial tests used nylon studs to hold the piston at the inflection point, whilst
simultaneously providing protection against piston impact if the piston motion varied significantly
from the numerical predictions. The required stud length was determined by substituting L =
55 mm = 0.055 m into Equation (35) on page 64:
Ls =
0.0518× L
0.0400 = 1.295L m
→ Ls = 0.0518× 0.0550.0400 = 0.071 m = 71 mm (37)
12.10.1. Results - Case 17, Iteration 2b - Shot x2s1346
All diaphragm rupturing shots for the Case 17 Iteration 2 driver configurations are summarised
in Table 30 on the next page. The first shot with a rupturing diaphragm to be performed for this
condition was x2s1346. 71 mm nylon studs were incorporated on the buffer plate, as shown in
Figure 44 on page 79. The shot was fired successfully, however the nylon studs sustained damage
with the new condition. Figure 45 on page 79 shows the condition of the nylon studs following
removal of the buffer from the tunnel after the shot. Three of the six studs were shattered; one
stud had broken off at the base; one stud was still attached in its normal position; finally, one
stud was also attached, but the bolt holding it had been driven into the stud in a new location
(refer Figure 46 on page 80). This possibly indicates that the piston rebounded off the studs,
either springing back due to a direct impact compressing the studs, or rebounding due to excess
driver gas fill pressure (due to the piston dynamics). Whatever the cause of the impact, the
brittle failure, as well as the fact that two studs were left standing (one undamaged), indicates
that the impact speed was probably quite low.
Further, a key difference between the Case 17 Iteration 2b shot, and the previous Case 13
Iteration 2 shot, is that much shorter bolts were used for the former shot compared to the
latter. The Case 17 Iteration 2b shot used very short steel bolts in case the nylon stud was
severely crushed, thus preventing the steel bolts being driven into the comparatively softer piston
aluminium body. However, all stud failures occurred at the tip of the bolt (refer Figure 45).
There appears to have been simply insufficient thread to support the stud during the impact, or
to transfer support loading into the nylon stud body.
The shock speeds obtained for shot x2s1346 are compared to shot x2s1333 (Case 13 Iteration
2) in Figure 47 on page 80. It can be seen that the driver condition is much higher performance,
as expected, and again no shock attenuation is evident. Results for a repeat shot of x2s1346
(x2s1347) are also shown, and indicate good repeatability between shots. Finally, L1d2 analysis
results are shown for comparison.
For the next shot, x2s1347, longer bolts were used to secure the nylon studs. Additionally,
a disc cut from approximately 12 mm thick rubber sheet was epoxied to the head of the stud
(which was shortened appropriately to ensure the same final length of 71 mm). The finished
items are shown in Figure 48 on page 82 and Figure 49 on page 82. Following the shot, it was
found that three of the rubber caps had fallen off and were lying in front of the piston (which was
undamaged; refer Figure 50 on page 83). The other three rubber caps had been hit quite hard
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Case pr pres,0 pD,0 He Ar pD,0,He pD,0,Ar xr ur Lm λ pmax pmax/pr ar Tr
[−] [MPa] [MPa] [kPa] [%] [%] [kPa] [kPa] [m] [m/s] [mm] [-] [MPa] [-] [m/s] [K]
17 27.9 6.85 98.7 80 20 79.0 19.7 4.384 163 55 27 30.1 1.08 1,768 2,525
Table 31: L1d2 tuned driver results: rupturing diaphragms - Case 17 Iteration 2b.
Figure 44: Buffer arrangement pre- shot x2s1346.
Figure 45: Buffer arrangement post- shot x2s1346.
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Figure 46: Nylon stud with second hole punched into it (post- shot x2s1346; base of stud shown).
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Figure 47: Experimental shock speeds for Cases 13 Iteration 2 and 17 Iteration 2b.
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by the piston and were permanently deformed over the nylon studs (see Figure 52 on page 84
and Figure 53 on page 84).
Referring to Figure 52, however, it can be seen that the nylon studs were undamaged, and
this was confirmed by the fact they retained there original shape, and remained firmly attached.
The piston was also undamaged by the impact. The front face was cleaned (refer Figure 51 on
page 83) and besides polish marks from contact with the rubber caps, remained non-deformed
on its front face, and continued to slide smoothly in the compression tube.
It is believed that if the piston had struck the buffer in a single impact, then each rubber
cap would still be attached to (or at least held in place by the piston against) the nylon studs.
However, several rubber caps were actually lying on the bottom of the compression tube. This
indicates that the piston may have rebounded following initial impact with the buffer. Rebound
may have occurred for two reasons:
1. There was excessive driver pressure at the end of the piston stroke, thus pushing the
piston backwards temporarily, before it was accelerated back towards the buffer by residual
reservoir gas pressure after the high pressure driver gas had vented into the secondary driver
tube.
2. The piston may have struck the nylon studs and bounced backwards due to the elastic
collision, before being pushed back again towards the buffer by the residual reservoir gas
pressure.
It is believed that the most likely explanation is the former - that the piston rebounded
temporarily due to being pushed back by driver gas pressure. The latter explanation seems
unlikely since the assembly of nylon stud and rubber disc would not appear to have sufficient
stored up elastic energy to bounce the piston back against the high residual reservoir pressure.
The solution to rebound due to excessive driver pressure is to lower the fill pressure, which
was attempted on the next shot. It is also noted that the initial strike was most likely a result of
the studs being too long, thus getting in the way of the piston during its deceleration. Shorter
studs can potentially catch the piston once it was lost all of its velocity.
12.10.2. High Range Barocel Correction
Some quick checks on static pressures in the acceleration tube, based on CEA2 calculations for
experimentally derived shock speeds, indicated that static pressures were lower than expected.
It was thought that this may be due to using an incorrect sensitivity for the high range barocel
used to set fill pressure in the dumptank. Therefore, at this point in the investigation the
calibration and sensitivity of the barocel was checked. The outcome of that investigation is
presented in Appendix S, and indicates that the wrong sensitivity was used. A 10 Torr/10 V
scale was assumed; the correct sensitivity was 10 mbar/10 V. Thus dumptank fill pressures were
previously low by a scale factor of 1 mbar/1 Torr = 0.75×. This corresponds to a fill pressure
of 191 Pa instead of 254 Pa. The consequence is higher than expected shock speeds in the
acceleration tube. This error was corrected, with the correct sensitivity being applied to all
shots including and after x2s1348.
Note:
All shots pre-x2s1348 used the incorrect sensitivity of 0.0075V/Pa.
The correct sensitivity is 0.0100V/Pa, which has been applied to all shots post- and including
x2s1348.
12.10.3. Results - Case 17, Iteration 2b - Driver Fill Pressure Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis was performed using L1d2 in order to determine how sensitive piston
response would be to reductions in driver fill pressure. Models were run for 0.99×, 0.98×,
0.97×, 0.96×, and 0.95× driver fill pressure scaling. Piston mid point position and velocity was
extracted from the results, and the results are plotted in Figure 54 on page 85. Each curve in
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Figure 48: Buffer pre- shot x2s1347.
Figure 49: Buffer pre- shot x2s1347 (detail view; note epoxied rubber caps).
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Figure 50: Piston post- shot x2s1347 (note separated rubber caps lying at the front, and rubber rings on piston front
face where impact with rubber caps has occurred).
Figure 51: Piston post- shot x2s1347, after cleaning of front face (note polish marks from impact with rubber caps).
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Figure 52: Buffer post- shot x2s1347 (note three rubber caps remain attached).
Figure 53: Buffer post- shot x2s1347 (detail view; note that rubber cap has been permanently deformed over face of
stud).
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Figure 54 shows the piston deceleration, followed by its forward acceleration if no buffer were
present. The piston eventually hits the end of the 0.2568 m diameter section of the driver tube
(at the area change), whereupon it is forced to zero velocity by L1d2. Driver pressure is reduced
by increments of 1% based on the nominal Case 17 Iteration 2b driver fill pressure, down to
95% of the nominal fill pressure. It can be seen that a 1% reduction in pressure corresponds to
an approximate 1 m/s increase in the piston speed at the inflection point, and a movement of
approximately 2-3 mm of the inflection point towards the end of the tube.
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Figure 54: Sensitivity of piston response to variation in driver fill pressure for Case 17 Iteration 2b.
The results from Section 12.10.1 indicate that the piston is actual rebounding at this condition,
rather than having a perfect inflection as predicted by L1d2 in Figure 54 . However, it is
reasonable to assume that this plot gives a reasonable indication of sensitivity of the piston
rebound to reductions in driver pressure. More importantly, the plot shows the sensitivity of
the inflection point to driver fill pressure. Clearly, if driver fill pressure is reduced, the piston
inflection (or rebound) point shifts towards the buffer by approximately 2-3 mm. The initial
deceleration of the piston after diaphragm rupture is very high compared to its subsequent re-
acceleration towards the buffer after the inflection/rebound point is passed. This is because
pressures at rupture (assumed to be nominally 27.9 MPa) are much higher than the residual
reservoir pressure (from observation of experiments, approximately 3-3.5 MPa). Therefore, there
is greater potential impact speed associated with a given amount of excessive nylon stud length,
than there is with insufficient nylon stud length.
If the nominal 1.00× pdrv case in Figure 54 perfectly represented the actual piston response,
then reducing driver fill pressure by 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and 5%, would required reductions in
nylon rod lengths of approximately 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm, and 10 mm respectively, or else
the result would be piston impact speeds of approximately 10 m/s, 17 m/s, 25 m/s, 30 m/s and
35 m/s respectively. Clearly a small error in nylon stud length, when it makes the stud longer
than it should be, results in a significant impact speed. By inspection, this sensitivity is much
less if the buffer is excessively short. However, a shorter buffer has less capacity to absorb impact
energy; this must be considered when shortening the studs, since the capacity of the buffer to
safely absorb an unexpected impact is therefore reduced.
The above discussion, which is a little confusing, is basically stating the following:
1. Reducing driver fill pressure by 1% will result in an order of magnitude change in rebound
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speed of about 1 m/s. Therefore, unless there are gross discrepancies in the model, it is
not expected that rebound speed will be significant since the L1d2 models have otherwise
predicted pressure and piston motion quite well. This is consistent with observations, which
indicate rebound impact hasn’t caused significant (i.e. catastrophic) damage.
2. Reducing driver fill pressure by 1% moves the inflection/rebound point by about 2-3 mm
towards the end of the compression tube. Therefore if buffer/nylon stud length is correct
at 100% pressure, each 1% reduction in fill pressure requires that length to be reduced by
about 2-3 mm.
3. If buffer/stud length is not reduced accordingly, there is potential for significant impact
speeds, and so long as the reduced stud length/buffer size remains sufficient to absorb a
reasonable impact speed, it is better to have it a little short than too long.
From the above analysis, it was decided to reduce driver fill pressure in 2% increments to see
if the rebound effect could be reduced. Given that the studs were reduced in length by approx-
imately 12 mm, and the equivalent length replaced with rubber caps which are comparatively
soft, it was determined that even with 2% reductions in driver pressure, that an impact due to
direct strike (i.e. during piston deceleration after diaphragm rupture), would not be more severe
than it was with the nominal 71 mm full nylon stud (i.e. shot x2s1346). This is because the
12 mm rubber cap is very soft compared to the nylon, and the effective stud size is therefore
approximately 59 mm when considering high speed impacts.
12.10.4. Results - Case 17, Iteration 2c - Shot x2s1348
For shot x2s1348, driver pressure was reduced by 2% compared to the nominal Iteration 2b
condition detailed in Table 31 on page 79. All driver parameters were kept identical except that
driver initial fill properties were changed to the following:
• pr = 27.9 MPa (2.0 mm thick steel; 1.8 mm thick at score).
• pres,0 = 6.85 MPa (6.75 MPa gauge).
• pD,0,He = 79.0× 0.98 = 77.4 kPa.
• pD,0,Ar = 19.7× 0.98 = 19.3 kPa.
The shot (x2s1348) fired successfully. The reservoir pressure gauge was observed to vibrate
quite violently after the shot, before settling on approximately 3.5 MPa. The residual pressure
in the dumptank after approximately 60 sec was 220 mbar, and held stable. This indicates that
reservoir gas leakage over the piston is not significant when the piston is held in the position
corresponding to the 59 mm studs (i.e. in this position, the piston has less clearance to the
compression tube walls than when it is held in position by the 100 mm studs used for the Case
13 Iteration 2 driver case).
Compared to shot x2s1347, a greater number of rubber studs remained attached after the shot
(refer Figure 55 on the following page), indicating that the severity of the rebound impact (if this
had occurred) was reduced, since the rebound would result in studs coming off (since a direct
strike would hold them in place). Further, the studs appeared to have been hit harder than in
shot x2s1347, which is consistent with the movement forward of the inflection/rebound point.
Since the stud size is the same, the initial piston strike will occur at a higher velocity, hence the
greater impact damage.
12.10.5. Results - Case 17, Iteration 2d - Shot x2s1349
For shot x2s1349, driver pressure was reduced by 4% compared to the nominal Iteration 2b
condition detailed in Table 31 on page 79. All driver parameters were kept identical except that
driver initial fill properties were changed to the following:
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Figure 55: Buffer post- shot x2s1348 (note five rubber caps remain attached).
• pr = 27.9 MPa (2.0 mm thick steel; 1.8 mm thick at score).
• pres,0 = 6.85 MPa (6.75 MPa gauge).
• pD,0,He = 79.0× 0.96 = 75.8 kPa.
• pD,0,Ar = 19.7× 0.96 = 18.9 kPa.
The nylon stud lengths were also reduced to accommodate the new inflection/rebound point.
The same 12.5 mm rubber cap thickness was used, but the total height of the nylon part of stud
assembly was reduced to 45 mm. Figure 56 on the following page shows the new studs.
The shot (x2s1349) fired successfully. The reservoir pressure gauge was observed to vibrate
quite violently after the shot, before settling on approximately 3.3 MPa. The residual pressure
in the dumptank after approximately 60 sec was 218 mbar. Only two rubber caps remained
attached to the nylon studs, indicating that there was probably still a rebound motion knocking
the caps free. However, it is also possible that since the studs were shorter, the initial direct
piston strike was slower, therefore the rubber caps were less energetically extruded over the nylon
studs.
The recoil traces of shots x2s1346 to x2s1349 are compared in Figure 58 on page 89. The
plot focuses on the region of the curve where the piston begins to decelerate rapidly. A rebound
motion is evident in each of the curves. The absolute position of the curve depends on the
length of the stud, and the final inflection/rebound point (which moves towards the end of the
tube with reduced driver fill pressure). However, a reduction in the actual amount of rebound is
characterised by a reduction in the total negative velocity during rebound, or else total reduction
in reversed recoil displacement. Referring to Figure 58, it appears that shots x2s1248 and x2s1349
(where the only variable was a reduction in driver fill pressure compared to x2s1347) have reduced
amounts of rebound compared to previous shots. Beyond this, however, it is unclear how much
rebound is due to bouncing of the piston from initial impact, and how much is due to excessive
driver fill gas pressure.
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Figure 56: Buffer pre- shot x2s1349 (note reduced nylon stud length compared to Figure 48).
Figure 57: Buffer post- shot x2s1349 (note that five rubber caps remain attached).
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(a) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 17 Iteration 2a to 2d, full shot (100 point data averaged)
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(b) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 17 Iteration 2a to 2d, full shot (500 point data averaged)
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Figure 58: X2 recoil trace comparison - shots x2s1346 to x2s1349.
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12.10.6. Results - Case 17, Iteration 2e - Shot x2s1350
For shot x2s1350, driver pressure was reduced by 6% compared to the nominal Iteration 2b
condition detailed in Table 31 on page 79. The nylon stud lengths were kept unchanged from
previous shot x2s1349. All driver parameters were kept identical except that driver initial fill
properties were changed to the following:
• pr = 27.9 MPa (2.0 mm thick steel; 1.8 mm thick at score).
• pres,0 = 6.85 MPa (6.75 MPa gauge).
• pD,0,He = 79.0× 0.94 = 74.3 kPa.
• pD,0,Ar = 19.7× 0.94 = 18.5 kPa.
The shot (x2s1350) fired successfully. The reservoir pressure gauge was observed to vibrate
quite violently between 3.1 and 3.4 MPa after the shot, before settling between these two values.
The residual pressure in the dumptank after approximately 60 sec was 210 mbar.
Referring to Figure 59, all rubber caps remained attached to the nylon studs after this shot.
It is expected that the further reduction in driver fill pressure compared to shot x2s1349 would
have moved the inflection/rebound point of the piston close to the tube end, thereby increasing
the speed of the initial direct piston impact. The rubber caps certainly appeared to have been
struck harder than previously. However, noting the softness of the rubber, the absolute impact
energy is not expected to have been that high. The fact that the rubber caps remained attached
also indicates that the rebound velocity may have been sufficiently reduced not to knock the
rubber caps off on second impact. Alternatively, they may have all remained attached due to a
higher initial impact speed causing them to be deformed over the nylon more extensively.
Figure 59: Buffer post- shot x2s1350 (note all rubber caps remain attached).
Figure 60 on page 92 compares the recoil trace of x2s1350 with x2s1349, where only driver fill
pressure has been changed (reduce by 2%). From the plot, it appears that the rebound increases
slightly with the further reduction in driver fill pressure. It is also possible that the component
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of rebound due to excess driver gas pressure has been reduced, whereas the component due to
bouncing of the piston due to initial direct strike has increased, perhaps by a greater amount,
thus slightly increasing rebound. In either case, it was considered worth attempting the next
shot without any rubber caps to see what damage, if any, would result. If the studs remained
undamaged, then it was considered that a sufficiently soft piston landing had been achieved,
since it need not be perfect, and it is not reasonable to expect it to be so.
12.10.7. Results - Case 17, Iteration 2e - Shots x2s1351 to x2s1355
Shot x2s1351 was identical to shot x2s1350 (refer Section 12.10.6 except that the rubber caps
were removed (refer Figure 61 on page 93). The same 45 mm nylon studs were used. Following
the shot, the nylon studs were undamaged (with the exception of one loose stud) (refer Figure 62
on page 93). On this basis, it was considered that a sufficiently soft landing had been achieved,
therefore four repeat shots were performed based on the following finalised condition:
• pr = 27.9 MPa (2.0 mm thick steel; 1.8 mm thick at score).
• pres,0 = 6.85 MPa (6.75 MPa gauge).
• pD,0,He = 74.3 kPa.
• pD,0,Ar = 18.5 kPa.
The rest of X2 downstream of the primary diaphragm was configured in accordance with
Section 12.7. The results of these five shots are summarised in Table 30 on page 78. Figure 30
also summarises the results of shots x2s1346 to x2s1350. It is noted that an incorrect dumptank
fill pressure was used in shots prior to x2s1348 (refer Section 12.10.2). For shots x2s1351 and
x2s1352 there were problems with the signal from transducer al5. The final three shots - x2s1353
to x2s1355 - are considered reliable results for this condition, and indicate the final performance.
It can be seen that consistent shock speeds were obtained in these three shots. Figure 63 on
page 94 compares these three experimentally measured shock speeds to L1d2 predictions (which
have been calculated based on the 6% reduction in driver fill pressure compared to the original
condition detailed in Table 31 on page 79). There is good agreement between L1d2 and the
experimental results.
12.10.8. Results - Case 17, Iteration 2b to 2e - Comments on Use of Nylon Studs and
Rubber Caps
Referring to Figure 45 on page 79, the initial shot for Case 17 Iteration 2b involved securing
the nylon studs with very little bolt thread. Whilst it is believed that the studs were too long
initially, it is also believed that there was simply insufficient bolt thread to permit any load
transfer through the stud. Therefore, the result of the piston impact appeared much worse than
it really was. Some degree of effort was therefore probably wasted in trying to soften the impact,
since in reality it probably wasn’t that severe.
Similarly, the use of rubber caps probably made the impact look worse than it is, because the
rubber is much softer than it needs to be for this application. Having seen the state of the nylon
studs after shots x2s1351 to x2s1355, they were no more damaged than after shots for Case 13
Iteration 2b (shots x2s1332 to x2s1334, which were considered to be very good).
For future shots, only nylon will be used in the studs, and care will be taken to ensure a strong
bolted attachment.
12.11. Driver Pressure PCB Over-Limit Check
It is noted that PCB 111A22-11406 is only calibrated to a maximum pressure of 5,000 psi
(34.5 MPa), although it can survive pressures up to 15,000 psi. In the Iteration 2 and 2b blanked
off tests, this PCB was used to measure pressures up to approximately 40 MPa. In this section,
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Figure 60: X2 recoil trace comparison - shots x2s1349 and x2s1350.
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Figure 61: Buffer pre- shot x2s1351 (note all rubber caps have been removed).
Figure 62: Buffer post- shot x2s1351.
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Figure 63: Comparison of experimental, numerical, and theoretical target shock speeds, Case 17, Iteration 2e.
Cases 17 and 21 (both Iteration 2) blanked off tests at increasing pressures are compared to
L1d2 results in order to determine if the actual PCB follows trends exhibited in the models. The
comparison begins at pressures within the PC’s calibration range.
Figures 64 and 65 show increasing driver pressures for shots x2s1341 (pmax = 35.65 MPa;
approximately within calibration range) and x2s1342 (pmax = 38.97 MPa; outside calibration
range). Figures 66, 67, and 68, respectively show increasing driver pressures for shots x2s1337
(pmax = 33.38 MPa; within calibration range), x2s1338 (pmax = 35.39 MPa; approximately
within calibration range), and x2s1338 (pmax = 40.11 MPa; outside calibration range). It can be
seen that experimental driver pressures, in both cases, rise in a similar fashion to L1d2 pressure
traces, indicating that the PCB can probably be relied upon up to 40 MPa, despite this pressure
being approximately 15% outside its calibration range.
Note: these plots are shown for L1d2 models with reservoir loss factors of 3.5. It is important
that the preferred value of 3.1 has not been used, since this is a comparative study only, and
therefore loss factors must be consistent for all models.
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Figure 64: Comparison of x2s1341 experimental driver pressure (at primary diaphragm) with L1d2 prediction (before
area change). 3.5 reservoir loss factor applied.
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Figure 65: Comparison of x2s1341 experimental driver pressure (at primary diaphragm) with L1d2 prediction (before
area change). 3.5 reservoir loss factor applied.
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Figure 66: Comparison of x2s1337 experimental driver pressure (at primary diaphragm) with L1d2 prediction (before
area change). 3.5 reservoir loss factor applied.
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Figure 67: Comparison of x2s1338 experimental driver pressure (at primary diaphragm) with L1d2 prediction (before
area change). 3.5 reservoir loss factor applied.
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Figure 68: Comparison of x2s1339 experimental driver pressure (at primary diaphragm) with L1d2 prediction (before
area change). 3.5 reservoir loss factor applied.
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12.12. Results - Case 21, Iteration 2
Referring to Table 32 on the next page, shots x2s1335, x2s1337, x2s1338, and x2s1339, were used
to establish how close to the actual case 21 condition it was possible to get before the driver
pressure limit of 40 MPa was reached. Shot x2s1339 reached this limit (pmax = 40.11 MPa), and
was repeated in shot x2s1340 (pmax = 40.35 MPa). Shot x2s1340 showed good agreement, and
was then used to calibrate the L1d2 model.
The reservoir loss factor has been found to be useful for tuning the L1d2 models. In this
instance, the nominal loss factor used to calculate the condition (0.35) was compared to lower
and higher values of 0.31 and 0.39. Experimental pressure traces are compared in Figures 69, 70,
and 71. L1d2 pressure traces just before the area change are shown, since these are much smoother
than at the primary diaphragm (where they become so noisy that they are of little use). Review
of these three plots indicates that the loss factor 0.31 seems to most closely fit the experimental
pressure trace. Therefore, this new factor has been used to refine the L1d2 diaphragm rupturing
model to achieve soft landing. The refined model is only slightly different to the Iteration 2
model. It is referred to as the Iteration 2b model, and is discussed in Section 12.13 on page 101.
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Figure 69: Comparison of x2s1340 experimental driver pressure (at primary diaphragm) with L1d2 prediction (before
area change). 3.1 reservoir loss factor applied.
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Figure 70: Comparison of x2s1340 experimental driver pressure (at primary diaphragm) with L1d2 prediction (before
area change). 3.5 reservoir loss factor applied.
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Figure 71: Comparison of x2s1340 experimental driver pressure (at primary diaphragm) with L1d2 prediction (before
area change). 3.9 reservoir loss factor applied.
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12.13. Results - Case 21, Iteration 2b
Referring to Section 12.12, blanked off tests for Case 21 Iteration 2 indicated that a reduction in
the L1d2 reservoir loss factor from 0.35 to 0.31 produced slightly improved correlation between
experimental and numerical driver pressure traces. This change was therefore incorporated into
the L1d2 model, and the configuration was tuned to ensure a soft landing was still achieved.
Changes were minor, and are detailed in Table 33. The piston response is plotted in Figure 219
on page 284.
Case pr pres,0 pD,0 He Ar pD,0,He pD,0,Ar xr ur Lm λ pmax pmax/pr ar Tr
[−] [MPa] [MPa] [kPa] [%] [%] [kPa] [kPa] [m] [m/s] [mm] [-] [MPa] [-] [m/s] [K]
21 35.6 6.08 77.1 80 20 61.7 15.4 4.433 143 44 38 39.3 1.10 1,968 3,130
Table 33: L1d2 tuned driver results: rupturing diaphragms - Case 21 Iteration 2b.
A blanked off analysis was performed for Case 21 Iteration 2b. The driver pressure was once
more scaled by 1.7×, since the very similar Case 21 Iteration 2 also required this scaling factor.
Experimental shots x2s1344 and x2s1345 (repeat of x2s1344) were performed, and are detailed
in Table 32 on page 99. The shots correlated well. Shot x2s1345 was compared to a revised L1d2
model (with driver pressure scaled 1.70×), and showed good agreement. The results are shown
in Figure 72. Agreement between experiment and numerical simulation indicated that Case 21
Iteration 2b was suitable for testing with a rupturing diaphragm.
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Figure 72: Comparison of x2s1345 experimental driver pressure (at primary diaphragm) with L1d2 prediction (before
area change). 3.1 reservoir loss factor applied.
Referring to Table 33, the piston inflection point occurs 44 mm from the start of the buffer
plate. This length does not account for the incompressible volume of nylon studs or a rub-
ber buffer. Initial tests used nylon studs to hold the piston at the inflection point, whilst
simultaneously providing protection against piston impact if the piston motion varies signifi-
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cantly from the numerical predictions. The required stud length was determined by substituting
L = 44 mm = 0.044 m into Equation (35) on page 64:
Ls =
0.0518× L
0.0400 = 1.295L m
→ Ls = 0.0518× 0.0440.0400 = 0.057 m = 57 mm (38)
It is noted that previous experience with Case 13 Iteration 2 (refer Section 12.7, and Case
17 Iteration 2e (refer Section 12.10.7) indicated that the final stud length associated with soft
landing was shorter than the theoretical stud length calculated. The actual difference between
theoretical and final stud lengths is as follows:
• Case 13 Iteration 2. LFinal/Ltheoretical = 0.100/0.120 = 0.83
• Case 17 Iteration 2e. LFinal/Ltheoretical = 0.45/0.54 = 0.83
Note: the stud length for Case 17 Iteration 2e has been recalculated based on the reduced
driver fill pressure. Referring to Figure 217 on page 282, the inflection point (the point of
minimum piston velocity; 5 m/s in this case, since the L1d2 predicts no actual inflection point)
is at Lm = 42 mm. Applying a stud volumetric correction factor, the required buffer length
becomes 54 mm per Equation (39). This is compared above with the eventual stud length of
45 mm which was used for finalised cases:
Ls =
0.0518× L
0.0400 = 1.295L m
→ Ls = 0.0518× 0.0420.0400 = 0.054 m = 54 mm (39)
Considering the high compression ratio at rupture of Case 21 Iteration 2b (λ = 37.0 per
Figure 219 on page 284) compared to Case 17 Iteration 2e (λ = 27.9 per Figure 217 on page 282),
the heat loss in Case 21 is likely to be higher than Case 17. Therefore it is likely that any estimate
of required stud length is probably larger than it will actually need to be. Given the significant
decelerations involved after diaphragm rupture for Case 21 (with an assumed diaphragm rupture
pressure of 35.65 MPa), then an excessively long stud will encounter very large piston impact
speeds if it contacts the piston during its deceleration phase after diaphragm rupture. For
practical reasons, it is undesirable to make the stud very short (no capacity to absorb impact
if piston velocity is much higher than expected, and short studs have insufficient length for
sufficient bolt threads).
For Case 21 Iteration 2b, the same reduction in stud length which was required for Cases 13
Iteration 2b and 17 Iteration 2e was also applied for initial testing. Thus, initial stud length was
set to 57× 0.83 = 47 mm. This was very close to the stud length used for Case 17 Iteration 2e
(45 mm), therefore the same studs were used for initial testing. A slightly short stud will not
result in a significant impact speed (since re-acceleration after inflection is much less severe than
deceleration before inflection).
The Case 21 Iteration 2b was conducted for shots x2s1356 to x2s1358, and x2s1360. 45 mm
nylon studs were used. Following the shots, the nylon studs were undamaged, with the exception
that typically a proportion of the studs would be loose. There was typically some thread damage
associated with a stud becoming loose. This was addressed by reassembling the stud with high
strength Loctite. Whilst this was a bit of a hassle, it was considered that a sufficiently soft
landing had been achieved. Therefore these four repeat shots constitute the following finalised
condition:
• pr = 35.65 MPa (2.5 mm thick steel; 2.3 mm thick at score).
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• pres,0 = 6.08 MPa (5.98 MPa gauge).
• pD,0,He = 61.7 kPa.
• pD,0,Ar = 15.4 kPa.
The rest of X2 downstream of the primary diaphragm was configured in accordance with
Section 12.7. The results of these four shots are summarised in Table 34 on the next page.
Figure 73 compares these four experimentally measured shock speeds to L1d2 predictions. It can
be seen that consistent shock speeds were obtained in these four shots. The first shot (x2s1356)
had slightly higher shock speeds for some reason (believed to be due to incorrect fill pressure in
the shock tube; this was an operator error made a couple of times, and it is expected that the
fill pressure was probably 305 kPa instead of 330 kPa), but the difference was still minor. There
is good agreement between L1d2 and the experimental results.
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Figure 73: Comparison of experimental, numerical, and theoretical target shock speeds, Case 21, Iteration 2b.
12.13.1. Piston Condition Check Post-x2s1370
The piston was removed following shot x2s1370, cleaned up, and is shown in Figure 74 on page 105
and Figure 75 on page 105. No structural damage was identified on the piston compared to the
previous inspection detailed in Section 12.8.1 on page 72. Referring to Figure 75, there were some
wear marks evident on the inner surface of the piston (where it interfaces with the launcher),
however these were fairly superficial, and no pre-launching behaviour had occurred (which would
provide evidence of leakage of reservoir gas past the launcher seals).
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Figure 74: Condition of piston following shot x2s1370 (view from front).
Figure 75: Condition of piston following shot x2s1370 (view from rear).
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12.14. Results - Cases 13, 17, and 21 - Preliminary Test Flow Analysis
High speed camera footage of shot x2s1356 suggested that the test flow was very unsteady. This
visible unsteadiness is not always present in the actual free stream flow simply because noise is
observed in pitot traces, since pitot noise may originate due to oscillatory Helmholtz resonance
[29], and may not actually be an intrinsic characteristic of the free stream flow. A representative
sequence of frames from the high speed camera footage is shown in Figure 76 on the following
page in order to illustrate this unsteadiness. It is difficult to visualise this unsteady behaviour
in a static image, however these frames should be compared to a steady flow, where shock waves
are stable and do not move around excitedly. Additionally, flashes of light in the flow around the
pitot caps indicate that primary or secondary diaphragm debris may be hitting the pitot caps.
This is not unexpected, in particular since the secondary and tertiary diaphragms are made from
comparatively thick 0.1 mm mylar, which has been used in order to resist large initial fill pressure
differentials, but is unlikely to fully vaporise during the experiment.
These high pressure scramjet shots were found to cause significant damage to the pitot caps.
Evidence of such damage is shown in Figure 77 on page 108, which was photographed after shot
x2s1356. These pitot caps had been used for several shots up until this point; it was thought that
maybe the damage was causing the unstable shock behaviour; the pitot caps were replaced with
new caps in the following shot, with little change in flow steadiness observed (see Figure 78 on
page 109). The condition of the pitot caps before and after shot x2s1357 is shown in Figure 79
on page 110 and Figure 80 on page 110; it can be seen that they remained mostly undamaged,
indicating that the unsteadiness in shot x2s1356 (Figure 77) was not a result of abnormally
disfigured pitot caps, but more intrinsic to the free stream flow.
The remainder of this section considers pitot traces for each new driver case individually, and
presents some qualitative commentary and results too.
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Figure 76: Example of flow unsteadiness for shot x2s1356; time is increasing from top to bottom, then left to right.
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Figure 77: Condition of pitot caps after shot x2s1356; pitot caps had been used for several shots prior to removal and
inspection.
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Figure 78: Example of flow unsteadiness for shot x2s1357; time is increasing from top to bottom, then left to right.
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Figure 79: Condition of pitot caps before shot x2s1357; pitot caps are all new, or, if used, damage-free.
Figure 80: Condition of pitot caps after shot x2s1357; pitot caps had only been used for shot x2s1357 prior to
photograph being taken. Pitot caps are numbered 1 to 9, from the top of the image to the bottom. It can be seen
that pitots 4 to 7 have been visibly damaged in the single previous shot, with pitot 7 having lost a sizeable chunk of
material; this is likely to be due to impact from mylar of steel diaphragm debris.
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12.14.1. Target Pitot Pressure
The original Mach 13 flow condition calculated using perfect gas assumptions is first used to
estimate the pitot pressure associated with this target condition. Applying the Rayleigh pitot
formula (refer Appendix U) to test flow Mach numbers and static pressures from Table 7 on
page 25 (Region 8 for X2 without the nozzle; region 12 for X2 with the nozzle), the theoretical
pitot pressure can be estimated.
The Rayleigh pitot pressure formula for freestream flow (denoted by subscript ‘A’) is as follows:
ppitot = pA
[
(γ + 1)2M2A
4γM2A − 2(γ − 1)
]γ/(γ−1) [1− γ + 2γM2A
γ + 1
]
(40)
For the test gas prior to expansion through the nozzle:
ppitot,8 = 54, 200×
[
(1.4 + 1)2 × 9.332
4× 1.4× 9.332 − 2× (1.4− 1)
]1.4/(1.4−1) [1− 1.4 + 2× 1.4× 9.332
1.4 + 1
]
= 6, 099, 767 Pa
= 6.10 MPa (41)
For the test gas after expansion through the nozzle:
ppitot,12 = 4, 730×
[
(1.4 + 1)2 × 13.42
4× 1.4× 13.42 − 2× (1.4− 1)
]1.4/(1.4−1) [1− 1.4 + 2× 1.4× 13.42
1.4 + 1
]
= 1, 095, 727 Pa
= 1.10 MPa (42)
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12.14.2. Case 13 Iteration 2 Pitot Pressures (X2 with Nozzle)
Figure 81 and Figure 82 on the next page show pitot pressures for Case 13 Iteration 2, shots
x2s1363 and x2s1364, respectively. For this lower pressure condition, the pitot traces are rea-
sonably steady. The pitot tubes were located approximately centrally on the nozzle, spanning
the full exit diameter, and were within 10 mm of the exit plane. Average pitot pressure is ap-
proximately 750 kPa, with test time of approximately 300µs (note: this test time is significantly
longer than that predicted from theory; it may be that for the lower driver pressure that the
flow processes have changed sufficiently to increase the test time; alternatively, the observed test
time may actually be the unsteady expansion instead, and it is simply not as unsteady as would
normally be expected). It is believed that pitot 5 is defective (since it is in the centre of the flow
and recording an irregular trace) and that pitot 9 is probably within the boundary layer (due
to the lower recorded pressures, and its position near the nozzle wall). At these lower pressures
and speeds, luminosity during the test time was poor, therefore high speed camera footage did
not provide much useful information about the test flow.
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Figure 81: Pitot traces for shot x2s1363 (Case 13 Iteration 2). Note: only pitots 2, 3, 5, and 9 produced responses.
Calibration was not checked, therefore absolute magnitudes of pressures are unreliable. All pitots had standard single
hole caps.
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Figure 82: Pitot traces for shot x2s1364 (Case 13 Iteration 2). Note: only pitots 2, 3, 5, and 9 produced responses.
Calibration was not checked, therefore absolute magnitudes of pressures are unreliable. All pitots had standard single
hole caps.
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12.14.3. Case 17 Iteration 2e Pitot Pressures (X2 with Nozzle)
Figure 83, Figure 84 on the next page, and Figure 85 on the following page, show pitot pressures
for Case 17 Iteration 2e, shots x2s1353, x2s1354, and x2s1355, respectively. For this higher
pressure condition, the pitot traces demonstrate some oscillatory behaviour. The pitot tubes
were located approximately centrally on the nozzle, spanning the full exit diameter, and were
within 10 mm of the exit plane. Average pitot pressure is approximately 1300-1500 kPa, with
test time of approximately 300µs (again, per Section 12.14.2, this may or may not be the steady
test flow). Pitots 2 and 3 are adjacent, and have fairly consistent responses. It is once more
believed that pitot 9 is probably within the boundary layer (due to the lower recorded pressures,
and its position near the nozzle wall). At the time when these experiments were performed the
high speed camera was not available, hence there is no footage available.
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Figure 83: Pitot traces for shot x2s1353 (Case 17 Iteration 2e). Note: only pitots 2, 3, and 9 produced responses.
Calibration was not checked, therefore absolute magnitudes of pressures are unreliable. All pitots had standard single
hole caps.
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Figure 84: Pitot traces for shot x2s1354 (Case 17 Iteration 2e). Note: only pitots 2, 3, and 9 produced responses.
Calibration was not checked, therefore absolute magnitudes of pressures are unreliable. All pitots had standard single
hole caps.
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Figure 85: Pitot traces for shot x2s1355 (Case 17 Iteration 2e). Note: only pitots 2, 3, and 9 produced responses.
Calibration was not checked, therefore absolute magnitudes of pressures are unreliable. All pitots had standard single
hole caps.
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12.14.4. Case 21 Iteration 2b Pitot Pressures (X2 with Nozzle)
Referring to Figures 86 to 89, it can be seen that pitot traces for the 2.5mm diaphragm tuned
driver condition (Case 21 Iteration 2b) are much more unsteady than for Case 17 Iteration 2e or
Case 13 Iteration 2. This unsteadiness is also visually evident in the high speed camera footage
in Figures 76 and 78. The reason for the increased unsteadiness is unclear. These specific results
highlight the need to perform a full axisymmetric calculation of the condition to see if there are
fundamental causes for the flow disturbances, or otherwise if it is due to severe impact from
diaphragm debris etc. It is generally noted that Case 21 Iteration 2b did not have significant
performance gains compared to case 17 Iteration 2e; further, the diaphragm rupture appeared
to be less clean, and the condition appeared to provide little benefit compared to the 2.0mm
diaphragm Case 17 Iteration 2e condition.
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Figure 86: Pitot traces for shot x2s1356 (Case 21 Iteration 2b). Note: only pitots 2, 3, 5, and 9 produced responses.
Calibration was not checked, therefore absolute magnitudes of pressures are unreliable. All pitots had standard single
hole caps.
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Figure 87: Pitot traces for shot x2s1357 (Case 21 Iteration 2b). Note: only pitots 2, 3, 5, and 9 produced responses.
Calibration was not checked, therefore absolute magnitudes of pressures are unreliable. Pitots 3, 5, and 9 had standard
single hole caps; pitot 2 had a four hole swirl cap.
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Figure 88: Pitot traces for shot x2s1358 (Case 21 Iteration 2b). Note: only pitots 2, 3, 5, and 9 produced responses.
Calibration was not checked, therefore absolute magnitudes of pressures are unreliable. Pitots 3, 5, and 9 had standard
single hole caps; pitot 2 had a four hole swirl cap.
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Figure 89: Pitot traces for shot x2s1359 (Case 21 Iteration 2b). Note: only pitots 2, 3, 5, and 9 produced responses.
Calibration was not checked, therefore absolute magnitudes of pressures are unreliable. Pitots 3, 5, and 9 had standard
single hole caps; pitot 2 had a four hole swirl cap.
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12.15. Additional Experiments with Case 17 Iteration 2e Driver
Some additional experiments were performed with the Case 17 Iteration 2e driver condition, in
order to gain some preliminary insight into the factors causing the unsteady flow detailed in
Section 12.14. Preliminary observations are presented in this report, however further analysis
will be undertaken as a separate task in future.
12.15.1. Mach 13 Condition, Case 17 Iteration 2e Driver, Secondary Driver Removed
A series of shots were performed using the 2.0 mm diaphragm Case 17 Iteration 2e driver con-
dition, without the secondary driver. Instead, a long air-filled shock tube was used (between
the primary diaphragm and the normal tertiary diaphragm station). Table 35 on page 121 sum-
marises the shots which were performed; Figure 90 on the following page shows the experimental
shock speeds along the tunnel, compared to the L1d2 predicted shock speeds for the tube without
secondary driver. Note: shot x2s1359 used the 2.5 mm diaphragm Case 21 Iteration 2b driver,
and is therefore not shown in the plot; additionally, shot x2s1379 had poor quality pressure traces
in the acceleration tube, and its results are therefore also withheld from Figure 90.
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Figure 90: Shock speeds along tunnel for Mach 13 condition without secondary driver, using driver condition Case 17
Iteration 2e.
For shots x2s1375 and x2s1379, the nozzle was removed, and only two functional pitot probes
were located in the tube exit flow. Pitot pressures were recorded for shot x2s1379. Pitot 1 was
located towards the bottom of the tube; pitot 2 was located towards the upper surface of the
tube; both pitots were approximately centred about the tube centreline. The PCBs for both of
these pitots were re-calibrated using the shop air rig, and although the basic dial gauge used for
this calibration was itself not calibrated, at least the two PCBs are calibrated against a consistent
baseline. A Hayabusa model (refer Figure 94 on page 124; a series of models were available for
visualisation purposes; the example shown was used for shot x2s1360) was located in the test
section for shot x2s1375 to visualise the flow. A representative sample of high speed camera
images is shown in Figure 95 on page 125.
Referring to Figure 93, pitot pressure is steady for only about 50µs between approximately
12.07 and 12.12 ms, with magnitude of approximately 1.5 MPa. There are no wild oscillations,
however the pressure is gradually increasing. Figure 95 indicates that a steady shock wave does
not develop around the Hayabusa model. Given the short apparent test time, it is likely that
footage around the model may primarily correspond to after the test time. The model appears
not to be aligned fully parallel to the flow, as evidenced by the thicker shock on the lower surface.
There is also evidence of debris hitting the model between 194µs and 202µs.
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Figure 91: Pitot traces for shot x2s1365 (Case 17 Iteration 2e, Mach 13 condition, no secondary driver, with nozzle).
Note: only pitots 2, 3, 5, and 9 produced responses. Calibration was not checked, therefore absolute magnitudes of
pressures are unreliable. Pitots 3, 5, and 9 had standard single hole caps; pitot 2 had a four hole swirl cap.
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Figure 92: Pitot traces for shot x2s1366 (Case 17 Iteration 2e, Mach 13 condition, no secondary driver, with nozzle).
Note: only pitots 2, 3, 5, and 9 produced responses. Calibration was not checked, therefore absolute magnitudes of
pressures are unreliable. Pitots 3, 5, and 9 had standard single hole caps; pitot 2 had a four hole swirl cap.
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Figure 93: Pitot traces for shot x2s1379 (Case 17 Iteration 2e, Mach 13 condition, no secondary driver, without nozzle).
Note: only pitots 1 and 2 produced responses. Calibration of both pitots was checked against shop air rig, therefore
calibration baseline is consistent, however baseline itself has not been checked. Pitot 1 was located below centreline of
tube exit; pitot 2 was located above centreline; both pitots were otherwise centred in flow. Both pitots had four hole
swirl caps.
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Figure 94: 45mm diameter Hayabusa model used for flow visualisation in various experiments.
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Figure 95: Example of flow unsteadiness for shot x2s1375; time is increasing from top to bottom, then left to right.
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12.15.2. Mach 13 Condition, Case 17 Iteration 2e Driver, Secondary Driver Pressure
Variation
The purpose of the secondary driver was to create a sound speed increase (acoustic buffer) across
the interface between the expanded driver gas, and the shock processed gas in the adjacent tube.
The purpose of this buffer is to prevent transmission of transverse noise in the driver gas from
propagating into, and causing unsteadiness in, the test flow. The secondary driver was nominally
configured to ensure a ratio a2/a3 = 1.26 with the original 35 kg piston and 100% Helium driver
(refer Table 6 on page 24). With the new driver, the addition of Argon to the driver gas will
have increased this ratio. However, per Section 12.14, there was quite significant unsteadiness in
the test flow, particularly with the 2.5 mm diaphragm Case 21 Iteration 2b condition.
Therefore, it was thought to be worthwhile changing the fill pressure in the secondary driver to
see if this influenced the test flow quality. The 2.0 mm diaphragm Case 17 Iteration 2e condition
was used. Secondary driver fill pressure was raised and lowered, with the following rational being
used in each case:
• Lowering secondary driver fill pressure - this would increase the shock speed, thus increasing
the shock processed Helium temperature. This would increase the ratio a2/a3, thereby
potentially increasing the ‘buffering’ effect of the secondary driver.
• Increasing the secondary fill pressure - it was observed from L1d2 output that the Helium
gas slug becomes compact following compression by the shock from the primary driver.
This relatively low mass slug of gas then hits the high density test gas (330 kPa Air),
being driven by the expanded driver gas. It takes time for the shock to develop in the high
density test gas, and the tendency with this arrangement may be for the driver gas to pile
through the Helium slug and partially mix with the test gas. It was thought to be possible
that without sufficient Helium, that the driver gas may penetrate the Helium slug of gas,
thereby removing the buffering effect. Noting that the driver gas is relatively slow, the
Helium fill pressure can be increased significantly whilst retaining the sound speed buffer.
L1d2 analysis in Figure 96 on the next page indicates that a 500 kPa secondary driver fill
pressure would retain the required sound speed ratio. Figure 97 on page 128 also shows
that the final shock speed in the shock and acceleration tubes is largely insensitive to fill
pressure in the secondary driver (although fill pressure does affect the distance it takes for
the shock through the test gas to develop full speed); this is not surprising, since the amount
of energy transferred through the tube has not changed (i.e. the driver configuration is the
same).
Details of shots performed with varying secondary driver fill pressures are summarised in
Table 36 on page 129. All shots were run without the nozzle in order to remove any flow
characteristics peculiar to the Mach 10 nozzle. Nominal secondary driver fill pressure (150 kPa)
was assessed, and then higher (500 kPa) and lower (50 kPa) fill pressures were tested.
Unsteadiness in the test flow was still evident for both higher and lower secondary driver fill
pressures; Figure 103 on page 135 shows a sequence of high speed camera images of flow over a
Hayabusa model (images are processed in false colour to emphasise flow detail) taken for shot
x2s1372 (which had the secondary driver pressure reduced to 50 kPa); the images show movement
of, and variation in intensity of, the shock structure around the Hayabusa model, and coincide
with the period of time when test gas is flowing through the test section. Similarly, Figure 106
on page 138 shows high speed camera footage of flow around a Hayabusa model for shot x2s1374,
which had a secondary driver fill pressure of 500 kPa. Whilst this figure is not shown in false
colour, unsteady behaviour in the shock structure is still evident.
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Shock processed 
secondary driver gasSound speed ratio across interface >> 1.25
Secondary driver fill
Note: piston still moving, 
keeping driver pressure high
Expanded driver gas
Sound speed
Effect of offset area change
before primary diaphragm.
Mach 13 Condition:
2mm steel primary diaphragm
6.85MPa reservoir fill
92.9 kPa compression tube fill (80% He / 20% Ar)
500 kPa He secondary driver fill
330 kPa Air shock tube fill
254 Pa Air acceleration tube fill
Figure 96: x− t diagram showing sound speed across the primary/secondary driver gas interface, for 500 kPa Helium
secondary driver fill pressure. Note: only primary and secondary driver gas slugs are shown.
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x−v diagram: Mach 13 condition, perfect gas calculations, various secondary driver fill pressures
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Figure 97: Effect on shock speeds of increasing secondary driver fill pressure above the nominal amount.
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12.15.3. Mach 13 Condition with Nominal 150 kPa Helium Secondary Driver Fill Pressure
Figure 98 on the next page shows flow over a Hayabusa model for the nominal 150 kPa secondary
driver fill pressure. The images are over-exposed, therefore saturation is evident. It can be seen
that the shock structure has some unsteadiness, but it is not as severe as with previous shots
with the nozzle (for example, refer Figure 95 on page 125). Pitot pressures for a repeat pair of
shots are shown in Figure 99 on page 132 and Figure 101 on page 133. In both plots there is
a period of initial relatively steady flow of about 150 µs. The pitot pressure has approximate
magnitude of about 2.5 MPa, although the trend across this period is a general rise. However,
the pressure traces are not noisy like, for example, Figure 89 on page 118. It may be the addition
of the four hole swirl caps, or the removal of the nozzle (which was operating off-design) that
has smoothed out these traces.
Regarding the period where flow is fairly steady, it may seem short, however it needs to be
remembered that per Figure 10 on page 23 and Table 7 on page 25, theoretical test time was
only 85 µs, and ended due to arrival of the unsteady expansion reflected off the secondary driver
gas/test gas interface. This was an optimistic test time estimate since it assumes ideal processes,
and only makes partial accommodation for Mirels effect. It seems clear then that new testing
should attempt to increase the test time by lengthening the shock tube. This is evident from
comparison of Figure 9 on page 23 and Table 6 on page 24, where the optimised test time was
calculated for a longer shock tube (2.416 m vs 1.301 m).
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Figure 98: Example of flow unsteadiness for shot x2s1371 (Nominal 150 kPa Helium fill secondary driver); time is
increasing from top to bottom, then left to right; false colour has not been applied. Note: camera is over-exposed and
therefore saturated in places.
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Figure 99: Pitot traces for shot x2s1380 (Case 17 Iteration 2e, Mach 13 condition, 150 kPa secondary driver, without
nozzle). Note: only pitots 1 and 2 were used. Calibration of both pitots was checked against shop air rig, therefore
calibration baseline is consistent, however baseline itself has not been checked. Pitot 1 was located below centreline of
tube exit; pitot 2 was located above centreline; both pitots were otherwise centred about tube centreline. Both pitots
had four hole swirl caps. Refer Figure 100
Figure 100: Pitot caps post- shot x2s1380. Pitots are numbered 1 to 3 from bottom to top respectively. Pitots 1 and
2 have four hole swirl caps.
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Figure 101: Pitot traces for shot x2s1381 (Case 17 Iteration 2e, Mach 13 condition, 150 kPa secondary driver, without
nozzle). Note: only pitots 2 and 3 were used. Calibration of both pitots was checked against shop air rig, therefore
calibration baseline is consistent, however baseline itself has not been checked. Pitots 2 and 3 were centred in tube
exit about tube centreline; pitot 2 was the lower pitot. Both working pitots had four hole swirl caps.
Figure 102: Pitot caps pre- shot x2s1381. Pitots are numbered 1 to 3 from bottom to top respectively. Pitots 1 to 3
have four hole swirl caps.
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12.15.4. Mach 13 Condition with 50 kPa Helium Secondary Driver Fill Pressure
Similar results were obtained for the 50 kPa secondary driver fill pressure as for the nominal
150 kPa fill pressure (refer Section 12.15.3). The false colour plot in Figure 103 on the following
page indicates that the shock structure is not entirely steady. However, after what appears to be
a rise time of approximately 50 µs, the pitot pressures for repeat shots in Figure 104 on page 136
and Figure 105 on page 136 indicate steady test flow for approximately 100 µs at approximately
2.5 MPa pitot pressure.
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Figure 103: Example of flow unsteadiness for shot x2s1372 (50 kPa Helium fill secondary driver); time is increasing
from top to bottom, then left to right; false colour has been applied to emphasise flow features.
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Figure 104: Pitot traces for shot x2s1383 (Case 17 Iteration 2e, Mach 13 condition, 50 kPa secondary driver, without
nozzle). Note: only pitots 2 and 3 were used. Calibration of both pitots was checked against shop air rig, therefore
calibration baseline is consistent, however baseline itself has not been checked. Pitots 2 and 3 were centred in tube
exit about tube centreline; pitot 2 was the lower pitot. Both working pitots had four hole swirl caps.
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Figure 105: Pitot trace for shot x2s1384 (Case 17 Iteration 2e, Mach 13 condition, 50 kPa secondary driver, without
nozzle). Note: only pitot 2 was used. Calibration of pitot was checked against shop air rig. Pitots 2 and 3 were centred
in tube exit about tube centreline; pitot 2 was the lower pitot. Pitot 2 had a four hole swirl cap.
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Mach 13 Condition with 500 kPa Helium Secondary Driver Fill Pressure Similar results
were obtained for the 500 kPa secondary driver fill pressure shots, as those described in Sections
12.15.4 and 12.15.3. There was more rise during the test time in the 500 kPa plots (refer to
repeated shots Figure 107 on page 139 and Figure 108 on page 139).The high speed camera
images presented in Figure 106 on the next page indicate that the shock structure is not entirely
steady. However, after an initial pitot rise time of approximately 50 µs, the pitot pressures for
repeat shots in Figures 107 and 108 indicate test flow for approximately 100 µs at approximately
2 to 2.5 MPa pitot pressure.
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Figure 106: Example of flow unsteadiness for shot x2s1374 (500 kPa Helium fill secondary driver); time is increasing
from top to bottom, then left to right; false colour has not been applied.
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Figure 107: Pitot traces for shot x2s1382 (Case 17 Iteration 2e, Mach 13 condition, 500 kPa secondary driver, without
nozzle). Note: only pitots 2 and 3 were used. Calibration of both pitots was checked against shop air rig, therefore
calibration baseline is consistent, however baseline itself has not been checked. Pitots 2 and 3 were centred in tube
exit about tube centreline; pitot 2 was the lower pitot. Both working pitots had four hole swirl caps.
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Figure 108: Pitot trace for shot x2s1385 (Case 17 Iteration 2e, Mach 13 condition, 500 kPa secondary driver, without
nozzle). Note: only pitot 1 was used. Calibration of pitot was checked against shop air rig. Pitots 2 and 3 were centred
in tube exit about tube centreline; pitot 2 was the lower pitot. Pitot 2 had a four hole swirl cap.
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12.15.5. High Speed Low Density Condition
A high speed flow condition was proposed by Richard Morgan in order to see how the new Case
17 Iteration 2e driver performed with a lower density, higher speed, flow condition, typical of
what expansion tubes are traditionally used for. Detailed calculations about the flow condition
were not made. The condition was simply proposed in order to examine the quality of the pitot
traces etc. The flow condition is summarised in Table 37.
Symbol Value Units Description
mp 10.524 kg Piston mass.
pres 6.85 MPa Reservoir fill pressure, Air.
pD,0 92.8 kPa Driver fill pressure, 80% Helium / 20% Argon partial pressures.
prupt 27.9 MPa Primary diaphragm rupture pressure.
p1 6 kPa Shock tube fill pressure, Air.
p2 10 Pa Acceleration tube fill pressure, Air.
L1 4.725 m Shock tube length.
L2 4.254 m Acceleration tube length.
us1 ≈ 4 km/s Shock speed through shock tube (test gas).
us2 ≈ 8 km/s Shock speed through acceleration tube.
Table 37: High speed flow condition proposed by Richard Morgan. Note: tube numbering is not consistent with other
tube numbering schemes in this report, and should not be used in conjunction with other diagrams.
A series of shots were done with and without the nozzle attached to X2; shots are summarised
in Table 38 on the next page. Experimentally measured shock speeds are shown in Figure 109,
and are compared to predictions from L1d2. A residual bug in the L1d2 code at the time of writing
prevented an equilibrium calculation, which probably explains the higher predicted shock speeds.
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Figure 109: Experimental shock speeds for high speed condition propsed by Richard Morgan. Note: L1d2 calculated
shock speeds are based on perfect gas assumptions (at the time of writing, there was a bug in the code preventing solu-
tion using equilibrium chemistry), which most likely explains the higher predicted shock speeds through the acceleration
tube compared to the experimental results.
Pitot traces are shown in Figures 110 and 111 (X2 with nozzle), and Figures 112 and 113 (X2
without nozzle). Flow conditions were fairly steady both with and without the nozzle attached.
Referring to Figure 111, average pitot pressure is approximately 150 kPa, with a test time of
approximately 100µs. Pitot 5 gives an irregular trace and is assumed to have calibration error or
else be faulty. All pitot traces with the nozzle attached used the standard pitot caps. All pitot
measurements with the nozzle removed utilised four hole swirl caps. It can be seen that there is
a period of steady flow between approximately 11.03 and 11.08 ms (50µs total test time), with
an average pitot pressure of approximately 500 kPa.
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Figure 110: Pitot traces for shot x2s1368 (Case 17 Iteration 2e, Richard Morgan high speed condition, no secondary
driver, with nozzle). Note: only pitots 2, 3, 5, and 9 produced responses. Calibration was not checked, therefore
absolute magnitudes of pressures are unreliable. All pitots had standard single hole caps. Pitot rake were centred on
nozzle centreline, with pitots number top to bottom by 1 to 9 respectively.
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Figure 111: Pitot traces for shot x2s1369 (Case 17 Iteration 2e, Richard Morgan high speed condition, no secondary
driver, with nozzle). Note: only pitots 2, 3, 5, and 9 produced responses. Calibration was not checked, therefore
absolute magnitudes of pressures are unreliable. All pitots had standard single hole caps. Pitot rake were centred on
nozzle centreline, with pitots number top to bottom by 1 to 9 respectively.
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Figure 112: Pitot trace for shot x2s1377 (Case 17 Iteration 2e, Richard Morgan high speed condition, no secondary
driver, without nozzle). Note: only pitot 1 was used. Calibration of pitot was checked against shop air rig, however
shop air rig itself has not been checked. Pitots 1 and 2 were centred in tube exit about tube centreline; pitot 1 was
the lower pitot. Both working pitots had four hole swirl caps.
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Figure 113: Pitot traces for shot x2s1378 (Case 17 Iteration 2e, Richard Morgan high speed condition, no secondary
driver, without nozzle). Note: only pitots 1 and 2 were used. Calibration of both pitots was checked against shop
air rig, therefore calibration baseline is consistent, however baseline itself has not been checked. Pitots 1 and 2 were
centred in tube exit about tube centreline; pitot 1 was the lower pitot. Both working pitots had four hole swirl caps.
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Figure 114 shows a 15◦half angle nose cone model which was placed in the test section to visu-
alise the flow. Figure 115 on the following page shows high speed camera footage of luminescent
flow around the model. The images indicate development of a stable shock structure around the
model.
Figure 114: 15◦half angle nose cone model, used for flow visualisation in various experiments.
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Figure 115: Example of flow unsteadiness for shot x2s1376; time is increasing from top to bottom, then left to right.
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12.16. Summary of New Tuned X2 Driver Conditions - 1.2 mm, 2.0 mm,
and 2.5 mm Thick Steel Diaphragms
This experimental test campaign has resulted in the development of three new driver conditions
for X2, which are summarised in Table 39 on the next page.
The most effective and practical driver condition is considered to be LWP-2.0mm-Rev-0. This
achieves shock speeds close to LWP-2.5mm-Rev-0, however, the 2.0 mm diaphragm ruptures
more cleanly than the 2.5 mm diaphragm. Furthermore, this condition has a longer driver gas
duration, and therefore should provide steadier and longer supply of driver gas. Condition LWP-
1.2mm-Rev-0 has a very soft landing, and long duration driver gas supply time, however, the
performance is much lower compared to the other two conditions. This condition may nonetheless
be useful for flow conditions where static pressure needs to be reduced, such as full scale flight
closer to Mach 10, with expansion through the nozzle.
13. Error Analysis
No error analysis is performed in this report. No absolute calibration was performed on PCB
pressure transducers, so measured pressures are considered indicative only. Where PC’s were
calibrated against the shop air gauge, and where such calibrated sensitivities were in approximate
agreement with the original PCB manufacturer numbers, then the pressures were considered to
be fairly reliable (within a few percent). However, absolute pressure measurements for formal
publication of experimental results will be made in follow-up experiments which will ensure a
consistent calibration basis and absolute calibration baseline.
In terms of shock speeds, these have been calculated from pressure-time histories, and as such,
are expected to be fairly precise. All that is required is that the pressure trace should indicate a
definite shock arrival time, and the absolute magnitude of the response is not important. Where
shock arrival was not obvious on a pressure trace, the calculated shock speed has been noted in
the relevant description in this report. It is not expected that the response time of a PCB will
subtly change over years of use, therefore if a clear shock arrival is evident, it is expected that
the arrive time will be accurately identified.
Much of the experimental analysis in this document is qualitative, and as such, error/uncertainty
does not really apply. For example, the condition of the piston or nylon studs after a shot.
In terms of fill conditions in the tunnel, the general fill pressures are very high, therefore
the effects of uncertainties and measurement tolerances in the measuring equipment will be
minimised. Likewise, leak rates have less effect at these higher pressures. Finally, since the
reservoir, test, and acceleration gases are air, and since the primary and secondary drivers are
both Helium at close to or in excess of atmospheric pressure, contamination with laboratory air
was unlikely to be significant. However, beyond the present discussion, a quantitative analysis
is not performed here.
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14. Conclusion
This document details the development of new driver conditions for the X2 expansion tube.
Three soft landing conditions were achieved for 1.2, 2.0, and 2.5 mm thick steel diaphragms,
detailed in Table 39. The 2.5 mm condition appears to have more issues with flow disturbances
and steel diaphragm debris, and had little performance gain over the 2.0 mm condition. Therefore
the 2.0 mm condition, LWP-2.0mm-Rev-0, is considered the best option in terms of performance
and practical application; the 1.2 mm condition, LWP-1.2mm-Rev-0, is very smooth running,
and may be appropriate where lower static pressures are required.
Initial testing was performed on X2 with the Mach 10 nozzle attached. Pitot pressure traces
for the various conditions indicated unsteadiness, but it wasn’t clear if this was due to extrinsic
test flow unsteadiness, or else due to a local pitot effect such as poor surface finish, or Helmholtz
resonance. When the high speed camera was first used to observe the test flow over the pitot caps
for Case 21 Iteration 2b, significant unsteadiness in the flow was apparent. Further investigation
of flow quality was therefore attempted using the high speed camera and pitot surveys.
The outcome of the flow condition analysis was inconclusive due to incomplete instrumentation,
lack of calibration of the pitot transducers, sparsity of results, a lack of time to plan this part
of the campaign, and a lack of time to conduct preliminary analysis for the flow condition work.
This is to be expected since the flow condition analysis was additional to the primary objectives
of the experimental campaign, and had to be improvised at short notice. However, the limited
results obtained in Sections 12.7, 12.9, and 12.12, and the short studies detailed in Section
12.15, indicated that flow unsteadiness was perhaps not as severe as first thought, for several key
reasons:
1. Pitot traces and footage in Section 12.12 for the 2.5 mm thick diaphragm case were par-
ticularly unsteady. Similar levels of unsteadiness were not observed for 1.2 and 2.0 mm
diaphragm thicknesses (Sections 12.7 and 12.9 respectively).
2. The theoretical test time was very short (only 63µs per Table 7). Hence, most of the
observed unsteadiness was most likely to be the reflected u+a characteristic coming through
following reflection of the unsteady expansion with the shock/acceleration gas interface.
Use of a longer shock tube to achieve longer test times may result in longer duration
steady test flow.
3. The use of the Mach 10 nozzle (designed for an inlet Mach number of 7.3) was not necessarily
appropriate for a Mach 13 condition (which had theoretical Mach 9.3 flow at the nozzle
inlet). Such nozzles may need to be designed specifically for a given target Mach number,
and may perform very poorly off-design. Steadier pitot pressure traces were observed
without the nozzle, with test times of a similar order as that predicted.
4. The camera footage often looked worse than the pitot traces. It may be the case that
the high speed camera is a diagnostic tool which should not be too heavily relied upon.
Further, many of the flow disturbances may be secondary effects such as impacting debris,
which although undesirable, can perhaps be addressed with new diaphragm designs. It
would be of more concern if the flow was unsteady due to intrinsic flow processes such as
transmission of transverse disturbances from the expanded driver gas to the test gas, across
the interface between the two gases, which the secondary driver was intended to buffer
out. If transmission of disturbances is intrinsic to the flow processes, then no immediate
technique (such as the Helium secondary driver) would appear to be available to address
the unsteadiness issue.
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15. Recommendations and Further Work
The following actions are recommended:
1. Perform diaphragm rupturing experiments with a pressure transducer located directly in
the driver tube near the primary diaphragm. This would provide an indication of the
driver pressure both at diaphragm rupture, and also directly after rupture. Whilst precise
diaphragm rupture pressures can only be estimated from a transducer response (since the
driver gas pressure is unsteady), it is sufficient for analytical purposes. Further, the pressure
after rupture indicates how steady the pressure is. It is presently unclear the degree to
which the piston is over-driven; i.e whether the pressure is rising significantly after rupture
or else dropping immediately after.
2. Conduct a 2D axisymmetric CFD analysis of complete tunnel, with and without nozzle,
with sufficient fidelity to capture the unsteady transverse disturbances from the expanded
driver gas. This analysis should indicate whether the secondary driver is providing an
effective acoustic buffer to these disturbances. This analysis should also capture other 2D
flow characteristics, such as Mirels effects, and give a better indication of theoretical test
time when full viscous effects are accounted for. The 2D code can also be used to estimate
the performance of the Mach 10 nozzle when operated off- vs. on-design.
3. It is recommended that a longer shock tube be used to increase the theoretical test time.
The 1.3 m tube used - used for practical reasons, and also because it was not critical to
the driver commissioning - was far too short to yield useful test time.
4. It is recommended that secondary and tertiary diaphragms be optimised for minimum
thickness in order to reduce the size and amount of debris. The current diaphragms are
probably thicker than they need to be (0.1 mm), although this won’t be known without
actual strength testing.
5. This experimental campaign also indicates the desirability of developing new light di-
aphragm concepts which prevent or reduce contamination of the flow with diaphragm
debris. Such concepts include using several very light mylar diaphragms to incrementally
resist a pressure difference, or alternatively, to try to capture diaphragm fragments and
prevent entrainment in the flow.
6. High speed camera footage used in these experiments was not very carefully configured.
Therefore, the various images included in this report indicating flow unsteadiness, are not
always well matched to the test time. It is likely that the camera exposure has been
optimised for after the test time, when the luminosity is very high (when the unsteady
expansion was coming through). The test time was much shorter than expected; more care
should have been taken to ensure proper synchronisation of the arrival of the test flow and
the camera footage, and also a more suitable frame rate.
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Nomenclature
LCorr,NoBuffer L1d2 correction factor for piston position with no buffer, [m]
β = ur/Ur, for β > 1, piston is termed ‘over-driven’, [-]
∆Ls,max maximum stud lengthwise compression, [m]
dm
dt mass flow out of driver tube, [kg/s]
γ∗ sonic driver gas ratio of specific heats, (= γD), [kg/m3]
γA ratio of specific heats of Air, [-]
γD ratio of specific heats of driver gas, [-]
λ driver compression ratio [-]
λexp compression ratio, calculated experimentally from estimated maximum piston position
[-]
ρ∗ sonic driver gas density through area change, [kg/m3]
ρD driver gas density, [kg/m3]
A compression/reservoir tube cross sectional area, [m2]
a speed of sound, [m/s]
A∗ smaller cross-sectional area at compression tube area change, [m2]
a∗ sonic driver gas sound speed through area change, [m/s]
aD driver gas sound speed, [kg/m3]
ar speed of sound of expanded reservoir gas at diaphragm rupture, [m/s]
As area of each nylon stud, [m]
aA,0 initial speed of sound of reservoir gas, [m/s]
aA,r reservoir speed of sound at diaphragm rupture, [m/s]
As,max maximum permissible crushed area of stud, [m2]
As,x nylon stud area as a function of longitudinal deformation, x, [m2]
Cp specific heat at constant pressure, [J/(kg.K)]
D compression tube/piston diameter, [m]
d smaller diameter at compression tube area change, [m]
DL diameter of driver tube for piston position L, [m]
da small change in speed of sound, [m/s]
dh small change in flow enthalpy, [J/kg]
dT small change in flow temperature, [K]
du small change in flow velocity, [m/s]
fi mass fraction of gas i in gas mixture m, [-]
G total momentum, [kgm/s]
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L distance of piston from end of tube, [m]
L initial distance between piston front face and front end of compression tube, [m]
Lm distance from piston inflection point to end of compression tube [mm]
Ls nylon stud length, [m]
Lrb rebound position of piston, where u = 0 and a < 0, [-]
M piston mass, [kg]
m mass of driver gas, [kg]
mi mass of component gas in gas mixture, [kg]
mp piston mass, [kg]
MR mach number of shock to stagnate expanded reservoir gas at diaphragm rupture, [-]
mr mass of driver gas at diaphragm rupture, [kg]
mT tunnel mass, [kg]
n number of nylon studs, [-]
n number of nylon studs, [-]
n polytropic index, [-]
pD driver density at diaphragm rupture, [kg/m3]
pD driver gas static pressure, [Pa]
pH Driver gas static pressure, [Pa]
pi partial pressure of component gas in a gas mixture, [Pa]
pm pressure of gas mixture, [Pa]
pr primary diaphragm rupture pressure, [MPa]
pr primary diaphragm rupture pressure, [Pa]
pA,0 initial reservoir fill pressure, [Pa]
pA,R reservoir pressure acting on piston after diaphragm rupture, [Pa]
pA reservoir pressure force acting on piston, [Pa]
pD,0,Ar partial fill pressure of Argon in driver [kPa]
pD,0,He partial fill pressure of Helium in driver [kPa]
pD,0 driver fill pressure [kPa]
pD,r driver pressure at diaphragm rupture, [Pa]
pD driver pressure force acting on piston, [Pa]
pmax driver peak pressure [MPa]
pres,0 reservoir fill pressure [kPa]
q dynamic pressure, [Pa]
R∗ sonic driver gas specific gas constant through area change, (= RD), [J/(kg.K)]
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RD driver gas specific gas constant, [J/(kg.K)]
Ri specific gas constant of component gas in gas mixture, [J/(kg.K)]
sigmaav assumed average compression stress to plastically deform nylon studs, [Pa]
T∗ sonic driver gas temperature through area change, [K]
TD driver gas temperature, [K]
Tm temperature of gas mixture, [K]
tm time at which piston passes through inflection point [ms]
ts driver useful pressure supply time [ms]
up piston velocity, [m/s]
Ur reference piston speed at rupture which will balance mass loss from driver tube [m/s]
ur piston speed at rupture [m/s]
uT tunnel velocity, [m/s]
uimp,max maximum permissable impact speed for piston into nylon studs, [m/s]
V velocity, [m/s]
V0 initial volume of driver tube between piston front face and primary diaphragm, [-]
Vm volume of gas mixture, [m3]
VDrv,NoBuffer driver volume for given piston position, no buffer, [m3]
Ws work required to induce a given plastic deformation to stud, x, [Nm]
x nylon stud longitudinal deformation, x, [m2]
x variable distance between piston front face and front end of compression tube, [m]
xr piston distance from compression tube end at diaphragm rupture, [m]
xff position of piston front face, [m]
xmid position of piston mid point, [m]
γ ratio of specific heats, [-]
ρ density, [kg/m3]
LCorr,Buffer L1d2 correction factor for piston position with buffer, [m]
LCorr,Nylon L1d2 correction factor for piston position with nylon studs, [m]
LL1d2 position of piston calculated using L1d2, [m]
ppitot pitot pressure, [Pa]
VBuffer driver volume for given piston position, with rubber buffer, [m3]
VDrv,L1d2 driver volume for given piston position, for L1d2 geometry, [m3]
VDrv,Nylon driver volume for given piston position, with nylon studs, [m3]
m mass of gas, [kg]
p gas pressure, [Pa]
R specific gas constant, [J/(kg.K)]
T temperature, [T]
V volume, [m3]
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A. Lightweight Piston Drawing Set
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B. Piston Equations of Motion
B.1. Introduction
This appendix presents an overview of the set of piston equations of motion pre- and post-
diaphragm rupture. Unless otherwise noted, all equations and methodology in this appendix are
taken from Hornung [1]. All equations assume ideal gases. Figure 268 on page 334 shows relevant
piston dynamics parameters which are referred to in subsequent discussion. The piston is initial
a distance L from the end of the compression tube. This varying magnitude of this distance is
denoted by x.
Figure 126: Assumed free piston driver states, pre- and post- diaphragm rupture.
B.2. Piston Motion Before Diaphragm Rupture
Per Figure 268 on page 334, the piston is initially at rest, held in place on the launcher. Upon
release, the large reservoir pressure force accelerates the piston, simultaneously beginning the
compression of the driver gas. The reservoir air behind the piston is expanded through an
unsteady expansion, from stagnant conditions up to the piston velocity, u. The pressure of this
expanded reservoir gas, which acts on the rear face of the piston, is as follows:
pA = pA,0
[
1−
(
γA − 1
2
)
u
aA,0
] 2γA
γA−1
= pA,0
[
1 +
(
γA − 1
2
)
1
aA,0
dx
dt
] 2γA
γA−1
(43)
Assuming steady isentropic compression of the driver gas, pressure on the front face of the
piston is a function of piston position only:
pD = pD,0
(
L
x
)γD
(44)
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Summing forces across the piston, the equation of motion for the piston can be determined:
−M d
2x
dt2
= (pA − pD) piD
2
4 (45)
Substituting Equations 43 and 44 into 45, and rearranging:
d2x
dt2
= −piD
2
4M
pA,0
[
1 + 1
aA,0
(
γA − 1
2
)
dx
dt
] 2γA
γA−1 − pD,0
(
L
x
)γD (46)
The time variable response of the piston is easily solved using Equation (46) for the following
initial conditions:
x(0) = L (47)
dx
dt
(0) = 0 (48)
Equation (46) is based on several simplifying assumptions. These are considered below:
1. Assumption: the reservoir is constant and equal diameter to the driver tube. For X2, the
reservoir is a larger diameter. Additionally, flow of reservoir gas is effectively throttled
through the piston launcher. The effect of this throttling is to reduce the magnitude of the
pressure acting on the rear face of the piston.
2. Assumption: the reservoir is sufficiently long that the unsteady expansion does not reflect
on the rear face. Analysis with L1d indicates that the unsteady expansion can reach the
rear end of the reservoir for many potential X2 driver configurations, which may result in
a reduction in reservoir pressure during the piston stroke.
3. Assumption: the driver gas compression process is isentropic and steady. The piston
compresses the driver gas through a series of continuous compression waves which bounce
back and forth through the driver gas. This results in both unsteady driver pressure, and
unsteady piston acceleration.
4. Assumption: the piston is continually accelerating. Prior to diaphragm rupture, there is a
period where the piston is slowing, whilst continuing to impart its kinetic energy into the
driver gas. During this deceleration phase, the piston transmits compression waves into the
moving reservoir gas, which must have the same velocity as the piston at its rear face. The
effect is that the piston is subject to an additional inertia force from the moving reservoir
gas. This inertia force is neglected, and therefore the reservoir pressure is under-predicted
in this respect.
The above factors do not eliminate the value of the analytical predictive tool for determining
an approximate set of favourable driver conditions from the unlimited possible permutations.
However, they do indicate the benefit, at a subsequent stage in the analysis, in undertaking a
more detailed analysis of driver response using the L1d2 numerical solver, which is capable of
capturing these important phenomena.
B.3. Piston Motion After Diaphragm Rupture
For typical driver configurations, the piston is decelerating at the moment of diaphragm rupture.
As discussed in B.2, a series of compression waves are transmitted into the expanded reservoir
gas in order to slow it to the corresponding piston speed. These compression waves converge into
shocks of increasing strength. Hornung [1] introduces this effect at the moment of diaphragm
rupture. [1] assumes that a single reflected shock is produced at the rear face of the piston which
has exactly the strength to fully stagnate the reservoir gas from its velocity at the moment the
diaphragm ruptures. The pressure in the shock processed reservoir gas is assumed to apply to
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the rear piston face for the remainder of the piston stroke. Noting that the ratio ur/aA,0 will be
known from the final calculation prior to diaphragm rupture, the generated shock Mach number
can be calculated by solving the following equation given by Hornung [1]:
M2R −
(γA + 1)(ur/aA,0)
2 + (γA − 1)(ur/aA,0)MR − 1 = 0 (49)
→MR = (γA + 1)(ur/aA,0)4 + 2(γA − 1)(ur/aA,0) +
{
1
4
[
(γA + 1)(ur/aA,0)
2 + (γA − 1)(ur/aA,0)
]2
+ 1
} 1
2
(50)
The pressure in the reservoir gas which has been processed by the shock is then given by [1]
based on normal shock relations. This is the pressure load which is assumed to act on the piston
rear face for the period of time following diaphragm rupture.
pA,R = pA,0
[
1−
(
γA − 1
2
)
ur
aA,0
] 2γA
γA−1
[
1 + 2γA
γA + 1
(
M2R − 1
)]
(51)
Considering the driver gas in front of the piston, it is assumed that the pressure is sufficiently
high to produce choked (sonic) flow across the area change into the shock tube. This assump-
tion relies on the area change being sufficiently large, which is appropriate for the X2 driver.
Considering sonic mass flow into the shock tube:
ρ∗a∗A∗ = ρ∗a∗A∗
ρDaDA
ρDaDA
= ρ∗
ρD
√
γ∗R∗T∗√
γDRDTD
A∗
A
ρDaDA =
ρ∗
ρD
(
T∗
TD
) 1
2 A∗
A
ρDaDA (52)
Assuming that the piston is moving at low subsonic speeds into the driver gas, stagnated flow
properties can be assumed to equal static flow properties:
ρD,0
ρ∗
≈ ρD
ρ∗
=
(
γD + 1
2
)1/(γD−1)
(53)
TD,0
T∗
≈ TD
T∗
=
(
γD + 1
2
)
(54)
Substituting Equations 53 and 54 into 52, and equating the result to mass flow lost from the
driver:
dm
dt
= −ρ∗a∗A∗ = −
(
2
γD + 1
) γD+1
2(γD−1)
A∗ρDaD (55)
→ dm
dt
= −
(
2
γD + 1
) γD+1
2(γD−1) pid2
4
pD
RDTD
√
γDRDTD (56)
The following isentropic relation is assumed:
pD
pD,r
= ρD
ρD,r
γD
(57)
Density of the driver gas can be related to total mass of gas in the compression tube both
generally, and at the moment of diaphragm rupture:
ρD =
4m
piD2x
(58)
ρD,r =
4mr
piD2xr
(59)
Substituting Equations 58 and 59 into 57:
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pD
pD,r
=
(
xr
mr
)γD (m
x
)γD
(60)
Substituting Equation 60 into 56, an expression for driver gas mass flow rate after diaphragm
rupture is obtained:
dm
dt
= −
√
piγD
2
(
2
γD + 1
) γD+1
2(γD−1) d2
D2
√
pD,r
(
xr
mr
) γD
2 (m
x
) γD+1
2 (61)
With expressions for pressures on both sides of the piston now derived, summing forces across
the piston yields the equation of motion for the piston after diaphragm rupture:
M
d2x
dt2
= (pD − pA,R) piD
2
4 (62)
Substituting Equation 60 into 62, and rearranging:
d2x
dt2
=
[
pD,r
(
xr
mr
)γD (m
x
)γD − pA,R] piD24M (63)
Equations 61 and 63 can be solved numerically to yield an estimate of piston motion after
diaphragm rupture. The initial conditions for the solution directly follow from calculated prop-
erties at the moment of diaphragm rupture. Once again, the equations make several assumptions
which affect the accuracy of the solution:
1. Assumption: piston is moving significantly less than speed of sound of driver gas. This
assumption is acceptable where Helium is the driver gas, although it becomes less reliable
if the driver sound speed is reduced significantly by the additional of Argon.
2. Assumption: reservoir pressure behind piston can be represented by a single shock. This
assumption does not account for the time variable change in the reservoir pressure, nor the
effect of the piston accelerating forward again, nor the fixed length and 2D geometry of the
driver configuration.
3. Assumption: flow into adjacent tube remains sonic: this assumes that there is sufficient
pressure difference between the compression and smaller diameter adjacent tube to sustain
sonic flow. This assumption is reasonable while there is significant reservoir force driving
the piston.
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C. L1d Validation of Hornung Piston Dynamics Analytical
Model
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Figure 127: Hornung validation test case 1 pA,0 = 1.5 MPa, pD,0,He = 30.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 0.0 kPa, pr = 15.0
MPa)
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Figure 128: Hornung validation test case 2 (pA,0 = 1.5 MPa, pD,0,He = 27.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 3.0 kPa, pr = 15.0
MPa)
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Figure 129: Hornung validation test case 3 (pA,0 = 1.5 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 30.0 kPa, pr = 15.0
MPa)
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Figure 130: Hornung validation test case 4 (pA,0 = 7.0 MPa, pD,0,He = 30.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 0.0 kPa, pr = 30.0
MPa)
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Figure 131: Hornung validation test case 5 (pA,0 = 7.0 MPa, pD,0,He = 27.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 3.0 kPa, pr = 30.0
MPa)
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Figure 132: Hornung validation test case 6 (pA,0 = 1.5 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 30.0 kPa, pr = 30.0
MPa)
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Figure 133: Hornung validation test case 7 (pA,0 = 8.6 MPa, pD,0,He = 242.1 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 26.9 kPa, pr = 35.65
MPa)
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D. Mass Fraction and Partial Pressure Calculations for Perfect
Gas Mixtures
One form of the equation of state for a perfect gas is as follows:
pV = mRT (64)
Dalton’s law of partial pressures states that for a gas of fixed volume Vm, at temperature Tm,
the total pressure of a mixture of perfect gases is equal to the sum of pressures of each individual
gas if the same mass of each component gas were contained separately in the fixed volume:
pm =
n∑
i=1
pi (65)
Rearranging Equation (64) in terms of partial pressure:
pi =
miRiTm
Vm
(66)
For the gas mixture:
pm =
n∑
i=1
pi =
Tm
Vm
n∑
i=1
miRi (67)
Rearranging Equation (67) and dividing both sides by Rm:
Vm
TmRm
n∑
i=1
pi = mm =
1
Rm
n∑
i=1
miRi (68)
Rm =
n∑
i=1
miRi
mm
(69)
Expanding mass terms in Equation (69) and simplifying:
Rm =
n∑
i=1
piVm
RiTm
Ri
n∑
i=1
piVm
RiTm
=
n∑
i=1
pi
n∑
i=1
pi
Ri
(70)
Relating gas mixture mass fractions, mfi, to partial pressures, pi:
fi =
mi
mm
=
(
piVm
RiTm
)(
RmTm
pmVm
)
= piRm
Ripm
(71)
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E. Analytical Model Optimised Driver Configurations
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E.1. Driver Gas Composition: 0% Helium, 100% Argon
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Figure 134: Analytical optimised condition 1 (pA,0 = 0.85 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.00 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 26.00 kPa,
pr = 15.50 MPa, Target β = 1)
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Figure 135: Analytical optimised condition 2 (pA,0 = 1.08 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 32.0 kPa, pr =
15.50 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.05)
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Figure 136: Analytical optimised condition 3 (pA,0 = 1.22 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 35.5 kPa, pr =
15.50 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.10)
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Figure 137: Analytical optimised condition 4 (pA,0 = 1.37 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 38.0 kPa, pr =
15.50 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.20)
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Figure 138: Analytical optimised condition 5 (pA,0 = 1.08 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.00 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 24.20 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa, Target β = 1)
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Figure 139: Analytical optimised condition 6 (pA,0 = 1.41 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 30.5 kPa, pr =
27.90 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.05)
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Figure 140: Analytical optimised condition 7 (pA,0 = 1.53 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 32.5 kPa, pr =
27.90 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.10)
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Figure 141: Analytical optimised condition 8 (pA,0 = 1.81 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 36.7 kPa, pr =
27.90 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.20)
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Figure 142: Analytical optimised condition 9 (pA,0 = 1.18 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.00 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 23.70 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target β = 1)
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Figure 143: Analytical optimised condition 10 (pA,0 = 1.55 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 26.9 kPa, pr =
35.65 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.05)
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Figure 144: Analytical optimised condition 11 (pA,0 = 1.72 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 32.10 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.10)
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Figure 145: Analytical optimised condition 12 (pA,0 = 2.00 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 35.90 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.20)
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Figure 146: Analytical optimised condition 13 (pA,0 = 2.40 MPa, pD,0,He = 95.60 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 23.90 kPa,
pr = 15.50 MPa, Target β = 1)
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E.2. Driver Gas Composition: 80% Helium, 20% Argon
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Figure 147: Analytical optimised condition 14 (pA,0 = 3.31 MPa, pD,0,He = 132.80 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 33.20 kPa,
pr = 15.50 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.05)
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Figure 148: Analytical optimised condition 15 (pA,0 = 3.71 MPa, pD,0,He = 145.60 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 36.40 kPa,
pr = 15.50 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.10)
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Figure 149: Analytical optimised condition 16 (pA,0 = 4.41 MPa, pD,0,He = 168.80 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 42.20 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.20)
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Figure 150: Analytical optimised condition 17 (pA,0 = 3.15 MPa, pD,0,He = 85.60 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 21.40 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa, Target β = 1)
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Figure 151: Analytical optimised condition 18 (pA,0 = 4.32 MPa, pD,0,He = 112.40 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 28.10 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.05)
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Figure 152: Analytical optimised condition 19 (pA,0 = 4.95 MPa, pD,0,He = 126.40 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 31.60 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.10)
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Figure 153: Analytical optimised condition 20 (pA,0 = 5.80 MPa, pD,0,He = 141.60 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 35.40 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.20)
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Figure 154: Analytical optimised condition 21 (pA,0 = 3.55 MPa, pD,0,He = 82.40 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 20.60 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target β = 1)
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Figure 155: Analytical optimised condition 22 (pA,0 = 4.86 MPa, pD,0,He = 108.00 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 27.00 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.05)
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Figure 156: Analytical optimised condition 23 (pA,0 = 5.55 MPa, pD,0,He = 119.20 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 29.80 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.10)
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Figure 157: Analytical optimised condition 24 (pA,0 = 6.50 MPa, pD,0,He = 132.00 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 33.00 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.20)
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Figure 158: Analytical optimised condition 25 (pA,0 = 3.56 MPa, pD,0,He = 197.10 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 21.90 kPa,
pr = 15.50 MPa, Target β = 1)
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E.3. Driver Gas Composition: 90% Helium, 10% Argon
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Figure 159: Analytical optimised condition 26 (pA,0 = 5.20 MPa, pD,0,He = 306.00 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 34.00 kPa,
pr = 15.50 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.05)
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Figure 160: Analytical optimised condition 27 (pA,0 = 6.00 MPa, pD,0,He = 355.50 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 39.50 kPa,
pr = 15.50 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.10)
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Figure 161: Analytical optimised condition 28 (pA,0 = 7.20 MPa, pD,0,He = 425.70 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 47.30 kPa,
pr = 15.50 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.20)
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Figure 162: Analytical optimised condition 29 (pA,0 = 4.65 MPa, pD,0,He = 165.60 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 18.40 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa, Target β = 1)
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Figure 163: Analytical optimised condition 30 (pA,0 = 6.65 MPa, pD,0,He = 234.90 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 26.10 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.05)
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Figure 164: Analytical optimised condition 31 (pA,0 = 7.57 MPa, pD,0,He = 260.10 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 28.90 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.10)
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Figure 165: Analytical optimised condition 32 (pA,0 = 9.16 MPa, pD,0,He = 305.10 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 33.90 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.20)
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Figure 166: Analytical optimised condition 33 (pA,0 = 5.18 MPa, pD,0,He = 154.80 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 17.20 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target β = 1)
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Figure 167: Analytical optimised condition 34 (pA,0 = 7.55 MPa, pD,0,He = 220.50 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 24.50 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.05)
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Figure 168: Analytical optimised condition 35 (pA,0 = 8.55 MPa, pD,0,He = 242.10 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 26.90 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.10)
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Figure 169: Analytical optimised condition 36 (pA,0 = 10.30 MPa, pD,0,He = 276.30 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 30.70 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.20)
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Figure 170: Analytical optimised condition 37 (pA,0 = 5.13 MPa, pD,0,He = 378.10 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 19.90 kPa,
pr = 15.50 MPa, Target β = 1)
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E.4. Driver Gas Composition: 95% Helium, 5% Argon
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Figure 171: Analytical optimised condition 38 (pA,0 = 9.90 MPa, pD,0,He = 446.50 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 23.50 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.05)
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Figure 172: Analytical optimised condition 39 (pA,0 = 11.90 MPa, pD,0,He = 551.00 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 29.00 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.10)
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Figure 173: Analytical optimised condition 40 (pA,0 = 15.70 MPa, pD,0,He = 773.30 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 40.70 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.20)
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Figure 174: Analytical optimised condition 41 (pA,0 = 6.35 MPa, pD,0,He = 272.65 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 14.35 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa, Target β = 1)
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Figure 175: Analytical optimised condition 42 (pA,0 = 7.25 MPa, pD,0,He = 261.25 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 13.75 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target β = 1)
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Figure 176: Analytical optimised condition 43 (pA,0 = 10.80 MPa, pD,0,He = 385.70 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 20.30 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.05)
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Figure 177: Analytical optimised condition 44 (pA,0 = 12.70 MPa, pD,0,He = 448.40 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 23.60 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.10)
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Figure 178: Analytical optimised condition 45 (pA,0 = 16.10 MPa, pD,0,He = 565.25 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 29.75 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa, Target pD,max/pr = 1.20)
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F. L1d2 Tuned Driver Responses: Rupturing Diaphragms -
Iteration 1
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Figure 179: L1d tuned case 1 driver response (pA,0 = 1.06 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 18.7 kPa, pr =
15.50 MPa)
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Figure 180: L1d tuned case 9 driver response (pA,0 = 1.77 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 20.6 kPa, pr =
35.65 MPa)
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Figure 181: L1d tuned case 13 driver response (pA,0 = 3.12 MPa, pD,0,He = 74.6 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 18.6 kPa,
pr = 15.50 MPa)
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Figure 182: L1d tuned case 17 driver response (pA,0 = 4.73 MPa, pD,0,He = 71.9 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 18.0 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa)
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Figure 183: L1d tuned case 21 driver response (pA,0 = 4.69 MPa, pD,0,He = 67.6 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 16.9 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa)
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Figure 184: L1d tuned case 29 driver response (pA,0 = 6.05 MPa, pD,0,He = 132.5 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 14.7 kPa,
pr = 27.90 MPa)
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Figure 185: L1d tuned case 33 driver response (pA,0 = 7.25 MPa, pD,0,He = 105.3 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 11.7 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa)
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G. L1d2 Tuned Driver Responses: Non-Rupturing Diaphragms
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Figure 186: L1d tuned case 1 driver response - blanked off simulation (pA,0 = 1.06 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa,
pD,0,Ar = 18.7 kPa)
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Figure 187: L1d tuned case 9 driver response - blanked off simulation (pA,0 = 1.77 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa,
pD,0,Ar = 20.6 kPa)
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Figure 188: L1d tuned case 13 driver response - blanked off simulation (pA,0 = 3.12 MPa, pD,0,He = 74.6 kPa,
pD,0,Ar = 18.6 kPa)
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Figure 189: L1d tuned case 17 driver response - blanked off simulation (pA,0 = 4.73 MPa, pD,0,He = 71.9 kPa,
pD,0,Ar = 18.0 kPa)
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Figure 190: L1d tuned case 21 driver response - blanked off simulation (pA,0 = 4.69 MPa, pD,0,He = 67.6 kPa,
pD,0,Ar = 16.9 kPa)
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Figure 191: L1d tuned case 29 driver response - blanked off simulation (pA,0 = 6.05 MPa, pD,0,He = 132.5 kPa,
pD,0,Ar = 14.7 kPa)
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Figure 192: L1d tuned case 33 driver response - blanked off simulation (pA,0 = 7.25 MPa, pD,0,He = 105.3 kPa,
pD,0,Ar = 11.7 kPa)
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H. L1d2 Tuned Driver Cases, 10ms Diaphragm Hold Time
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Figure 193: L1d tuned case 1 driver response, 10 ms primary diaphragm hold time (pA,0 = 1.06 MPa, pD,0,He =
0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 18.7 kPa, pr = 15.50 MPa)
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(b) Piston velocity vs displacement
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Figure 194: L1d tuned case 9 driver response, 10 ms primary diaphragm hold time ((pA,0 = 1.77 MPa, pD,0,He =
0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 20.6 kPa, pr = 35.65 MPa)
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(b) Piston velocity vs displacement
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Figure 195: L1d tuned case 13 driver response, 10 ms primary diaphragm hold time ((pA,0 = 3.12 MPa, pD,0,He =
74.6 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 18.6 kPa, pr = 15.50 MPa)
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(b) Piston velocity vs displacement
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Figure 196: L1d tuned case 17 driver response, 10 ms primary diaphragm hold time ((pA,0 = 4.73 MPa, pD,0,He =
71.9 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 18.0 kPa, pr = 27.90 MPa)
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Figure 197: L1d tuned case 21 driver response, 10 ms primary diaphragm hold time ((pA,0 = 4.69 MPa, pD,0,He =
67.6 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 16.9 kPa, pr = 35.65 MPa)
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Figure 198: L1d tuned case 29 driver response, 10 ms primary diaphragm hold time ((pA,0 = 6.05 MPa, pD,0,He =
132.5 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 14.7 kPa, pr = 27.90 MPa)
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Figure 199: L1d tuned case 33 driver response, 10 ms primary diaphragm hold time ((pA,0 = 7.25 MPa, pD,0,He =
105.3 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 11.7 kPa, pr = 35.65 MPa)
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I. Nylon Studs: Allowable Piston Impact Speed
Nylon stud sizing will be based on an assumed piston collision speed, uimp, and total nylon stud
deformation, ∆Ls.
It will be assumed that there are n studs positioned evenly spaced around the buffer attachment
plate, and that the studs have length, Ls, and diameter, Ds. The interfacing area of each stud
is as follows:
As =
piD2s
4 (72)
It is assumed that the studs fail plastically at constant volume and constant pressure. Consid-
ering a single stud with original length Ls, area As, and resisting a pressure σav as it deforms,
the total work required, Ws, to induce a deformation of length, x, can be calculated. Assuming
constant volume, the cross-sectional area for a change in stud length, x, is as follows:
As,x =
AsLs
Ls − x (73)
The work required to deform the stud by length, x, is therefore as follows:
Ws =
∫ x
0
σavAs,x dx =
∫ x
0
σav
(
AsLs
Ls − x
)
dx (74)
Evaluating the integral in Equation (74), and setting u = (Ls − x):
Ws = −σavAsLs
∫ (Ls−x)
Ls
(
1
u
)
du = −σavAsLs ln
∣∣∣∣Ls − xLs
∣∣∣∣ (75)
Setting the total work to deform n studs is equal to the kinetic of the piston at impact:
nWs = −nσavAsLs ln
∣∣∣∣Ls − xLs
∣∣∣∣ = 12mpu2imp (76)
Substituting Equation (72) into Equation (76) and rearranging the result, the maximum piston
impact speed that can be tolerated for a given nylon stud configuration is therefore as follows:
uimp =
[
−nσav piD
2
s
2mp
Ls ln
∣∣∣∣Ls − xLs
∣∣∣∣] 12 (77)
Noting the above analysis, it is essential that there is sufficient free space adjacent to the nylon
studs to ensure they have room to increase diameter. If they become constrained from deforming
radially (due to contact with the tunnel walls, or with the other studs) then the stiffness of the
nylon studs will increase by orders of magnitude since further displacement will require actual
volumetric reduction, as opposed to plastic redistribution.
Therefore, the crushed area of the studs must not exceed that cross-sectional area of the tube.
Setting the total crushed area, Equation (73), for n studs, equal to the tube area:
nAs,max = n
AsLs
Ls −∆Ls,max =
piD2
4 (78)
Also, setting x = ∆Ls,max in Equation (78), and substituting Equation (72):
n
piD2s
4
Ls
Ls −∆Ls,max =
piD2
4 (79)
Solving for maximum stud crush displacement, ∆Ls,max, in Equation (79):
∆Ls,max = Ls
[
1− n
(
Ds
D
)2]
(80)
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Also, setting x = ∆Ls,max in Equation (77) on the preceding page, maximum permissible
impact velocity is determined as follows:
uimp,max =
(
−nσav piD
2
s
2mp
Ls ln
∣∣∣∣Ls −∆Ls,maxLs
∣∣∣∣) 12 (81)
Substituting Equation (80) on the previous page into Equation (81) and simplifying, the
maximum permissible impact velocity for a given stud and tunnel configuration may be estimated:
uimp,max =
(
−nσav piD
2
s
2mp
Ls ln
∣∣∣∣∣n
(
Ds
D
)2∣∣∣∣∣
) 1
2
(82)
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J. Recoil Sensor Calibration
The recoil sensor configuration on X2 is shown in Figure 200 and Figure 201 on the following
page. A steel rod is attached via a brass thread to a mounting point on one of the reservoir
wheel nuts. A magnetic coil, powered by a separate power supply, is then attached to a fixed
support. The rod is placed inside the coil. During the piston stroke, the tunnel recoils, causing
the rod to move relative to the coil, which results in a voltage change in the output signal.
This voltage change is approximately linear with displacement, and can therefore be calibrated
against a length scale to give tunnel recoil displacement. This section contains the calibration
measurements for the recoil sensor.
Calibration was performed by setting the tunnel in its fire position, and the steel rod was fixed
in place such that it would cover the required range of tunnel movement. The tunnel was then
moved incrementally, and voltage was measured. Figure 202 on the next page below shows the
results plotted from two sets of measurements, with the a linear curve fitted to both sets of data.
The final calibration constant used for the recoil sensor was −0.137V/mm. Data was measured
for increasing (Table 40 on page 266) and decreasing (Table 41 on page 266) displacements. Each
trend curve had the same gradient.
Figure 200: X2 recoil sensor configuration.
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Figure 201: X2 recoil sensor configuration detail.
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Figure 202: X2 recoil sensor calibration plot.
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Increasing
Position Voltage
[mm] [V]
Firing position=> 153.41 3.75
158.54 3.28
163.98 2.73
167.14 2.39
178.59 0.87
189.86 -1.24
202.83 -2.75
Table 40: X2 recoil sensor calibration data - increasing displacements.
Decreasing
Position Voltage
[mm] [V]
205.75 -3.06
202.36 -2.72
195.51 -1.94
180.71 0.55
168.78 2.2
164.48 2.67
Firing position=> 158.63 3.29
153.65 3.74
Table 41: X2 recoil sensor calibration data - decreasing displacements.
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K. Communication: Richard Morgan, 23/10/2009
I asume they fail plastically at constant volume at a consatnat pressure of around 10MPa. This is
based on drop tests I did on the nylon I used when commissioning T4, and it worked pretty well and
i've used that aproach ever since. It might be worth you repeating with some new samples. You
drop a known weight from a known height and correlte the dissipated energy with the integral p*A
dx
 
 
richard
 
 
Richard Morgan
Director, Centre for Hypersonics
The University of Queensland
Brisbane, Australia 4072
tel        +61 7 33653592, mob 0407150285
fax       +61 7 33654799
From: David Gildfind
Sent: Fri 23/10/2009 3:22 PM
To: Richard Morgan
Subject: Nylon stud sizing
Hi Richard,
Do you have force-displacement data for the sacrificial nylon studs we will use in X2 during initial
piston testing? I am trying to estimate roughly what sort of impact speeds we can tolerate before
other things start to break.
Thanks,
David
Nylon stud sizing https://exchange.uq.edu.au/exchange/uqdgildf/Inbo...
1 of 1 13/11/09 10:39
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L. Initial Blanked-Off Test Result Plots
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(b) Blank−off plate, ceramic PCB pressure trace, Case 1 at 75%
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, Case 1 at 75% (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, Case 1 at 75% (100 point data averaged)
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Figure 203: Blanked off driver tests, Case 1, fill pressures at 75% (note: ceramic PCB trace failed for this shot).
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, Case 13 at 64% (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, Case 13 at 64% (100 point data averaged)
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Figure 204: Blanked off driver tests, Case 13, fill pressures at 64%.
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, Case 13 at 100% (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, Case 13 at 100% (100 point data averaged)
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Figure 205: Blanked off driver tests, Case 13, fill pressures at 100%.
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(b) Blank−off plate, ceramic PCB pressure trace, Case 29 at 50%
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, Case 29 at 50% (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, Case 29 at 50% (100 point data averaged)
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abs max = 223.7 m/s
Figure 206: Blanked off driver tests, Case 29, fill pressures at 50%.
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, Case 29 at 60%
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(b) Blank−off plate, ceramic PCB pressure trace, Case 29 at 60%
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, Case 29 at 60% (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, Case 29 at 60% (100 point data averaged)
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Figure 207: Blanked off driver tests, Case 29, fill pressures at 60%.
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, Case 1 at 100%
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(b) Blank−off plate, ceramic PCB pressure trace, Case 1 at 100%
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, Case 1 at 100% (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, Case 1 at 100% (100 point data averaged)
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Figure 208: Blanked off driver tests, Case 1, fill pressures at 100%.
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, X2 nominal condition at 100%
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(b) Blank−off plate, ceramic PCB pressure trace, X2 nominal condition at 100%
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 nominal condition at 100% (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 nominal condition at 100% (100 point data averaged)
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Figure 209: Blanked off driver tests, X2 nominal condition, fill pressures at 100%.
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, X2 nominal condition at 180%
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(b) Blank−off plate, ceramic PCB pressure trace, X2 nominal condition at 180%
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 nominal condition at 180% (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 nominal condition at 180% (100 point data averaged)
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Figure 210: Blanked off driver tests, X2 nominal condition, fill pressures at 180%.
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, X2 nominal condition at 230%
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(b) Blank−off plate, ceramic PCB pressure trace, X2 nominal condition at 230%
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 nominal condition at 230% (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 nominal condition at 230% (100 point data averaged)
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Figure 211: Blanked off driver tests, X2 nominal condition, fill pressures at 230%.
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M. L1d2 Tuned Driver Responses: Rupturing Diaphragms -
Iteration 2
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Figure 212: L1d tuned case 1 driver response - iteration 2 (pA,0 = 1.27 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 19.4 kPa,
pr = 15.50 MPa)
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Figure 213: L1d tuned case 9 driver response - iteration 2 (pA,0 = 1.51 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 14.2 kPa,
pr = 35.65 MPa)
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Figure 214: L1d tuned case 13 driver response - iteration 2 pA,0 = 4.94MPa, pD,0,He = 88.2 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 22.1 kPa,
pr = 15.50 MPa)
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Figure 215: L1d tuned case 17 driver response - iteration 2 (pA,0 = 6.85 MPa, pD,0,He = 79.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar =
19.7 kPa, pr = 27.90 MPa)
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Figure 216: L1d tuned case 17 driver response - iteration 2b (pA,0 = 6.85 MPa, pD,0,He = 79.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar =
19.7 kPa, pr = 27.9 MPa)
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Figure 217: L1d tuned case 17 driver response - iteration 2e (pA,0 = 6.85 MPa, pD,0,He = 74.3 kPa, pD,0,Ar =
18.5 kPa, pr = 27.9 MPa)
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Figure 218: L1d tuned case 21 driver response - iteration 2 (pA,0 = 6.14 MPa, pD,0,He = 62.6 kPa, pD,0,Ar =
15.7 kPa, pr = 35.65 MPa)
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Figure 219: L1d tuned case 21 driver response - iteration 2b (pA,0 = 6.08 MPa, pD,0,He = 61.7 kPa, pD,0,Ar =
15.4 kPa, pr = 35.65 MPa)
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Figure 220: L1d tuned case 29 driver response - iteration 2 (pA,0 = 11.10 MPa, pD,0,He = 154.2 kPa, pD,0,Ar =
17.1 kPa, pr = 27.90 MPa)
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Figure 221: L1d tuned case 33 driver response - iteration 2 (pA,0 = 8.09 MPa, pD,0,He = 101.9 kPa, pD,0,Ar =
11.3 kPa, pr = 35.65 MPa)
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N. L1d2 Tuned Driver Responses: Non-Rupturing Diaphragms
- Iteration 2
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Figure 222: L1d tuned case 1 driver response - blanked off simulation (pA,0 = 1.27 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa,
pD,0,Ar = 19.4 kPa)
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Figure 223: L1d tuned case 9 driver response - blanked off simulation (pA,0 = 1.51 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa,
pD,0,Ar = 14.2 kPa)
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Figure 224: L1d tuned case 13 driver response - blanked off simulation (pA,0 = 4.94 MPa, pD,0,He = 88.2 kPa,
pD,0,Ar = 22.1 kPa)
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Figure 225: L1d tuned case 17 driver response - blanked off simulation (pA,0 = 6.85 MPa, pD,0,He = 79.0 kPa,
pD,0,Ar = 19.7 kPa)
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Figure 226: L1d tuned case 21 driver response - blanked off simulation (pA,0 = 6.14 MPa, pD,0,He = 62.6 kPa,
pD,0,Ar = 15.7 kPa)
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Figure 227: L1d tuned case 29 driver response - blanked off simulation (pA,0 = 11.10 MPa, pD,0,He = 154.2 kPa,
pD,0,Ar = 17.1 kPa)
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Figure 228: L1d tuned case 33 driver response - blanked off simulation (pA,0 = 8.09 MPa, pD,0,He = 101.9 kPa,
pD,0,Ar = 11.3 kPa)
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O. L1d2 Tuned Driver Responses: Non-Rupturing Diaphragms
- Iteration 2 - Scaled
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Figure 229: L1d tuned case 9 driver response - blanked off simulation - 1.6× scale factor applied to driver pressure
(pA,0 = 1.51 MPa, pD,0,He = 0.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 22.7 kPa)
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Figure 230: L1d tuned case 13 driver response - blanked off simulation - 1.1× scale factor applied to driver pressure
(pA,0 = 4.94 MPa, pD,0,He = 97.0 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 24.3 kPa)
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Figure 231: L1d tuned case 17 driver response - blanked off simulation - 1.8× scale factor applied to driver pressure
(pA,0 = 6.85 MPa, pD,0,He = 142.2 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 35.5 kPa)
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Figure 232: L1d tuned case 21 driver response - blanked off simulation - 2.1× scale factor applied to driver pressure
(pA,0 = 6.14 MPa, pD,0,He = 131.5 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 33.0 kPa)
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Figure 233: L1d tuned case 33 driver response - blanked off simulation - 2.0× scale factor applied to driver pressure
(pA,0 = 8.09 MPa, pD,0,He = 203.8 kPa, pD,0,Ar = 22.6 kPa)
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P. PCB Gauge Calibrations: 111A22-11046, 111A23-7270
Transducer calibrations, 07/01/2010
111A23-7270 111A22-11406
(Assumed) 0 0 0
100 6.64 13.4
200 13.9 27.6
300 19.8 41.6
400 27.4 55.6
500 33.4 69.2
(shop air limit) 575 38 81.6
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Figure 234: PCB Gauge Calibration Data: 111A22-11046, 111A23-7270
300
Figure 235: Shop air calibration rig setup.
Figure 236: Shop air calibration rig gauge detail.
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Q. Iteration 2 Results - Blanked-Off Plots
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 13 Iteration 1, repeat (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 13 Iteration 1, repeat (100 point data averaged)
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Figure 237: Blanked off driver test, Case 13, Iteration 1, repeat shot.
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, X2 case 13 Iteration 2, 0.75 x p
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, 1.1 x pdrv
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 13 Iteration 2, 0.75 x p
res
, 1.1 x pdrv (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 13 Iteration 2, 0.75 x p
res
, 1.1 x pdrv (100 point data averaged)
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Figure 238: Blanked off driver test, Case 13, Iteration 2, 0.75× pres, 1.1× pdrv .
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, X2 case 13 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 13 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
res
, 1.1 x pdrv (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 13 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
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, 1.1 x pdrv (100 point data averaged)
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Figure 239: Blanked off driver test, Case 13, Iteration 2, 1.0× pres, 1.1× pdrv .
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, X2 case 13 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
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, 1.0 x pdrv
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 13 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
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, 1.0 x pdrv (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 13 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
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, 1.0 x pdrv (100 point data averaged)
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Figure 240: Blanked off driver test, Case 13, Iteration 2, 1.0× pres, 1.0× pdrv .
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, X2 case 21 Iteration 2, 0.75 x p
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, 2.10 x pdrv
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 21 Iteration 2, 0.75 x p
res
, 2.10 x pdrv (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 21 Iteration 2, 0.75 x p
res
, 2.10 x pdrv (100 point data averaged)
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Figure 241: Blanked off driver test, Case 21, Iteration 2, 0.75× pres, 2.10× pdrv .
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, X2 case 17 Iteration 2, 0.75 x p
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, 1.80 x pdrv
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 17 Iteration 2, 0.75 x p
res
, 1.80 x pdrv (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 17 Iteration 2, 0.75 x p
res
, 1.80 x pdrv (100 point data averaged)
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abs max = 282.8 m/s
Figure 242: Blanked off driver test, Case 17, Iteration 2, 0.75× pres, 1.80× pdrv .
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, X2 case 21 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
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, 2.10 x pdrv
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 21 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
res
, 2.10 x pdrv (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 21 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
res
, 2.10 x pdrv (100 point data averaged)
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Figure 243: Blanked off driver test, Case 21, Iteration 2, 1.0× pres, 2.10× pdrv .
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, X2 case 21 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
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, 1.89 x pdrv
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 21 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
res
, 1.89 x pdrv (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 21 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
res
, 1.89 x pdrv (100 point data averaged)
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lambda = 25.7
abs max = 309.9 m/s
Figure 244: Blanked off driver test, Case 21, Iteration 2, 1.0× pres, 1.89× pdrv .
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, X2 case 21 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
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, 1.70 x pdrv
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 21 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
res
, 1.70 x pdrv (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 21 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
res
, 1.70 x pdrv (100 point data averaged)
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abs max = 323.2 m/s, 314 m/s
Figure 245: Blanked off driver test, Case 21, Iteration 2, 1.0× pres, 1.70× pdrv .
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, X2 case 17 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
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, 1.80 x pdrv
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 17 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
res
, 1.80 x pdrv (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 17 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
res
, 1.80 x pdrv (100 point data averaged)
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n = 1.71
lambda = 22.2
abs max = 332.9 m/s
Figure 246: Blanked off driver test, Case 17, Iteration 2, 1.0× pres, 1.80× pdrv .
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, X2 case 17 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
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, 1.62 x pdrv
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 17 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
res
, 1.62 x pdrv (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 17 Iteration 2, 1.0 x p
res
, 1.62 x pdrv (100 point data averaged)
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abs max = 334.2 m/s, 323 m/s
Figure 247: Blanked off driver test, Case 17, Iteration 2, 1.0× pres, 1.62× pdrv .
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(a) Blank−off plate, standard PCB pressure trace, X2 case 21 Iteration 2b, 1.0 x p
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, 1.70 x pdrv
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(c) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 21 Iteration 2b, 1.0 x p
res
, 1.70 x pdrv (20 point data averaged)
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(d) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 21 Iteration 2b, 1.0 x p
res
, 1.70 x pdrv (100 point data averaged)
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abs max = 315.7 m/s, 319 m/s
Figure 248: Blanked off driver test, Case 21, Iteration 2b, 1.0× pres, 1.70× pdrv .
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R. Iteration 2 Experimental Results - Full Shots - Recoil Traces
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(a) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 13 Iteration 2, full shot (100 point data averaged)
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(b) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 13 Iteration 2, full shot (500 point data averaged)
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Figure 249: Recoil traces for shots x2s1332 to x2s1334 - Case 13, Iteration 2.
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(a) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 13 Iteration 2, full shot (100 point data averaged)
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(b) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 13 Iteration 2, full shot (500 point data averaged)
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Figure 250: Recoil traces for shots x2s1361 to x2s1364 - Case 13, Iteration 2.
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(a) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 17 Iteration 2b to 2e, full shot (100 point data averaged)
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(b) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 17 Iteration 2b to 2e, full shot (500 point data averaged)
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Figure 251: Recoil traces for shots x2s1346 to x2s1351 - Case 17, Iteration 2b to 2e.
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(a) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 17 Iteration 2e, full shot (100 point data averaged)
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(b) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 17 Iteration 2e, full shot (500 point data averaged)
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Figure 252: Recoil traces for shots x2s1351 to x2s1355 - Case 17, Iteration 2b to 2e.
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(a) Tunnel recoil sensor trace, X2 case 21 Iteration 2b, full shot (100 point data averaged)
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(b) Estimated piston velocity, X2 case 21 Iteration 2b, full shot (500 point data averaged)
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Figure 253: Recoil traces for shots x2s1356 to x2s1358, and x2s1360 - Case 21, Iteration 2b.
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S. Dumptank Barocel Calibration Check
Some inconsistencies in pressure measurements indicated that an incorrect sensitivity was being
used for the dumptank high range barocel. The calibrations of the dumptank high and low range
barocels (Figures 254, 255, and 256) were therefore checked against the dumptank high range
varian vacuum gauge (figures 257 and 258), and against each other, to determine the correct
sensitivity to use.
Figure 254: Dumptank high range barocel: Edwards 655 TRANS 1TR NW-16, PNo. W65511811, SNo. 8023020
Firstly, both the low range barocel and varian gauge were simultaneously connected to the
dumptank, and the pressure was reduced to below 10 Pa. The pressures were recorded from
both gauges. The dumptank was then incrementally leaked up to the low range barocel upper
limit (approximately 200 Pa), with pressures recorded at each step. The same procedure was
repeated for the high range barocel, except the upper pressure limit was increased to the high
range barocel limit (approximately 1200 Pa).
The low range barocel voltage is plotted against varian pressure (converted from mbar to Pa)
in Figure 259 on page 323. It can be seen from Figure 259 that the calculated sensitivity of the
low range barocel is 0.065 V/Pa (65 mV/Pa). This is a 1 Torr over 10 V barocel, so the expected
sensitivity is 10 V/Torr=75 mV/Pa. Given the poorer expected accuracy of the varian gauge at
these very low pressures, this level of discrepancy is not surprising, and the results are sufficient
to confirm that the sensitivity of the gauge is actually 0.075 mV/Pa as expected.
The high range barocel voltage is plotted against varian pressure (converted from mbar to
Pa) in Figure 260 on page 323. It can be seen from Figure 260 that the calculated sensitivity
of the high range barocel is 0.010 V/Pa (10 mV/Pa). This is a 10 mbar over 10 V barocel, so
the expected sensitivity is 10 V/10mbar=10 mV/Pa, which is exactly what was calculated. The
sensitivity is thus confirmed as 10 mV/Pa.
The high range barocel voltage is plotted against low range barocel voltage in Figure 261 on
page 324. The measured sensitivity of the high range barocel is 0.1311× the sensitivity of the
low range barocel. The expected ratio is as follows:
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Figure 255: Dumptank low range barocel: BOC Edwards 600B TRANS 10MB NW16, PNo. W6D022611, SNo.
020815481
Figure 256: Dumptank barocel power supply: Edwards ADD
1 Torr/10 mbar = 133.3 Pa/1000 Pa = 0.1333 (83)
Equation (83) is in close agreement with Figure 261, thus confirming that the high range
barocel is a 0-10 mbar, 0-10 V, barocel, with sensitivity of 0.01 V/Pa.
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Figure 257: Dumptank Varian gauge: Varian vacuum products model 6543-25-019
Figure 258: Dumptank Varian power supply and display: Varian model WV100-2
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Figure 259: Low range barocel voltage vs varian pressure.
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Figure 260: High range barocel voltage vs varian pressure.
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Figure 261: High range barocel voltage vs low range barocel voltage.
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T. Methodology to Calculate Test Gas Total Pressure
The shock processed test gas in an expansion tube has total pressure added to it as it undergoes
an unsteady expansion into the low pressure acceleration tube. The total pressure of the test gas
cannot be directly measured from experimental testing, however this property can be indirectly
estimated if the shock speeds in tubes adjacent to the diaphragm are known. The following
methodology is applicable to an expansion tube with or without a secondary driver, however the
example shown will assume the arrangement and notation indicated in Figure 8 on page 21.
Referring to Figure 8 on page 21, the shock speeds into regions 5 and 10 can both be measured
experimentally. Since the fill pressures, temperatures, and gas compositions, are each known to
reasonable accuracy in both shock and acceleration tubes, the flow properties behind these two
shocks can be accurately predicted. In this analysis, the NASA Computer program CEA (Chem-
ical Equilibrium with Applications) [31] has been used to calculate equilibrium gas conditions
behind each shock. Considering Figure 8 on page 21, good estimates of flow properties in regions
6 and 9 are thus easily attained.
Referring to Figure 8 on page 21, the test gas static pressure and velocity in region 8, p8 and
u8 respectively, are equal to shock processed acceleration gas properties p9 and u9, and are thus
known quantities arising from the CEA analysis. Additionally, the unsteady expansion process
is isentropic (constant entropy). The entropy of the shock processed test gas is also an output
of the CEA analysis.
The following methodology is taken from [32], pages 9-10. Through the unsteady expansion,
the change in gas velocity, du, is related to change in speed of sound, da, as follows:
da = − (γ − 1)2 du (84)
The resulting change in enthalpy is given by [32]:
dh = 2a.da
γ − 1 = −a.du = Cp.dT (85)
Since the unsteady expansion is isentropic, pressure and temperature are related as follows:
p2
p1
= (T2
T1
)
γ
γ−1 (86)
Referring to Equations and , γ and Cp are not constant, and significant errors can be introduced
if this assumption is made. However, the gas, which is expanded between known velocities u6
and u8(= u9), is at constant entropy. Therefore a code such as CEA may be used to generate
a series of self-consistent gas properties for the isentropic expansion between the corresponding
pressures p6 and p8(= p9), with sufficient resolution to accurately capture changes in γ and Cp.
The temperature and velocity of the gas can then be calculated using updated values for γ and
Cp by stepping through the expansion until the pressure, p8, is reached [32].
The solution is achieved by stepping through either the test gas static pressure, or velocity, until
the CEA value (based on experimental shock speeds) is reached (i.e. either u8 = u9 or p8 = p9).
It is therefore unlikely that both calculated static pressure and velocity in the expanded test gas,
p8 and u8, will perfectly match CEA calculated values for experimental shock speeds (p9 and
u9), even though both should theoretically match.
Velocity is probably the best parameter to step through with this problem since it varies over
a smaller magnitude. However, for matched velocities (u8 = u9), any inconsistency between
calculated static pressures, (p8 and p9), should be assessed on a case-by-case basis.
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U. Rayleigh Pitot Formula
Let the freestream Mach number, pressure, and ratio of specific heats be denoted by M1, p1,
and γ respectively. Flow into the pitot is originally processed by a bow shock ahead of the pitot,
slowing it to subsonic speed, before being further fully stagnated, as shown in Figure 262 on
the following page. Pressure across the bow shock is related to the freestream Mach number as
follows (refer [33], Eq. 3.57):
p2
p1
= 1 + 2γ
γ + 1(M
2
1 − 1) (87)
Stagnation pressure in the shock processed flow is given by Equation (refer [33], Eq. 3.30)
p02
p2
=
(
1 + γ − 12 M
2
2
)γ/(γ−1)
(88)
Finally, the Mach number behind the bow shock is given by Equation (refer [33], Eq. 3.51)
M22 =
1 + [(γ − 1)/2]M21
γM21 − (γ − 1)/2
(89)
Substituting Equation into Equation and multiplying the result by Equation :
p02
p2
p2
p1
= p02
p1
=
{
1 + γ − 12
1 + [(γ − 1)/2]M21
γM21 − (γ − 1)/2
}γ/(γ−1) [1 + 2γ
γ + 1(M
2
1 − 1)
]
(90)
Rearranging and simplifying, we arrive at Rayleigh’s pitot tube formula:
p02
p1
=
{
γM21 − γ−12 + γ−12 + (γ−12 )2M21
γM21 − (γ − 1)/2
}γ/(γ−1) [
γ + 1 + 2γM21 − 2γ
γ + 1
]
(91)
→ p02
p1
=
[
(γ + 1)2M21
4γM21 − 2(γ − 1)
]γ/(γ−1) [1− γ + 2γM21
γ + 1
]
(92)
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Figure 262: Formation of bow shock around pitot tube in supersonic flow.
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V. Extract From VKI Paper 2010
V.1. Introduction
This appendix contains an extract from a recent UQ submission of lecture notes to the VKI
lecture series in March 2010 (see Jacobs [4]). It is presented below since it contains useful
commentary regarding the commissioning of the lightweight piston for X2.
V.2. Commissioning a New Lightweight Piston for X2
V.2.1. The Free Piston Driver
The free piston driver is currently our preferred technique to achieve high performance drivers for
our impulse facilities. Since this type of driver compressively heats the driver gas, it is capable of
achieving both the high pressures and the high sound speeds required to generate strong shock
waves. However, the free piston driver presents three main challenges:
1. Tuning its operation to prevent damage to the piston, to the buffer and to the compression
tube.
2. Tuning its operation to achieve sufficient constancy of driver pressure for a sufficient dura-
tion.
3. The monetary cost of the driver assembly is very high since the structural requirements
are very high.
In order to achieve a high temperature in the driver gas, large compression ratios are typically
used, therefore the volume of driver gas at diaphragm rupture is relatively small. If the piston is
moving with relatively low velocity at this point, the driver gas slug has approximately constant
volume. The unsteady expansion will therefore lead to a rapid pressure drop in the driver gas.
The effect of this pressure drop is then transmitted downstream as a reflected u+a characteristic,
potentially interfering with downstream flow processes before or during the test time [34].
We have recently been trying to produce high Mach number, high static pressure flow con-
ditions in the X2 expansion tube facility, however, initial attempts did not achieve expected
results. The existing 35 kg piston is relatively heavy for the length of compression tube and
therefore is operated at slow speeds; the result being that the driver gas maintains its pressure
for a relatively short duration. For the high speed flow conditions for which X2 is typically used
(such as planetary entry between 6 and 10 km/s), critical flow processes occur in the test section
before the reflected u+ a characteristic from the driver reaches the test section, and target flow
conditions are therefore achieved.
However, considering the slower shocks generated through the dense test gas for high to-
tal pressure conditions, early pressure loss in the driver manifests itself in shock speeds which
rapidly slow down before the critical flow processes reach the test section, preventing target flow
conditions from being achieved. Table 42 summarises a Mach 13 high total pressure flow condi-
tion which was attempted with X2. Figure 263 shows several shock speeds measured at different
points along the tunnel and compares these to theoretical estimates based on classical analytical
calculations (i.e. the original target shock speeds).
Referring to Figure 263, shock speeds are seen to significantly attenuate, particularly in the
high pressure (330 kPa initial fill pressure) air-filled shock tube. An analysis from L1d2, which
shows predicted shock speed as the incident shock traverses the length of the tunnel, demonstrates
good agreement with experimental results. This shock attenuation results in significantly reduced
speed and total pressure in the test gas compared to the target flow condition. To address this
problem, a new lightweight piston was developed for use in a tuned driver configuration, described
in the next sections.
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Symbol Value Units Description
pA,0 1.1 MPa Reservoir fill pressure, Air.
pD,0 30.0 kPa Driver fill pressure, 100% Helium.
prupt 15.5 MPa Primary diaphragm rupture pressure.
λ 42.5 [-] Driver compression ratio.
mp 35.0 kg Piston mass.
psec 150 kPa Secondary driver fill pressure, Helium.
pshk 330 kPa Shock tube fill pressure, Air.
pacc 254 Pa Acceleration tube fill pressure, Air.
Lsec 3.424 m Secondary driver tube length.
Lshk 1.301 m Shock tube length.
Lacc 4.254 m Acceleration tube length.
M 13.4 - Predicted Mach number at nozzle exit; target = 13.0.
u 3.950 km/s Predicted flow velocity at nozzle exit; target = 3.952 km/s.
p0 1, 450 MPa Predicted total pressure at nozzle exit.
ttt 0.063 ms Predicted test time.
Table 42: Mach 13 calculated flow condition.
Figure 263: X2 shock speeds for Mach 13 condition, using 35 kg piston with 100% Helium driver. Data points denoted
‘X2s...’ indicate experimentally measured shock speeds.
It is noted that a secondary driver was used for this experiment. The secondary driver is
an intermediate tube filled with Helium, located between the primary diaphragm and the air-
filled shock tube. It is configured so that the sound speed of the shock processed Helium in the
secondary driver exceeds the sound speed of the expanded driver gas. This increase in sound
speed across the interface between the two gases prevents transmission of transverse acoustic
noise in the driver gas into the adjacent gas. If the air filled shock tube is used directly adjacent
to the primary diaphragm, this sound speed increase is not achieved, resulting in significant
unsteadiness in the test flow. This phenomenon is detailed in Paull and Stalker [23].
V.2.2. Tuned Piston Operation
The concept of tuned piston operation was originally proposed by Stalker in [34] and [5] and
attempts to increase the duration over which driver gas is maintained at a useful pressure.
It involves configuring the driver so that diaphragm rupture occurs while the piston still has
sufficient velocity to compensate for driver gas loss to the shock tube [34]. Ignoring wave processes
in the driver, there is a reference piston speed, Uref , which will exactly compensate for driver
gas loss into the shock tube, thus resulting in approximately constant pressure in the driver. The
actual piston speed at the moment of diaphragm rupture, urupt, is non-dimensionalised by this
reference speed, Uref , to produce Itoh’s [3] piston over-drive parameter, β:
β = urupt
Uref
(93)
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Stalker [5] proposed the idea of configuring the driver such that β > 1, thereby “over-driving”
the piston. For β > 1, the piston will actually momentarily continue to increase the driver
pressure following diaphragm rupture, before pressure begins to fall again. The duration of time
over which this variation in driver pressure is within acceptable limits (typically considered to
be around 10% of the target pressure [3, 5, 34, 35]), can correspond to a significantly extended
period of useful supply time. This concept is explained schematically in Figure 264.
Figure 264: Effect of piston over-driving on driver pressure.
V.2.3. Piston Soft Landing Condition
Over-driving the piston results in the piston having a relatively large velocity (typically 100−300
m/s) at the moment when the diaphragm ruptures. However, it is also necessary to stop the
piston before it collides with the end of the compression tube, which can prove challenging
since the distance available to decelerate the piston is relatively small for the high compression
ratios required for driver performance. Itoh et al. [3] identified the types of motion possible,
after diaphragm rupture, as the piston approaches the end of the compression tube. These are
shown in Figure 265 and are defined as being either ‘piston rebound’, ‘soft landing’, or ‘direct
impact’. The eventual piston motion depends primarily on the properties and initial fill pressures
of the reservoir and driver gases, the piston mass, and the geometry of the compression tube
and reservoir. Itoh [3] proposes targeting the soft landing condition and sizing the piston buffer
so that it catches the piston at its inflection point (where piston velocity and acceleration are
simultaneously zero; i.e. um = 0 per Figure 265).
Figure 265: Characteristics of piston motion (taken from Itoh [3]). Subscript m refers to the instant when piston
acceleration is zero; if um = 0 then the piston has an inflection point where it can theoretically be ‘caught’ by an
appropriately sized buffer, thus avoiding impact.
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A soft landing condition was targeted for the new X2 free piston driver. It was considered
impractical to incorporate brakes in the piston (which help prevent the rebound motion identified
in Figure 265), and survivable direct impact is never feasible for anything other than low speed
impacts. An analysis in accordance with Stalker [5] indicated that it was necessary to make
the new piston as light as possible. Structural strength and facility interface requirements (i.e.
the ability to use the piston with the existing compression tube and with the existing launcher
arrangement) placed restrictions on how light the piston could be made. However, the final mass
of 10.5 kg was determined to be sufficiently low to achieve a tuned driver condition which would
have sufficient performance to achieve the target flow conditions. The new lightweight 10.5 kg
piston is shown in Figure 266.
(a) Piston body, machined from 7075-T6
aluminium. Note: material removal across
piston skirt, and circumferential pocketing. 
(b) Final piston assembly. Note: nylon 
chevron seal (yellow) and wear bands (dark 
green), and copper alloy seal support ring.
256.8mm
221.0mm
FWD
(c) Final piston assembly, viewed from
behind. Note: internal cavity which
interfaces with piston launcher.
FW
D
190.0mm
Figure 266: New lightweight piston for X2.
Considered qualitatively, tuned free-piston driver conditions require comparatively light pistons
for the following reasons:
1. At the point of diaphragm rupture, the piston velocity needs to be high in order to match
the mass flow of driver gas into the shock tube. Especially for a relatively short compression
tube like X2’s (approximately 4.5m), a piston must be light enough to accelerate to a high
speed over this short distance, or else reservoir pressures must become prohibitively high.
2. For large compression ratios, the distance between the piston and the end of the compression
tube is quite short. For a given driver gas pressure at rupture, the piston needs to be very
light to decelerate to rest over this short distance.
V.2.4. Calculation of New Free-Piston Driver Conditions
There are practically limitless combinations of parameters which will lead to tuned operation of
a free piston driver, but several design constraints reduce the design space to a more manageable
scale:
1. Piston mass: minimum piston mass is limited by structural and interface requirements
(10.5 kg for X2’s new lightweight piston).
2. Driver pressure: the compression tube is limited by the magnitude of pressure it can
structurally contain (40 MPa for X2).
3. Reservoir pressure: the reservoir fill pressure, which accelerates the piston down the com-
pression tube, is limited by reservoir structural strength (X2 has recently been temporarily
rated to 8 MPa to permit operation of these driver conditions, however it has been designed
for 10 MPa and will be re-rated accordingly at a future date).
4. Compression tube length and diameter: there is significant expense involved with changing
the fundamental configuration of the facility, therefore compression tube geometry was
assumed to be fixed.
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Several variables remain available for driver condition design:
1. Reservoir fill pressure (0-8 MPa).
2. Driver fill pressure (<1 MPa).
3. Driver gas composition (Helium and Argon). The required piston speed for tuned operation
depends on the speed of sound of the compressed driver gas. Reducing the sound speed
(through the addition of Argon to Helium), reduces the required piston speed, however
shock strength is also reduced.
4. Primary diaphragm thickness and material (in this study, diaphragm thickness was limited
to 1.2, 2.0 and 2.5 mm thick, cold-rolled steel sheet; each was pre-scored to 0.2mm depth;
rupture pressures were assumed to be 15.5, 27.9 and 35.7 MPa respectively, based on
previous testing).
5. Buffer length (the distance from the extreme end of the tube where the piston makes
contact with the buffer).
The process used to develop new driver conditions is outlined in Figure 267. The first step
was to develop a rapidly solved 0-D perfect gas analytical model of the free-piston compression
process. The piston equations of motion were obtained from Hornung [1] and used to predict pis-
ton motion and driver pressure before and after diaphragm rupture (assumed physical processes
are shown in Figure 268). The 0-D model was used to manually identify a range of potential
tuned driver solutions. The computational time was sufficiently small that each solution could
be quickly identified.
Whilst the 0-D model proved capable of modeling the driver compression process fairly effec-
tively, it could not make accurate predictions of required reservoir gas fill pressure. The reservoir
gas expansion process was assumed to be an ideal unsteady expansion as shown in Figure 268b.
With X2, reservoir gas must pass through an area change and also through a slotted launcher
(refer Figure 269). This convoluted flow path has the effect of throttling the expansion process,
significantly reducing the strength of the reservoir pressure force eventually acting on the piston.
Further, X2’s reservoir has finite length, and the unsteady expansion through the reservoir even-
tually reflects from the extreme end and causes a further pressure drop. Both of these factors
necessitate a much better predictive tool for the reservoir gas flow.
L1d2 was used to fine tune the free-piston driver configuration prior to any experimental
testing. The code is capable of capturing the longitudinal unsteady wave processes which occur
during piston operation and includes piston friction, flow chemistry, and pipe-flow viscous effects
along the tube walls. Gradual area changes can be handled by the code, however 3-D physical
processes, such as flow through the launcher, cannot be directly modeled. To simulate the
effect of these complex flow paths, L1d2 uses loss regions, which apply a loss factor over a finite
length of the tube where an area contraction etc. is present. Representative loss factors can
only be determined from experimental data, therefore development of loss factors must occur
in conjunction with experimental testing. There is no guarantee that a loss region will model
a disturbed flow region with useful accuracy; however, anecdotal experience indicates that the
modeling tool is quite effective once tuned for a given test condition. The L1d2 driver geometry
used to model X2 with the lightweight piston is shown in Figure 270.
Considering the existing 35 kg free piston driver for X2, the driver has been configured such
that the amount of reservoir gas energy imparted to the piston is only a little greater than that
required to rupture the steel diaphragm; for example, if the reservoir fill pressure is lowered by
10-20%, the piston will not have enough energy to raise driver pressure to the diaphragm rupture
pressure, therefore the diaphragm will not rupture. The result is that the piston does not have
significant energy following diaphragm rupture. Further, since the piston is heavy, this energy
is not associated with a high velocity, therefore the risk of significant impact velocities into the
end of the compression tube are low.
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Figure 267: X2 free-piston driver condition development process.
A key characteristic which differentiates tuned free-piston driver operation with the lightweight
piston is that the piston is given significantly greater energy than that which is required to break
the diaphragm, since it must also have sufficient energy to continue to push driver gas through
the throat of the driver, at full pressure, after the diaphragm has broken. The lightweight tuned
piston has to be accelerated to much higher velocities, be decelerated over a very short distance,
and has significantly greater energy than that required to rupture the diaphragm. The risk of
facility damage due to uncertainties in the analysis are much greater, therefore predictive tools
must be as accurate as possible. To achieve this accuracy with L1d2, a series of blanked off tests
was performed.
V.2.5. Blanked-Off Driver Tests
A blanked-off driver test involves operating a free-piston driver condition using a stiff, non-
rupturing diaphragm, typically manufactured from thick steel. For this commissioning process,
a PCB pressure transducer was located in the diaphragm, so that driver pressure could be
measured during the piston compression process. During a blanked off test the piston bounces
back and forth until the piston comes to rest. So long as the driver pressure does not exceed the
facility pressure limit, no damage will be done to the piston. A corresponding analysis can be
performed with L1d2. The L1d2 model is then tuned until an acceptable level of correlation is
obtained between the experimental and numerical pressure traces.
This methodology is very effective, since it allows full correlation of the driver pressure trace
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Figure 268: Assumed free piston driver states, pre- and post- diaphragm rupture.
Figure 269: Piston launcher for X2 (shown detached from tunnel). Note: the launcher inserts into piston; reservoir
gas must channel through the slots in the launcher, with significant resultant losses to the flow.
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Figure 270: L1d2 geometric representation of X2 impulse facility. Note: longitudinal scale has been compressed to fit
diagram onto page.
right up until the moment when the diaphragm rupture pressure is reached. At this point with
a normal experiment, the diaphragm would then rupture, initiating shock tube flow. If strong
agreement can be obtained with the blanked off tests, then it increases confidence that the
post-diaphragm rupture piston dynamics will also be predicted with good accuracy.
A broad analysis of different driver conditions using the 0-D analytical model, followed by
detailed analysis with L1d2, eventually led to three driver configurations which were considered
to be feasible. The three conditions each used an 80% Helium / 20% Argon driver gas mix. The
difference between the conditions was the thickness of the cold-rolled steel diaphragm for each;
1.2 mm, 2.0 mm and 2.5 mm. Table 43 details the three new driver conditions.
Fill pressures
Driver condition ID Piston mass Diaphragm thickness1 pA,0 pD,He,0 pD,Ar,0 Buffer Length2
[−] [kg] [mm] [MPa] [kPa] [kPa] [mm]
LWP-1.2mm-Rev-0 10.524 1.2 4.94 88.2 22.1 100
LWP-2.0mm-Rev-0 10.524 2.0 6.85 74.3 18.5 45
LWP-2.5mm-Rev-0 10.524 2.5 6.08 61.7 15.5 45
1 Diaphragms are manufactured from cold-rolled steel and pre-scored to 0.2 mm depth.
2 Buffer is comprised of 6x50 mm diameter nylon studs.
Table 43: X2 lightweight piston finalised driver conditions.
Blanked-off tests were performed for each condition prior to performing diaphragm rupturing
experiments. Figures 271(a-c) compare pressure traces between L1d2 predictions and experi-
mental measurement. Close correlation is observed for the average pressure magnitudes. There
is some difference in the unsteady behaviour (waviness); it was found that L1d2 had difficulty
predicting the detailed unsteady behaviour of the driver pressure through the sharp area change
to the primary diaphragm. The L1d2 pressure traces are taken just before the compression tube
area reduces. It was found that loss factors had to be increased from 0.5 (which is used with the
existing 35 kg piston L1d2 model) to approximately 3.5 for the lightweight piston, to obtain good
agreement between numerical and experimental driver pressure traces. This is not surprising,
since the reservoir pressures are almost an order of magnitude higher, and the piston velocity
and acceleration are also much higher.
It is also noted that for blanked-off experimental tests with 2.0 and 2.5 mm steel diaphragms,
the driver pressure was scaled upwards to ensure peak pressure did not exceed the facility limit
of 40 MPa. Since reservoir pressure has proven most difficult to predict accurately, the reservoir
pressure was not scaled. Prior to the rapid increase in driver pressure as the piston nears the end
of its stroke, piston dynamics is primarily dependent on reservoir pressure (i.e. driver pressures
are low for most of the piston stroke). Therefore these scaled blanked-off tests still permit
reasonable verification of most of the compression process.
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(a) Driver condition LWP-1.2mm-Rev-0 (100% driver fill pressure / 100% reservoir fill pressure)
(b) Driver condition LWP-2.0mm-Rev-0 (162% driver fill pressure / 100% reservoir fill pressure)
(c) Driver condition LWP-2.5mm-Rev-0 (170% driver fill pressure / 100% reservoir fill pressure)
L1d2
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L1d2
Figure 271: Comparison of experimental and numerical driver pressures for new tuned lightweight piston driver condi-
tions (refer Table 43). Experimental pressure traces have been time-shifted to match L1d2 predictions.
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Since L1d2 uses a pipe flow model to calculate heat loss, it does not predict heat loss well for a
compression process where the gas is very hot, but only moving with relatively low velocity (i.e.
for a heavy, slow piston). For these experiments, the volumetric compression ratio of the driver
gas at the end of the piston stroke was measured experimentally using sacrificial soft metal rods
fixed into the end of the tube, and it was found that the volumetric compression ratio was well
approximated by the L1d2 simulations. This indicated that heat loss was not significant during
the compression process.
Figure 272 shows the L1d2 predicted piston velocity-displacement trajectory for driver condi-
tion LWP-2.0mm-Rev-0 from Table 43. It can be seen that the deceleration of the piston prior to
reaching the inflection point is significant and that incorrectly locating the buffer too far forward
of the tube end may result in very high speed impact. Driver heat loss is very important in this
respect, since significant heat loss will result in a smaller driver gas volume at high pressure and,
if not properly modeled, may result in the buffer being located too far forward.
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Figure 272: Piston velocity vs. position along compression tube, driver condition LWP-2.0mm-Rev-0. To achieve a
soft landing for the above example, a buffer should be located at the inflection point (x = 4.5 m). This is the position
where the piston temporarilly comes to rest before being pushed forwards again by residual reservoir gas pressure.
V.2.6. Shock Speeds with the Tuned Driver
Figures 273(a-c) show example experimental shock speeds for each of the three driver conditions
described in Table 43. It can be seen that there is no longer the characteristic shock attenu-
ation observed with the previous driver (refer Figure 263). With the 2.0mm and 2.5mm thick
diaphragm conditions, target shock speeds are approached, thus achieving the original goals of
the study.
It is noted that the three driver conditions detailed in Table 43 were achieved without damage
to the facility. Nylon rods were used as the buffer to catch the piston; they are easily cut to a suit-
able length and have a high energy absorbing capacity. None of these new driver conditions caused
damage to the nylon rods, indicating that the combined analytical/numerical/experimental de-
velopment process managed to safely determine tuned, workable, driver conditions. This case
study on the commissioning of the new lightweight piston for X2 has demonstrated a process
which can be used to safely develop new driver configurations, and emphasises the use of the
simulation code L1d2 to fine tune piston response prior to experimentation.
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(a) Driver condition LWP-1.2mm-Rev-0
(b) Driver condition LWP-2.0mm-Rev-0
(c) Driver condition LWP-2.5mm-Rev-0
Figure 273: Comparison of experimental, analytical and numerical shock speeds for new tuned lightweight piston driver
conditions (refer Table 43). Data points denoted ‘X2s...’ indicate experimentally measured shock speeds.
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